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ABSTRACT
The proton nuclear magnetic resonance signal of biological
systems

arises

mainly

from

water.

Its

intensity

is

time

dependent and varies with a number of physical properties of
water. The resulting contrast (or signal difference between two
tissues) displayed in an image varies with the proton density,
the relaxation times T1 and T2 of the tissues as well as the
mobility of the protons.

This thesis considers the clinical

development of the use of the pulsed gradient spin echo (PGSE)
sequence,

designed

to

detect

microscopic

molecular

motion.

However motion sensitization itself leads to grave practical
difficulties with image artefact.
methods are discussed in detail.

Motion artefact suppression
Despite the difficulties, it

was possible to produce images that represented the relative
mobility

of

water

in

differing

defined

directions

i.e.

directional contrast.

Application of this imaging technique to normal subjects
allowed direct visualisation of the fibre tracts within the white
matter.

Evidence is advanced to support the contention that

directional contrast arises from the properties of the myelin
sheath.

Small

scale

studies

of

different

diseases

were

undertaken to assess the type of change that might be expected
with this type of imaging.
lesions

is detectable

evident

in

other

It is shown that some anisotropy of

in multiple

pathologies

such

sclerosis,
as

an

infection

effect
and

not

stroke.

Tumours with their surrounding oedema showed marked changes in
the appearance when imaged with this method.

5
It is concluded that diffusion weighted imaging will have a
role in clinical practice as a method to increase the specificity
of magnetic resonance as an imaging technique.

However the

practical problems of motion artefact control need to be much
improved before routine application is possible.
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NICHOLAS STENO (1638-1686)
If as I have just said the substance of the brain is little
known to us, the true manner of dissecting it is not any better
known,

I do not speak of those who cut the brain into slices; it

has been recognised for a long time that this does not provide
any anatomical elucidation. The other (method of) dissection in
which the gyri are unfolded is a little more artistic; but it
only shows us the outside of what we are interested in and even
that imperfectly.
The third which adds to the development of the gyri,

a

separation of the grey (cortex) from the white substance, goes a
little

further,

it

does not

surface of the medulla.
methods

penetrate,

however,

beyond

Various combinations of these

of dissection have been used,

and various

the

three

types of

longitudinal and transverse sections can be added.
As for me, I hold the true (method of) dissection would be
to follow the nerve threads through the substance of the brain to
see where it goes and where they end.

It is true that this

method is full of difficulties so that I do not know if one may
dare

hope

that

preparations.

it

could

be

completed

without

special

The substance (of the brain) is so soft and the

fibres so delicate that they can scarcely be touched without
breaking them.

Thus, since anatomy has not yet arrived at such

a degree of perfection that it is able to carry out the proper
dissection of the brain, let us not flatter ourselves any longer,
and

rather

admit

our

ignorance

so

that

we

do

not

deceive

ourselves first and others later, by promising to show them the
real structure,
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INTRODUCTION

This thesis describes the application of a novel Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI) method to study diffusion in normal and
diseased brain of man.

The first three chapters outline the physical theory of MR
and the diffusion process.

I outline the technical application

of the NMR method from its inception in the 1960's to the first
attempts to use it as an imaging method the^early 1970's in the
first chapter.

The technological application of MR to generate

images is discussed at some length.

The work of Hahn and others

on the effects of diffusion processes on the MR signal is then
discussed.

The methods of incorporating diffusion sensitivity

are detailed in the final section of Chapter one.

Chapter two

continues with this topic and discusses the details of the pulsed
gradient spin echo sequence
describe

the method)

(PGSE which is the term used to

and goes

on to discuss

other workers'

findings on simple chemical and biological systems.

In Chapter

three the results of the animal work done to develop the method
is outlined together with the first human image obtained with the
sequences used in this study.

The

remaining

seven

chapters

demonstrate

the

original

findings that result from the application of the PGSE method to
the study of water diffusion in the human brain in both the
normal and diseased state.

It will be shown that new aspects of

normal anatomy can now be imaged with this method and that novel

14
radiological appearances result when the method is applied to a
number of different diseases.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The

first

demonstration

of the

variation

of

calculated

apparent diffusion coefficients^within the white matter of man
was by Thompson et al (1) .

They showed that the values of D*

from two point derived diffusion maps of axial sections were
different in the frontal and occipital lobe white matter.

They

suggested that this may be either due to variation in the local
diffusion coefficient or may reflect directional effects imposed
on the diffusion process by the underlying anatomy.

(The term

anisotropy can be applied to a property of a system exhibiting
unequal

physical

properties

or

actions

in

one

or

more

directions.)

Moseley et al (2) in 1990 showed that it was possible to
obtain images of the cat brain that reflected relative water
mobility or diffusion in differing directions.
areas of varying signal

intensity

The images had

in the white matter which

altered as a function of the orientation of the axis along which
diffusion was being observed.

Moseley correlated these changes

with the directionality of the white matter tracts.

It was

proposed that the effect arose from directional differences in
water mobility.

This was considered in a recent editorial to be

a scientific curiosity (3) and was believed to have no clinical
applicability.

Furthermore as recently as 1990, Le Bihan et al

(4) had cast doubts as to whether the effect was detectable in
the human brain.
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It

will

be

shown,

in

this

thesis,

that

directionally

differing diffusion changes can indeed be seen in images of the
human brain.

Furthermore these images are affected by disease

processes which affect the diffusion properties of human tissue.
Much

more

study

of

pathophysiology

will

now

appreciate the implication of these changes.

be

needed

to

One advantage of

diffusion as an imaging method is that it is more easily related
to

the

biology

of

the

system

than

the

more

usual

imaging

parameters T1 and T2 which will defined later in the text.

This thesis illustrates for the first time some of the
imaging features seen in a wide range of neurological diseases
when the PGSE method is used and concludes with suggestions for
a number of avenues of new research prompted by our results.
Prior to this study the pattern of diffusion changes seen in a
wide range of diseases was unknown and much still remains to be
described.

DIFFUSION WEIGHTED IMAGING VERSUS DIFFUSION MEASUREMENTS
The degree of mobility of molecules in a given physical
system can be described by diffusion coefficients whose values
may vary depending on the direction of net movement.

This

property can be developed into an imaging method which displays
the relative mobility in differing directions.

This thesis will

concentrate exclusively on the potential of the method as a
purely radiological technique.
diffusion

coefficients

Earlier attempts to calculate

and display the

results

as diffusion

coefficient maps will be discussed and the pitfalls associated
with this type of tissue characterisation highlighted.
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CHAPTER 1

BACKGROUND AND PRINCIPLES OF NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE (NMR)
INTRODUCTION

The phenomenon of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR or
just MR) was described independently by Bloch's and Purcell's
research groups in 1946 (1,2).

It had been known for some time

that the nuclei of certain isotopes had magnetic properties
resulting in them behaving like tiny bar magnets
when placed in a magnetic field.

(or dipoles)

The magnitude of the effect was

very weak and difficult to detect.

These groups developed a

resonance technique to increase the sensitivity of detection of
the effect (3).

However interest in the method may well have

waned had not the effect of chemical shift been observed.

The

local magnetic field at a given nucleus is affected by the local
chemical environment leading to a small change in the resonance
frequency.

Chemical

shift

was

used

to

develop

NMR

as

sophisticated tool for chemical analysis.

The concept of using MR to study living human subjects has
been attributed to Jasper Jackson in 1967 after he produced NMR
signals from living subjects. The first two dimensional image of
a phantom was produced by Lauterbur in 1972 followed within two
years by an image of a live animal.
NUCLEAR MAGNETISM

Wolfgang Pauli in 1924 was the first to suggest that certain
nuclei had quantised intrinsic angular momentum or spin.

He

invoked spin effects to account for the fine structure of atomic
spectra.

Quantisation

of atomic

spin

states

was

elegantly

18
demonstrated in 1922 by Stern and Gerlach using molecular beam
experiments.

The nuclei can therefore be considered as spinning

spheres which act as if they were microscopic bar magnets.

In the absence of an applied magnetic field the spinning
nuclear magnets are randomly orientated in space.
a magnetic

field

(Bq) leads

to

a tendency

Application of

for

the

nuclear

magnetic dipoles to align along the direction of the field.

This

magnetic interaction is counterbalanced by thermal fluctuations
in the sample which will tend to knock the magnetic dipoles out
of alignment.

Quantisation of the spins constrains the possible

number of allowed spin orientations.

For spin values of 1/2 only

two states are allowed i.e. aligned with or against Bq. However
the alignment will not be parallel to Bq due to quantisation
effects.

The relative proportion of nuclei in the two states

depends on their energy difference and the temperature and can be
calculated using Boltzman statistics.

The quantisation of the spin states prevents the magnetic
moments from aligning fully parallel to Bq. The magnetic moment
vector

is therefore subject to a torque which causes

it to

process around Bq at the so called Larmor angular frequency (w).
The energy difference of the two states is directly proportional
to

the

strength

of

the

applied

magnetic

field,

conventionally measured in units called Tesla T).

which

is

The energy

can be calculated from the relationship between the energy and
frequency of electromagnetic radiation i.e.
E=hu .............................

1.1
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and

from the Larmor relationship which

frequency

v

relates precessional

to the magnetic field strength
&=7B ............................... 1.2a
u = cu/ 27T.........................................

1. 2 b

The constant of proportionality is the gyromagnetic ratio

y,

value of which depends on the nucleus under consideration.

the
For

the hydrogen nucleus 7=2.65197x10* rad s T'^. It is instructive to
calculate the energy difference between the two states for a
single nucleus in order to relate its value to chemical energies.
This value of the energy difference is obtained by multiplying

y

by Planck's constant h/27r (6.626x10^^ J s) to give a value of
4.486x10^7

J/Tesla

for

an

isolated

nucleus.

Further

multiplication by Avogadro's number gives its molar value of
2.692x10^ J/mole/Tesla .

This value demonstrates that at 1.5T

the energy difference between the two states is 4.038x10'* J/Mole
which is minute compared to chemical energies.

For example a

hydrogen bond has «2x10* J/mole.

For a macroscopic sample in a homogeneous magnetic field the
individual magnetic moment vectors of each nucleus can be summed.
This can be considered either as two vectors which represent the
net magnetisation in either the parallel and antiparallel states
or as a single net magnetisation vector which is their sum.
There will be fractionally more spins aligned with the field Bq,
as this provides the lowest energy states and this results in a
net magnetisation vector aligned with Bq.

For hydrogen nuclei

the fractional population difference between the two states at
1.5

T

is

1x10'*.

Normally

the

system

is

in

thermodynamic
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equilibrium with equal numbers of transitions from the higher to
lower energy state as visa versa.
If the sample,

e.g.

the human body,

is irradiated with

electromagnetic radiation at a frequency which exactly matches
the energy difference between these two states

(i.e.

Larmor frequency) a resonant interaction can take place.
induces

transitions

from

one

state

to

the

other.

at the
This
These

transitions result in the absorption and emission of photons of
the same energy i.e. the same frequency.

The small net excess of

the magnetic dipoles aligned with the applied magnetic field
results

in a detectable

resonance frequency.

absorption

of

the

radiation

at the

From the calculated energy separation of

the two states it can be seen that the appropriate frequency of
electromagnetic radiation required is in the radiowave frequency
range i.e. megahertz.

Exploitation of this resonant phenomenon using low-energy
radiowaves which can be generated with a well defined narrow band
of

frequencies

lies

at the heart

imaging (MRI) technique.

of the

magnetic

resonance

Furthermore the very weak interaction

between physical materials and radiowaves makes it very suitable
for non-invasive imaging of the human subject without an ionising
radiation hazard.

To excite the nuclear magnetic resonance, radio-frequency
(rf) pulses are used to induce magnetic fields which oscillate at
the ^armoi^r frequency.

The fields are conventionally labelled

and like the main polarizing field are measured in Tesla or more
commonly micro-tesla

(1/iT = lO^Tj.

By contriving to make B.

21
orthogonal to Bq it is possible to rotate the nuclear magnetism
away from its equilibrium orientation parallel to Bq.
Bi

When the

field is removed, nuclear magnetism precesses around an axis

parallel to Bq at the Larmour frequency.

The magnitude of the

induced signal depends on the number of nuclei contributing to it
and for this reason the density (p) of water protons in tissues

u

is an important parameter^in^vitro MR.

This rotating vector is able to induce an rf signal at the
resonance or Larmor frequency in a suitably tuned rf coil.

The

process

net

of

perturbing

magnetisation

vector

the
can

angle
be

of

most

orientation

simply

of

envisaged

the

using

a

coordinate system in which has the Z axis is aligned along Bq but
the X and Y axes rotate at the resonance frequency.

This so-

called rotating frame of reference depicts the net effect of
perturbing the magnetisation vector into the transverse plan as
a

simple

rotation

about

the

X

or

Y

axis

rather

than

the

spiralling trajectory it actually circumscribes.

RELAXATION TIMES

Historically

it was noted that

if the

induced magnetic

moment of a simple system, e.g. water, was perturbed it would
decay back to its equilibrium value with two characteristic time
constants.

This behaviour was first described by Bloch using a

set of three coupled differential equations representing the
restitution of the magnetisation in the direction of the applied
magnetic field and the decay of the magnetisation in the other
two orthogonal directions.

He noted that the magnetisation could

be considered as two independent components; one aligned along
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Bq, i.e. the longitudinal magnetisation, the other in a plane at
right angles to this i.e. the transverse magnetisation.

Two time decay constants were considered to describe the
relaxation of the system back to the unperturbed state and were
denoted by the terms T1 for the longitudinal or spin lattice and
T2

for

the

transverse

or

spin-spin

relaxation

times.

The

molecular basis of the relaxation processes in biological tissues
remains incompletely understood.

It is believed that a coupling

between the magnetic moments of the nuclei and local electric and
magnetic fields allows the relaxation process to take place.
Coupling refers to^process
particle

to

another.

This

of linking of the motions of one
can

be

best

conceptualised

by

considering the behaviour of two compass needles that are placed
side by side.
to move.

Perturbation of one needle would cause the second

There is thus an energy transfer from one to the other

as they are a coupled system.

The

term

spin-lattice

relaxation

refers

to

the

energy

coupling with the surrounding lattice allowing dissipation of the
excess energy from the excited state.

Spin-spin relaxation does

not involve energy exchange with the lattice but denotes the
interaction between excited and ground spin states which leads to
loss of transverse magnetisation and is an entropy effect.

This

process leads to loss of spin phase coherence of the precessing
individual magnetic vectors.

If there were no imperfections in

the local magnetic field then phase coherence would not be lost.
The intrinsic magnetic field inhomogeneity due to other magnetic
dipoles

leads to T2

decay.

However

the

inhomogeneity

from
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imperfections in the applied magnetic field leads to further T2
type decay and is denoted by T2*.

T2*

is related to T2 via

1/T2* = 1/T2 + 1/T2'........................ 1.4

where 1/T2' is the line broadening effect from the magnetic field
inhomogeneity.

A key observation by Edzes and Samulski (4) was that there
is a cross relaxation process between hydrophillic macromolecules
and water.

The bound water molecules tumble at slow rates (i.e.

relative to the Larmor frequency) compared with free water and
are efficient at causing T2 relaxation.

It is believed that

protein molecules play a key role in determining the observed
relaxation rates of biological tissues.

In proton NMR the major coupling mechanism is between the
magnetic dipoles of adjacent protons within the water molecule.
It can be shown that if the water molecule is held fixed, as in
ice, then the local field homogeneity would be ±2 mT.

This would

cause a rapid loss of the phase coherence of a cohort of spins
resulting in a shortening of T2 to 12^sec without affecting Tl.

In the

liquid state the water molecules

tumbling.

The

rate

correlation

time

(rj

of

tumbling

which

defines

is

characterised

the

molecule to rotate one radian (i.e. 57°).

are constantly

time

taken

by

the

for

the

Rapid tumbling with no

preferred direction (i.e. isotropic motion), as in bulk water at
room

temperature

(

sec) ,

averages

this

local

field
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inhomogeneity to zero.

The addition of slowly tumbling protein

molecules such as globular proteins (Tj.«10'^-10‘* sec) leads to a
static

local

shortens

T2

field

inhomogeneity

relative

to Tl.

on the NMR time

Additionally

with

scale and
anisotropic

molecular motion the static contribution to T2 does not average
to zero and this is a further mechanism for dephasing.

The rapid molecular tumbling is a source of local magnetic
field fluctuation via dynamic magnetic dipole-dipole coupling and
contributes to both the Tl and T2 decays. In any sample there
will be a distribution of tumbling rates, a proportion of which
will

lead to an oscillating magnetic field at the resonance

frequency.

The oscillating magnetic field allows transitions

between magnetic moments aligned along or against
in spin exchange between protons.
dephasing

and

hence

spin-spin

and results

Spin exchange leads to random
or

T2

relaxation

as

well

as

providing a mechanism for dissipating the spin energy into the
thermal motions of the system (or lattice), i.e spin lattice
relaxation.

A model of two or more water phases has been invoked to
explain the observed behaviour in biological tissues

(5) .

In

most biological tissues Tl decay is approximately exponential.
Most classical models of the Tl process assume a fast exchange
regime between water that is free and that which is bound to
macromolecules.
exponential.

The T2 decay in biological systems is often non

The processes giving rise to T2 decay are believed

to be dominated by dipolar coupling via the exchange of water
between bound and unbound phases.

The exchange correlation times
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are important determinants of T2 and are related to the lifetime
of the water molecule in its bound state to macromolecules.

FREE INDUCTION DECAY

The simplest MR signal can be generated by rotating the net
magnetisation through 90°.

The precessing magnetisation vector

decays away exponentially.

The net voltage generated in the

receive coil is a damped cosine wave.

This signal is called the

free induction decay (FID).

SPIN ECHOES

The application of more than one pulse of rf to the sample
results in the spin echo phenomenon. This effect was described in
a paper by Hahn (6) published in 1950.

After rotating a cohort

of magnetic dipoles through 90° (using a 90° pulse) , it was noted
that the FID of the sample decayed away with a decay constant T2*
which

was

shorter

than

T2.

This

is

due

to

the

spabial

inhomogeneity of the magnetic field leading to phase incoherence.
Hahn showed that a second pulse of 180° applied to the sample at
a time TE/2 later can re-establish phase coherence of the cohort
of spins at a time TE from the 90° pulse, giving a second smaller
emission of rf.

This effect arises from the spin like behaviour

of the nuclei and is similar to the echo effect obtained with
sound waves in a cavity.

The term spin echo was used to denote

this phenomenon and TE was named the echo time.

In that paper Hahn noted the importance of the effect of the
translational

movement

of water

molecules

(or translational

diffusion) , in addition to T2 decay, on the variation of the
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amplitude of the echo as a function of echo time.

Carr and

Purcell (7) further analyzed the mathematical basis of the effect
of diffusion on both the Hahn echo and a novel sequence of rf
pulses of their own (the Carr-Purcell sequence).
1 page 254 for details.)

(See Appendix

These methods were initially used to

measure the diffusion constant of water molecules in pure water;
the so called self diffusion coefficient (D).

Experiments were

performed on small samples of pure liquid without any image
formation.

This continues to be applied in physics and chemistry

for the measurement of diffusion coefficients in pure liquids,
solutions and colloidal systems.

An additional refinement to this technique was devised by
Woessner (8), who applied a linear magnetic field gradient across
his sample i.e. an additional magnetic field which varied in a
linear fashion across the bore of the magnet.

The magnetic field

gradient resulted in a more rapid attenuation of the amplitude of
the spin echo from the movement of molecules along its direction,
i.e. it sensitized the experiment to molecular motion.

PULSED GRADIENT SPIN ECHO SEQUENCE (PGSE)
In the early 1960's in a series of papers Stejskal and
Tanner (9) developed a more accurate method than the constant
gradient method outlined above.

Pulsed as opposed to constant

magnetic field gradients were used in order more accurately to
define the time interval over which the diffusion of molecules
was observed.
sequence

was,

(Appendix 2 see page 259)
and

continues

to

be,

This pulsed gradient

used

to

make

accurate

diffusion measurements in chemical and biological systems.
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In physical terms the sequence uses the pulsed gradients to
mark the starting and final positions of the protons at the time
of the application of the pulsed gradients.
gradient

changes

the

dependent fashion.
proton.

During

precessional

The first pulse

frequency

in

a

position

This adds an additional phase angle to each
the

interval

between

the

pulsed

gradients

molecules may move from their original position depending on the
diffusional properties and the local environment.

The second

pulsed gradient again imposes a position dependent phase shift on
the spins and can be used to detect translational motion during
the interval between the pulses.
the

phase

gradients

changes
will

produced

exactly

unattenuated amplitude.

If the molecule has not moved

by

the

first

cancel

and

the

and
echo

second
will

pulsed

have

an

However the effect of diffusion is to

ensure that there is a net dephasing of the signal leading to a
reduction in the amplitude of the spin echo.

MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING
The

application

of

the

techniques

of

nuclear

magnetic

resonance using large bore super-conducting magnets has been used
to generate radiological images of man.

In this section the

component parts of the magnetic resonance imager used in the
studies described in the thesis will be discussed in some detail
to allow a more detailed explanation of the technical problems
encountered with diffusion imaging (Fig. 1.1).
are readily available from standard texts (10).

Further details
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The main magnetic field

(Bq) is generally generated by a

wide-bore super-conducting magnet; for these experiments a field
of 0.15T was employed (11).

The magnetic field was homogeneous

over a 50cm sphere to
»50ppm.

SPATIAL LOCALISATION

The requirements of any imaging method are that the signal
varies with a property of the sample and that the location of
signals from differing regions can be determined.
commonly

used

method

of

spatial

localisation

The most

relies

on

the

application of three orthogonal magnetic field gradients (12).
The term sequence is applied to a combination of rf pulses and
field gradients used to generate an image.

The exact timings of

the components of the MR I sequence and the order in which the
gradients are used determine the plane of the image and its
dependency on the standard NMR variables i.e.

p,

Tl, T2 etc.

Sequences are applied repeatedly with systematic variation of the
field gradients to build up an image.

The data is usually

acquired on a line by line basis and then transformed into an
image using a mathematical technique called a Fourier transform.
Typically 128 or 256 lines of data are acquired for each image.

MAGNETIC FIELD GRADIENTS

The magnetic

field gradients are small

strength of the main magnetic field.

compared to the

Their application adds a

linearly increasing magnetic field along the three principle
axes.

The Z gradient is applied along the direction of Bq, X and
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Y are transverse to this direction and are across the bore of the
magnet.

CO O R D I N A T E

SCHEME FOR ARDI
licitno-ùi

Y

Figure 1.2 Axis system for imaging.

The gradients are generated by coils that are set within the bore
of the machine and surround the subject.

The machine used for

this work had a modified gradient coil set which generated up to
16mT/m.

Commercial machines generally operate with gradient

strengths of only lOmT/m.

The stronger gradients are however

crucial for the study of diffusion effects (vide infra).

This

modification narrowed the bore of the magnet limiting the space
for the subject.

The gradient coils can be used in two modes.

They can be

driven constantly throughout the sequence or turned on for short
periods to generate pulsed gradients.

Switching the gradients on

and off generates eddy currents in the surrounding metal of the
magnet. The eddy currents themselves generate magnetic fields
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which destroy the homogeneity of Bq and may adversely affect the
image.

Although

a

compensating
additional

number

for

coils

this
to

shielded gradients.

of

techniques

effect

shield

such

against

as

are

available

gradient

these

fields

sets
i.e.

for
with
self

The scanner employed in this study did not

incorporate any eddy current control measures.

The eddy current

effect depends on the rate at which the gradients are powered up
and hence imposes constraints on the rise times of gradient
profiles and the pulse gradient durations used.

For a two dimensional image a slice from the sample needs to
be selected.

This is achieved by exciting only the nuclei of one

slice by the application of a narrow band rf pulse simultaneously
with a magnetic gradient.

The slice selection gradient results

in a spatial variation of resonance frequencies, only part of
which can be excited by the narrow band of rf. Slice selection
has to be applied for each line of data used to build up the
image.

A

second

gradient

(the frequency

encoding gradient)

is

applied along a second direction at the same strength each time.
The

variation

in the resonance

frequency

across

the

sample

determines the spafcial resolution of one side of the picture
element or pixel.
provides

A third gradient (the phase encoding gradient)

information

about the second

in-plane direction

to

define the resolution of the remaining side of the pixel. It is
applied with a stepwise variation in its strength to provide
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imaging information on a line by line basis.

An appropriate

selection of the slice, frequency and phase encoding gradients
results in differing imaging planes which may be orthogonal or
oblique to the principal axis system as well as the spacial
resolution.

RADIOFREOÜENCY

The rf signal is generated by an rf synthesizer that can be
accurately tuned. It must be able to generate well defined short
rf pulses of adequate power with a relatively narrow band of
frequencies.

The rf is transmitted to the subject via a transmit

coil that is fitted within the bore of the magnet.

This coil has

to be decoupled from the receive coil to prevent interference.

The emitted rf signal from the subject is picked up by a
receive coil.
However

at

This can be built into the bore of the machine.

0.15T

the

signal

strength

is

low

and

sensitive

detection coils closely applied to the subject were required.

A

quasi-spherical head coil was used (13). The receiver allows the
X (or real) and Y (or imaginary) components of the signal to be
detected independently.

This allows the angle of rotation (or

phase angle (0 )) of the magnetic vector in the transverse plane
to

be

determined;

0=

tan'^

(Y /% .

The

resulting

collected over a predetermined period of time,

signal

is

sampled at a

specific sampling rate and digitised using an analogue to digital
converter.

A Fourier transformation of this data is performed

using an array processor, which is a hard wired circuit board, to
calculate the spatial distribution of signal from each pixel.
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For a two dimensional image, multiple applications of the
pulse

sequence

are

generally

required.

The

number

of

applications depends on the degree of spatial resolution required
and the size or field of view of the object.

A plot of these data in one to three dimensions displayed on
a grey or colour scale will then form an image.

An image is thus

just a visual representation of an array of data values.

A typical two dimensional imaging sequence therefore uses
all three gradients along three orthogonal axes plus rf pulses to
generate rf signals from the sample.

The range of resonance

frequencies in the frequency encoding direction are generally
divided into 128 or 256 intervals.

Modern computing power (the

CPU) is needed to coordinate each of the individual units and to
handle the imaging data

The Fourier transform, which is a mathematical method that
can break down the complex radio-signal into its sub-component
frequencies, is the usual method to convert the raw data into an
image.

An even number of data points in the phase encoding

direction is required.

If the signal intensity is low compared

with the background noise then each application of the sequence
with a given phase encoding gradient strength may be repeated
several times and the data averaged. If n signals are averaged
the image will look less noisy and the ratio of the signal from
the sample to the inevitable background noise (S/N ratio) will
improve by a factor of Vn but the imaging time is increased by a
factor n.

The number of signal averages is abbreviated to NEX.
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SEQUENCES

The clinical development of MRI started with pulse sequences
that detected local changes in proton density

(p) .

As this

variable only alters slightly between healthy tissues and in
disease states other MR variables were sought.

Most clinical MR studies use spin echoes and Tl or T2
weighted contrast for imaging.

The spin echo imaging sequences

were developed to detect changes in either the Tl or T2 of
pathological tissues.
demonstration

by

This approach was adopted following the

Damadian

(15)

that malignant

tissue

had

a

prolongation of the normal values of Tl and T2 for any given
tissue (15).

The development of MRI from then on has resulted from an
explosion of imaging sequences.

These were designed to exploit

other facets of MR behaviour that had been developed by physical
scientists

to

probe

molecular physics.

Interest

gradient spin echo sequence as a clinical

in pulsed

imaging technique

started with Le Bihan in 1985 (16) . He applied the techniques of
Stejskal and Tanner to phantoms, animals and man.
theory

suggested a

intensity

versus

logarithmic plot of the

the

degree

of motion

The original

ratio of

sensitization

signal
of

the

sequence should give a straight line graph, the gradient of the
line

being

proportional

to

the

diffusion

coefficient.

Bihans's results did not give a straight line however.
were interpreted as indicating a bi-exponential decay.

Le

The data
It was

postulated that the first component of the decay arose from
tissue perfusion and the second from diffusion effects.

(Their

Feinberg DA, Mark AS. Human brain motion and cerebrospinal
fluid circulation
Radiology 1985

demonstrated

;154:443-448.

with MR velocity

imaging.
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phantom experiments lent support to this interpretation.)

The

intercept was believed to determine the volume fraction of the
perfusate.

These early papers determined that perfusion was the

major area of imaging research with the pulsed gradient sequence
until 1990.

This thesis outlines the use of the pulsed gradient sequence
with

MRI

in

man

to

detect

diffusion-weighted

radiological

contrast in differing directions and to look at its future role
in clinical practice.

MOTION ARTIFACT

MR is generally a slow imaging method compared with X-ray
methods.

During the collection of the imaging data, motion of

part or all of the patient will lead to artifactual changes in
the image.

If severe enough the resulting image will be un

interpretable.

The use of the pulsed gradient spin echo sequence

compounds this problem.

As the sequence is deliberately designed

to

motion

detect

microscopic

it

involuntary or voluntary motion.

is

very

sensitive

to

any

In particular even with a

compliant volunteer, the normal brain pulsation is sufficient to
degrade the image.^

DIFFUSION IN PHYSIOLOGY AND NMR

The term diffusion has a variety of usages in the physical
and biological sciences.
to

two types

of

In the physical sciences it is applied

process.

Any

chemical

system

that

has

a
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concentration gradient will have a process of diffusion which
will tend to equalise the concentrations of the relevant species.
This concept of a transport process that leads to equilibration
can be applied to other physical properties such as temperature,
momentum, rotational energy or spin temperature (17).
facet

of

the

diffusion

process

is

the

A second

description

of

the

transport process which exists in the absence of a concentration
gradient to drive it i.e. self diffusion.

In general the two

processes can be characterised by a diffusion coefficient with
the same value in the limit of a dilute solution.

The term diffusion is widely used in physiological sciences
and is applied to a variety of transport processes (18).

It is

generally applied to one of the mechanisms whereby a particular
substance such as an amino acid or oxygen is transported from
regions of high to

low concentration.

behaviour, termed passive diffusion,

This non-equilibrium

is governed by the first

Fick equation which relates the rate of change of concentration
of the substance to the magnitude of the concentration gradient
and the diffusion coefficient; i.e. substances diffuse down their
concentration gradients.

In some cases the transport process can be shown to reach a
saturated state when an increasing concentration difference does
not lead to an increased transport rate. The term facilitated
diffusion is applied and a carrier mechanism is postulated.

The

carrier mechanism can be active using biochemical high energy
substrates to perform the transportation across an endothelial

— .

let.l>^L/yhuwi
^ ^ ùrU\i
4 z ijjiK ^

jp<\iJ%i/^
flU fiU u Â ^

^ U n jC
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lining for example.

This can be tested by observing the effect

of poisons such as cyanide on the observed rate of transport.

Passive diffusion can itself saturate if for example only
certain number of pores
transport

process.

in an endothelial

In this

lining allow the

case poisoning

the

system with

metabolic poisons will not alter the observed rate.

The term self diffusion as used in NMR refers to the random
motions

of molecules arising from

intermolecular

collisions.

This is an equilibrium process i.e. there is no concentration
gradient and it results in a random walk by the test molecule
through the surrounding medium.

For pure liquids this will be

purely related to the self diffusion constant D.

The more

complicated case of diffusion through a heterogeneous medium will
be considered in some detail in Chapter 2 (page 47).

NMR allows

the measurement of the so called apparent diffusion coefficient
D* in a selected direction.

To our knowledge no other technique

is capable of making a similar directional measurement.

DETAILS OF THE IMAGING EQUIPMENT
All

the

images

of

human

subjects

were

obtained

on

prototype Picker 0.15T super-conducting wide bore magnet.

a
A

modified gradient set with gradient strengths of 16mT/m was used
for most images.

However a small gradient set was also employed

at the end of the study to investigate the results of using
larger pulsed gradient strengths,
shorter

echo

times.

Additional

shorter pulse durations and
advantage

from

having

the
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gradient set away from the bulk of the magnet

is that eddy

current problems are significantly reduced.

A

quasi-spherical head receiver coil was used.

The signal

was amplified and the real and imaginary components filtered
prior to sampling and digitising.

With the longer echo times

(130 and 200ms) maximum pre-amplification and machine gain were
needed to observe the signal.
magnitude

data

or

as the

The data could be displayed as

real

(X)

and

imaginary

(Y)

parts

separately.

Head

fixation was

of

crucial

importance

as

the pulsed

gradient spin echo sequence is deliberately highly sensitized to
motion in order to detect the diffusion effect.

Fixation was

initially achieved with firm foam pads placed between the head
and the receiver coil.

The coil itself was fixed in a moulded

head rest with firm padding and velcro straps.

Subsequently a

deeper head rest was made and a Vacpak (evacuated polythene bag
filled with polystyrene balls ) and restraining straps were used.
The objective was to restrain the head without any undue pressure
which would produce discomfort over the hour and a half of
scanning time routinely employed for patients and volunteers.

Further modifications were considered.

One option was to

use a dental mould applied to the upper teeth and fixed to a bar
across the head rest.

This method had been developed for the

purposes of producing a re-locatable stereotactic frame (19).

It

had been shown to fixate and relocate to high degrees of accuracy
and was generally well tolerated.
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CONTROL OF MOTION ARTIFACT
All sources of motion artefact had to be carefully assessed
and measures taken to control the worst effects.

All the scans

were cardiac gated from the R wave with a delay that was adjusted
to the heart rate.
a delay

of

For a normal adult with a rate of 70-100min*’

300 ms

was

used

to

ensure

the

data

collection

coincided with late diastole when the ballistic motion imparted
to the brain was least.

The sequence was triggered after two or

more beats to bring the repetition time to more than 1,500ms to
ensure enough time for Tl relaxation processes to be completed.
For children and patients with a tachycardia these requirements
necessitated triggering off every fourth beat with short delays
from

the

R

wave.

Patients

with

atrial

fibrillation

or

significant arrhythmias were unsuitable for scanning.

A number of motion control and compensation techniques have
been developed for improving the quality of MR images (20-24),
but none of them was available for this initial clinical study of
ARDI.

The proportion

of examinations that resulted in technical

failure attributable to uncontrolled subject motion was therefore
high

(«40%).

Not withstanding this difficulty a substantial

number of successful examinations were achieved and these enabled
an initial assessment of the radiological potential of ARDI to be
conducted.

GRADING OF MOTION ARTIFACT
A simple grading of motion artefact was used in this thesis
to summarise the image quality and to assess if the on-going
improvements in head restraint were being successful.

The images
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were

graded

from

1-5.

Grade

5 was

little

or

no

ghosting

artefact, grade 4 was moderate ghosting artefact but the image!
was still interpretable, grade 3 was severe motion artefact and
the image was not interpretable, grade 2 was the outline of the
image could be discerned and grade 1 was no discernable image.
At the end of each clinical chapter in this thesis the tables of
gradings for the images used are given.

Technical modifications

to the sequences, machine, head restraint and gating procedures
were quickly developing throughout the period of the clinical
studies.

These changes imposed constraints on the nature and

form of the clinical studies.
better

motion

control

Overall there was a trend to

with

each

modification

to

the

head

restraint was implemented which was reflected in a higher success
rate in the number of interpretable images obtained.
problems

with

motion

in

the

caudo-cephalic

Particular

direction

were

discovered which will be discussed in more detail in the final
conclusion.

IMAGE DISTORTION
the application of large amplitude pulsed gradients resulted
in the generation of significant eddy currents, which produced
noticeable

image distortion.

Although the

resulting

images

appear inferior to standard MRI images, the distortion does not
in general compromise the anatomical information they contain and
was

therefore

regarded

as

an

inconvenience

but

not

very

significant draw back of the equipment available for this study.
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NOVEL RADIOLOGICAL CONCEPTS

Three new radiological concepts are needed to interpret the
images; molecular diffusion, directional contrast and anisotropy.
Molecular diffusion or the intrinsic mobility alters the signal
intensity of a spin echo.

Increased molecular mobility results

in a larger diffusion coefficient.

The pulsed gradient spin echo

sequence generates diffusion weighted images by detecting the
movement of water molecules along specified directions.
leads

to

the

second

concept

of

directional

This

contrast.

The

contrast between two tissues within a given diffusion weighted
image depends on the direction of the applied pulsed gradients.
No other radiological technique demonstrates such a property

The reciprocal of directional contrast is the property of
anisotropy.

This applies to quantities that vary with direction.

Thus if one is in a moving crowd then walking with it is quicker
than walking either against or across its prevailing direction.
Ones

speed

of

movement

is

direction one chooses to go.

anisotropic

depending

on

which

In molecular terms the resistance

to motion experiences by protons attached to water molecules
depends

on the permeability of cellular membranes and other

intracellular

constituents.

This

resistance

depends

on the

underlying cellular structure and hence gives rise to directional
contrast.
CONCLUSIONS

This

introductory

chapter

has

outlined

the

general

principles of NMR as well as the additional requirements for its
use as an imaging technique.
development

of highly motion

The history and rationale for the
sensitized

sequences

to detect
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molecular

diffusion

translational

is

diffusion

outlined.
and the use

The

physical

of the

same

basis
term

of

in a

physiological context is emphasised.

It is evident that the technical demands of the pulsed
gradient spin echo sequence require modifications to most imaging
machines, particularly to the gradient coil system.

The details

of the whole body machine used in this thesis have been given.
Despite the low value of its main field strength, and hence the
signal, it was possible to detect diffusion weighted contrast.
This was all the more remarkable as the application of the
diffusion gradients both required the use of long echo times
(i.e. 130-200ms) and results in significant signal attenuation.

Motion artefact

introduced by involuntary and voluntary

motion of the subject during the imaging sequence is considered.
Comparatively simple measures were able to reduce motion artefact
significantly.
were a

s in e

technique.

qua

Moderate head immobilisation and cardiac gating
non

for a reasonable success rate with this

A simple grading scheme was introduced to summarise

the quality of the pictures obtained.

5.

Grosh L and Noack F. NMR relaxation investigation of water
mobility in aqueous bovine serum albumen solutions. Biochim
Biophys Acta 1976; 453:

218.
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CHAPTER 2
DIFFUSION; THEORY AND MEASUREMENT USING NMR
INTRODUCTION
Translational molecular diffusion is the process by which a
molecule moves along a random path due to the intermolecular
collisions with its neighbours.

In a homogeneous fluid of

Fig 2.1 A representation of the
path
taken
during
Brownian
motion.
The root mean square
displacement in 3 dimensions
<(r-rr,)'h
is directly proportional
to
the
diffusion
time
T^.
(Einstein A . Investigations
on
the theory of Brownian Movement.
Methuen 1926: Dover 1956.
EINSTEINS EQUATION
<( r- rJ‘^>= 6DT

infinite extent diffusion will be a truly random phenomenon and
is radially symmetrical.

This phenomenon is called Brownian

motion after a botanist who observed pollen grains to jitter,
when observed in a droplet of water down a microscope (1).

At

the molecular level this process depends on the thermal energy
per degree of freedom and the activation energies involved in the
collision and transport processes.

These effects are combined

into a diffusion coefficient D which gives a measure of the bulk
property of diffusion.

D is defined as the average mean square

displacement per unit time; units distance^/time . The temporal
evolution of the system can be analyzed using the first Pick
equation, which relates the local changes in concentration to the
concentration gradients via the diffusion coefficient.

Similar
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considerations can be developed for other modes of molecular
motion such as rotation and vibration.

In heterogeneous media such as solutions or in systems with
more than one state of matter present, the analysis becomes more
complicated and a number of molecular mechanisms may influence
the observed diffusion coefficient.
molecules

diffuse

in

tissues

is

The extent to which water
affected

not

just

by

the

properties of the cytosol itself but also by the presence of
cellular

structures

such

as

barriers to free movement.

lipid

membranes

which

provide

Diffusion in these circumstances is

said to be restricted as the molecules appear not to have moved
as far as one would expect from consideration of the value of the
self diffusion coefficient D(H2O) of pure water.

It should be

noted that the cytosol is not a dilute solution; hence some minor
deviation from D(H2O) would be expected.

In colloidal systems or

gels, diffusion may be vary markedly in different directions.
mathematical

representation

of

this

would

require

a

A

tensor

analysis for a full description of the diffusion behaviour.

In tissues which have a highly organised but asymmetric
structure,

diffusion may similarly be more restricted in one

direction than in another.

The magnitude of this effect probably

depends on the impedance to the mobility of water molecules.
Water that is intracellular will have its mobility impeded by
intracellular lipid membranes, the cytosol and any intracellular
organelles present within the cell.

Extracelluar water will be

restricted by the g^tracellular protein matrix that makes up the
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ground substance as
well

as

the

cell

membranes that line
the extracellu^ space.
\

There has been
much
the
cell

debate

about

capability

of

membranes

to

Dx= Derestricted)
Dy- Derestricted)

form

an

effective

barrier

to

d i f fusion
Analysis

water
(2 ) .

of

this

problem has used the
T2 relaxation curves

F ig 2 .2
The p a th w a y o f a t e s t m o le c u le
is
shown m o v in g w i t h i n
a w a te r f i l l e d
tu b e w i t h im p e rm e a b le w a l l s .
D iffu s io n
i s r e s t r i c t e d in th e X and Y b u t n o t th e
Z d ire c tio n .

to determine if the
signal arises from a single or multiple compartments in normal
tissues.
(3)

Neutron scattering studies of muscle by Hazelwood et al

have

suggested that

for this

tissue any restriction

if

present must be small, at least for free translational diffusion
of water, although the effect was probably larger for rotational
diffusion.

However in chronic multiple sclerotic plaques where water in
the extracelluar space can be up to 68% of the total tissue water
a clear bi-exponential decay of T2 has been observed (4).

It is

evident that exchange between the intracellular and extracelluar
spaces can be a slow process on the NMR time scale.

More

recently it was suggested that there was directional variation of
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the calculated apparent diffusion coefficient within the white
matter of the central nervous system in man (5).

In this thesis it is demonstrated that the diffusion of
water molecules across the axons of white matter tracts in man is
more restricted than that along fibres i.e. the diffusion of
water appears anisotropic.

This property is used for the first

time as a radiological technique to map out both the normal and
abnormal

tracts

within

the human

central

nervous

system by

highlighting the constituent parts of the white matter.

It is

suggested that the site of restriction is probably the myelin
sheath in normal brain and that this offers an opportunity to
investigate

demyelinating

and

dysmyelinating

conditions.

Additionally, in a number of pathologies, restricted diffusion or
an apparent reduction in diffusion coefficient accompanies the
changes.

RESTRICTED DIFFUSION
Diffusion is most appropriately described in statistical
terms.

We can define the conditional probability P(r„;r,t) as

the probability that a molecule initially at position r„ arrives
at another position r after a time t.

In a homogeneous fluid of

infinite extent, P is a Gaussian function such that

P = (4#Dt)^^ exp {-(r-r„)^/4Dt} ............... 2.1

where D is the diffusion coefficient (6) . If distance is measured
in millimetres and the time is measured in seconds, then D has
units

of mm^/s.

The diffusion

coefficient

is a measure

of

P i c k ’s s e c o n d

l aw of d i f f u s i o n

states

that

C/f *
i a

%

'JuM u m L X. .

Solution
of this equation, with the boundary conditions
that C(t) is defined at all times t for the boundary of the
domain through which the diffusion is taking place and the
initial condition that C(x) is a specific value at t=0, leads to
the distribution function given in equation 2.1 (page 50).
calculating the mean square distance from the integral

gives the Einstein equation for Brownian motion given in figure
2.1. (see Moore W J . Physical Chemistry 5th edition Longman pl61163.)

-I

.A

'

'■

’
' 'd
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mobility at the molecular
viscosity.

level

and varies

inversely

with

For pure water at 37°C,D=3.4xlO'^mm^/s (7).

Since each molecule follows a random path,

the distance

travelled in any given time as a result of diffusion varies
widely

for different

molecules.

However

it

is useful

to

calculate the average distance 1 which molecules travel in a time
t , and this is given by the solution of the "

. equation

in three dimensions, i.e.

1 =

V e ^

....................................... 2.2

if motion in three dimensions is considered, and

1 = V2Dt ....................................... 2.3

if movement in only one direction is considered.

When
boundaries,

diffusion

is restricted

by

barriers

such

as

cell

P(r„;r,t) becomes geometry dependent and ceases to

be a pure Gaussian function of distance.

In consequence the

conventional definition of the diffusion coefficient breaks down
since it is no longer simply a property of the diffusing medium.
On very short time scales molecules diffuse as if they were in a
homogeneous fluid, but over progressively longer times more and
^()re of them diffuse
/finders their further

encounter a
^

haif^ (

I V l \ I C 1%

^jT^ctical solution to this

difficulty is to replace D by the apparent diffusion coefficient
D*, the magnitude of which depends on the time interval Td (the
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diffusion time) over which diffusion is monitored.

Depending on

the symmetry of the barriers to diffusion, D* may or may not be
directionally

dependent.

Whilst

this

phenomenon

had

been

inferred from early measurements by Stejskal and Tanner using
very strong gradients and extremely short duration pulses, it had
not been demonstrated using an imaging instrument.

It is the

variation of D* as a function of direction within the MRI image
that allows the anisotropy of the lesion to be detected and white
matter tracts to be identified.

The manner in which D* varies with Td depends on the nature
of

the

barriers

spacing.

including

their

geometry,

permeability

and

However, in general D* is smaller than the unrestricted

value of D and decreases monotonically from a value close to D
for values of Td close to zero, to a small limiting value as Td
tends to infinity.

This decrease in D* with Td is the basic

contrast mechanism in restricted diffusion imaging.
the

pulse

timing

of

diffusion

sensitive

By choosing

imaging

sequences

appropriately, Td can be selected to reveal highly restricted
diffusion in some tissues or in a particular direction within a
tissue

(D* small)

diffusion

while still retaining much less restricted

(D* relatively

large)

direction within a tissue.
determining

the

extent

structure Fig 2.3.

to

in other tissues

or another

Thus Td is a key parameter
which

diffusion

reveals

for

cellular
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APPARENT
DIFFUSION
CONSTANT

Derestricted)

DIFFU SIO N TIME T
F ig
2 ,3
The
v a ria tio n
of
apparent
d iffu s io n
c o e f f ic ie n t w ith
the d if f u s io n
tim e Td.
A t the
s h o r t T d l i m i t D* = D ( H p ) ,
A t t h e l o n g T d l i m i t D*
is re s tric te d .

It should be noted that if restriction varies with direction it
follows that anisotropic effects can be expected though they may
be difficult to demonstrate.

DIFFUSION SENSITIVE SEQUENCES

Early measurements of diffusion employed a Hahn spin echo
collected

in

the

(Appendix

1 see

presence
page

254) .

of

a
For

constant
a

applied

homogeneous

gradient

liquid

the

amplitude of the echo is reduced by a factor R, (in addition to
the usual Tj and T2 effects) given by (7)

R = exp {-(T^G^[TE]^/12) D'}............................2.3
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where 7 is the magnetogyric ratio, G is the applied constant
field gradient, TE is the echo time and D* the apparent diffusion
coefficient.

The nominal diffusion time (Td) is equal to TE/3

with this sequence, forming an undesirable link between signal
attenuation

due

to

restricted

diffusion

and

that

due

to T2

relaxation.
In

1965

Stejskal

gradient spin echo

and Tanner

(PGSE)

(8) introduced

technique,

the pulsed

in which sensitivity to

diffusion was provided by magnetic field gradient pulses placed

PULSED GRADIENT SEQUENCE
EGG
DELAY
Te

À

180

EGG

ECHO

TRIGGER

/
/
—

/

/

/

/—

/

Tp

Tp
TIME

F ig . 2 .4
The
p u ls e d
g ra d ie n t
sequence
p a ra m e te rs and p u ls e a m p litu d e s .

w ith

th e

on either side of the 180° refocussing pulse (Fig. 2.4).

tim in g

This

sequence encodes molecular motion by using two gradient pulses.
The first pulse adds an additional phase shift to each hydrogen
nucleus that depends on its position (assuming that the average
motion during the duration of the pulsed gradient is small).
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During the

interval Td the molecules move by the process of

diffusion.

The 180° pulse is applied to generate a spin echo.

A second gradient pulse will

introduce a phase shift

opposite sense to that of the first pulse.

in the

If no motion takes

place the two phase shifts are equal and opposite and there will
be no resultant signal attenuation.
during the

Any movement of the nuclei

interval Td will result

in a failure of complete

cancellation of the phase shifts and hence signal attenuation.

In the

presence of any spatially varying magnetic field,

random motion of protons in diffusing water molecules results in
irreversible dephasing of the magnetic resonance signal producing
a reduction in its amplitude.

Since spatially varying magnetic

fields are used for slice selection and spatial encoding in all
magnetic resonance images, diffusion of water molecules results
in a reduction in signal intensity in all images, although the
effect is normally quite small.

By deliberately applying large

magnetic field gradients in particular directions, diffusion can
be

made

variations

the
in

dominant
diffusion

image
to

contrast
be

mechanism,

visualised

enabling

including

their

directional dependence.

Neglecting terms due to small conventional slice selecting
and spatial encoding gradients, the diffusion attenuation factor
R with this sequence is given by

R = exp {-y^^T^(A-Tp/3)D*}
= exp

2.4
2.5
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where G is the amplitude of the gradient pulses, Tp is their
duration and A is the time between their leading edges. For the
POSE

sequence

Td=A-Tp/3.

The

composite

parameter

b

(the

diffusion sensitivity parameter) determines the overall signal
attenuation (in conjunction with D*) and has units of s/mm^.

This

expression was used as the basis for the development of the
Intravoxel

Incoherent

Motion

(IVIM)

(see

page

70)

method

developed by Le Bihan et al (9).

The PGSE technique has a number of advantages over the
constant gradient methods.
T2 dependent contrast,

It decouples diffusion contrast from

since R no longer depends on TE.

In

addition, by using very narrow field gradient pulses (making Tp
small in comparison to the average time required to diffuse
between barriers) it enables the diffusion time to be determined
precisely. This may be useful for measurement of barrier spacing
and apparent diffusion coefficients (8).

Finally the use of pulsed gradients separates the diffusion
sensitization from the applied radio-frequency (rf) pulses and
the data acquisition, so allowing the diffusion weighting to be
changed without affecting other sequence properties such as slice
thickness and pixel size.
perhaps

In clinical applications this

the most significant advantage.

available on standard imaging machines

is

Since the gradient

(typically up to about

lOmT/m) necessitates the use of broad gradient pulses to achieve
the required sensitivity, the PGSE may however in practice appear
rather similar to the constant gradient method.
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APPLICATIONS TO BIOLOGICAL MATERIALS.

Spin echo methods have been used to look at self-diffusion
in pure liquids and anisotropic diffusion of simple chemical
systems such as benzene and other simple organic liquids (10).
The method was then applied to a number of simple systems with
restriction such as mica, yeast, apple, tobacco pith and octanol
in water emulsion (8) . In their analysis Stejskal and Tanner (8)
demonstrated

that

for simple

systems

the apparent diffusion

coefficient varied predictably with the diffusion time. In the
limit, as long as the pulse duration was small, a barrier spacing
could be calculated.

It is of interest that they demonstrated a

degree of restricted diffusion in the octanol-water emulsion even
though the permeability barrier was not insurmountable.

It may

be possible therefore that the biological cell membrane, though
permeable, constitutes a sufficient barrier to diffusion of water
molecules to give the appearance of restriction.

This is substantiated to a degree in a later paper by Tanner
(11) who used the pulsed gradient sequence to look at the intra
cellular

diffusion

coefficient

of

water

and

cell

membrane

permeabilities in human red blood cells, brine shrimps and

lipid

in human breast adipose tissue. He used a plot of D* versus Td to
calculate the separation of the diffusion barriers.

He obtained

a value of 8 microns for typical cellular dimensions.

He felt

this was slightly large compared with the 4-5 microns expected
for an averaged value of the cells' dimensions.

It was suggested

this may be due to the application of the expression derived for
the model of parallel barriers.
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A more sophisticated analysis of the effect of impermeable
barriers of differing geometries on the constant gradient spin
echo sequence has been developed by Neuman (12) who showed that
for

a

spherical

or

cylindrical

boundary

to

diffusion

the

attenuation factor depended on the fourth power of the radius.
Thus NMR has considerable sensitivity to the spatial dimensions
of

the

restriction

environment.

This

analysis

may

need

modification if the barriers are only partly impermeable.

CONCLUSION

This

chapter

has

translational diffusion.

outlined

the

molecular

basis

of

It has considered the effect on the

measured diffusion coefficient of barriers to free water mobility
which may well be present in the biological system.

It then

outlined the reason for the development of the pulsed gradient
sequence by Stejskal and Tanner in the early 1960's.

Their

theoretical analysis is discussed and outlined in Appendix 2 (see
page 259) in which their expression for the diffusion time (Td)
is derived for pulsed gradient sequence.

The contributions of

the pulsed gradient strength, diffusion time and pulsed gradient
duration

to

the

demonstrated.
anisotropic

This
and

sequence
forms

restricted

subsequent chapters.

diffusion
theoretical
diffusion

sensitization
foundations

effects

for

described

are
the
in
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CHAPTER 3
PLANT PHANTOM. ANIMAL AND EARLY HUMAN STUDIES
INTRODUCTION
The potential of diffusion imaging became evident from the
demonstration

of

unusual

image

contrast

obtained

in

plant

phantoms such as celery and in animal studies (1,2) using the
pulsed gradient sequence.

Moseley et al (2) demonstrated that

diffusion weighted magnitude images showed two unusual effects.
Firstly the vascular pattern of the plant material and the white
matter of the cat could be selectively highlighted depending on
the direction of the applied pulsed gradient.

Secondly in the

cat model of middle cerebral artery occlusion the images obtained
using this sequence seemed to be more sensitive to the early
development of the lesion than the T2 weighted image.

Both these

results were attributed to diffusion effects of water within the
test tissue.

In order to confirm these findings and to obtain experience
with the technique, in preparation for in vivo studies of human
subjects, the experiments on celery were reproduced on a 2.35 T
small bore machine.

Subsequently similar methods were used to

see if directional contrast could be detected in man on the low
field 0.15T whole body human imaging machine.

METHOD
MR

proton

imaging

was

performed

using

a

Bruker

AM-100

spectrometer in conjunction with an Oxford Instruments 2.35T
magnet.

Shaped radio frequency pulses were generated using the
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Bruker spectrometer and a selective excitation unit, and were
delivered using a cylindrical transmitter head coil.

The NMR signal was received using a 2.5 cm diameter surface
coil placed over the region of interest. The two coils were both
tuned to 100 MHz, and were decoupled using the transmitter and
receiver coil designs as described by Styles (3) and Bendall (4),
respectively.

A Picker imaging system controlled three Crown M

300 amplifiers which were used in conjunction with a home made
gradient assembly to produce linear magnetic field gradients up
to 30 mT m*.

This system was also used to acquire and process

the NMR signal.

MRI SEQUENCES
In

view

of

the

additional

factors

which

affect

image

contrast, PGSE sequences need to be labelled, not only by such
parameters as the repetition time (TR) and the echo time (TE),
but also by the direction of the applied gradients, the diffusion
time Td (which determines the extent to which restrictions are
probed)

and the overall sensitivity to diffusion using b the

attenuation factor.

In this thesis the following convention is

used to label the sequences.

SE/TR/TE/direction of the diffusion gradient i.e. X,Y,Z /Td/b.

The first part of the label denotes the sequence type i.e.
spin echo SE.

The repetition time TR and echo time TE follow and

are given in milliseconds.

Then follows the direction of the

sensitizing gradient directions in the order X, Y and Z i.e. a

*)

Calculation of the b value for unsensitised images was
calculated graphically, excluding the crossed terms arising
from the slice selection, phase and frequency encoding but
including the crusher gradients used to suppress any signal
from incomplete dephasing and stimulated echo’s.
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pulsed gradient directed along the X axis of the imaging frame of
reference is denoted by X.
(Td)

The next number is the diffusion time

(see chapter 4 page 51)

and is quoted in milliseconds.

Finally the value ofthe diffusion sensitization parameter b (see
chapter 4 page 56,

104) is givenin units of

s/mm^.

(Adjacent

numbers in the sequence designation are separated by /.)

In the

absence of motion sensitizing gradients the imaging sequences
employed were only very mildly sensitive to diffusion effects,
having small b values of less than 5 s/mm^.

These are referred

to as unsensitized sequences.-^

Standard spin echo (SE 2000/40) and heavily T2 weighted
(TE140)

spin

echo

Diffusion weighted

(SE 3750/140)

sequences

spin echo MR images were

were

performed.

obtained using a

pulsed gradient spin echo sequence with an echo time of 14 0 ms.
A comparison of the diffusion weighted image with that of the
standard unsensitized TE14 0 spin echo allows an assessment of the
contribution of diffusion effects.

In this experiment images

were obtained with the diffusion sensitizing

gradient (3 0mTm*)

applied along each of the three principle directions.

CELERY PHANTOM EXPERIMENT
The initial experiment used a celery phantom with two pieces
orientated at right angles to each other.

This phantom was

placed on the standard animal imaging platter which had a tube of
water incorporated into the base as a reference standard.

RESULTS
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The

images obtained using a spin echo TE = 140ms

(Fig

3.1(A)) revealed the outline of the celery and the tube of water,
incorporated into the base of the coil, returning a high signal.

Figure 3.1 (A) A standard TE 140ms spin echo image of two pieces
of celery orientated at right angles to each other. The standard
water phantom is seen as high signal (arrow).

The application of the diffusion sensitized sequences SE
2000/130/Y/56.5/2459

and

significant attenuation

SE

2000/130/Z/56.5/2459

led

to

of the bulk of the celery but with

preservation of procambium vascular system (Fig. 3.1(B,C)).

The

signal from the water phantom was completely attenuated due to
the large value of b.

If the long axis of the procambium was

orientated

direction

across

the

of

the

pulsed

gradient

the

procambium gave high signal (Fig. 3.1(B)) but if it were directed
along

the

attenuated

diffusion
(Fig.

gradient

3.1(C)).

the

This

signal
clearly

was

significantly

demonstrated

that

contrast which varies with the direction of the applied pulsed
gradients, so called anisotropic contrast, can be seen at least
in the plant kingdom.
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Figure 3.1 (B,C) The effect of applying diffusion
gradients in differing directions to the celery phantom
can be seen in images B and C. In B the diffusion
gradient is orientated from the bottom to the top of
the image (arrow) and in C perpendicular to the plane
of the paper. The signal from the reference water
phantom has been completely attenuated.

ANISOTROPY IN RODENT BRAIN
A rat was anaesthetized with halothane/oxygen delivered
through a nose cone and placed in a custom made probe housing the
radio-frequency

coils.

The

respiratory

rate

was

monitored

throughout the experiment with a simple set-up using a small coil
attached to the animal's abdomen (5).

Rectal temperature was monitored using a thermocouple and
the animal's core temperature maintained at 37±2°C by passing
water at a fixed temperature through a heat exchanger machined
into the animal platform.

Maintenance of the animal's body

temperature ensured that the rat could be anaesthetized for the
duration of the imaging experiment (2-6 hours) and recovered at
the end of the investigation for repeated imaging at a later
stage.
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RESULTS

The

images

displayed

in

Fig.

3.2

(A,B,C,D)

illustrate

anisotropy of the signal intensity arising from the trigeminal
nerves of a normal rat.

I

— liMI t o x o i d

d3>OId

•SdTs-noD'-uoa z

A

{s
.'ov;:
■V*, #

Figure 3.2 (A,B,C,D) Coronal images of the brain of a rat. Image
A is the standard spin echo image. Images B,C,D are diffusion
weighted and the anisotropic contrast of the trigeminal nerves
can be clearly seen (curved arrow) . In B and C the diffusion
gradient is orientated along the direction of the large arrows at
the side of the image. There is low signal in the nerve when the
diffusion gradient is directed along the length of the nerve in
image D i.e with the diffusion gradient perpendicular to the
plane of the image. The high signal of the corpus callosum seen
in B (smallest arrow) is absent in C.
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The unsensitized image in Fig 3.2(A) is a standard TE 140ms
spin echo image. The images Fig. 3.2 (B&C) show the effects of
applying SE/2000/140/Y/56.5/2459
sequences.

and

SE/2000/140/X/56.5/2459

The signal is still preserved from the trigeminal

nerve but the signal from much of the rest of the brain is
severely attenuated.
along

the

long

When the diffusion gradient is applied

axis

of

the

nerve

fibres

i.e.

using

a

SE/2000/140/Z/56.5/2459 then the signal from this structure is
severely attenuated.

Close

inspection

of

the

images

shows

that

the

corpus

callosum and parts of the external capsule (short arrows) can be
identified

and

their

appearance with

a change

of diffusion

gradient is as expected from the predominant direction of the
axons.

In the rat the majority of the white matter is in small

fascicles rather than tracts as in man.
capsule

is

dispersed

throughout

the

Hence the internal

putamina

and

probably

accounts for some of the signal changes seen in these structures
as the diffusion direction is altered.

ANISOTROPY IN THE HUMAN BRAIN
Application

of

the

above

imaging

method

constrained by the very much weaker gradient coils.

to

man

was

The maximum

gradient strength G was only 16mT/m as compared to 30mT/m on the
small bore machine.
the square of G

The sensitivity to diffusion (b) depends on

(equation 2.3 page 53

).

It was therefore

necessary to modify the sequence to increase the resulting value
of b sufficiently to give any chance of observing directional
contrast.

One solution was to increase the duration of the
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pulsed gradient Tp

(as b also depends on the square of this

value). However this reduced the diffusion time Td, tending also
to reduce b.

Increasing the echo time TE would allow more time

to have a long Tp and Td but at the expense of lowering the
eventual signal.

The compromise chosen was to use an echo time

of 200ms with a diffusion time of 103 ms giving a b value of 1500
s mm'^.

With this very long echo time the very

low signal

obtained needed maximum signal amplification to obtain an image.

The choice of imaging plane was also important.

Other

groups' attempts at demonstrating directional contrast had used
the standard axial plane.
disadvantageous.

From an anatomical viewpoint this was

The major

fibre tracts run

in either the

coronal or sagittal planes.

The standard MRI axial plane has the

fibre

oblique

tracts

running

in

directions

both

to

orientation of the diffusion gradients and the imaging plane.

the
In

order to optimise the chance of detecting directional contrast
the coronal plane through the internal capsule was chosen.

Figure 3.3 demonstrates the first published diffusion images
obtained to demonstrate tract anatomy in man.

Even though the b

value was quite modest compared to that used with the celery and
the rat the signal attenuation is quite severe.

This partly

arises from the very low strength of the main magnetic field
(0.15T) and from the very long echo time (200ms).

The low main

magnetic field results in a lower overall signal but has no
effect on the attenuation produced by the PGSE. Most of the
signal from the brain is severely attenuated by the diffusion
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gradient

but

that

of

the

corpus

callosum

and

the

ascending/descending tracts remain.

Figure 3.3 (A,B) Normal volunteer aged 28. The first
published demonstration of the use of directional
contrast to illustrate tract anatomy in man (8) . The SE
544/44
shows
the
plane
chosen
(A) .
A
SE
-1,500/200/Y/103/1510
image
(B)
shows
severe
attenuation from all the grey matter and most of the
white matter. The signal from the corpus callosal and
ascending/descending fibres of the internal capsule are
well preserved.

DISCUSSION
The general principles of the theory of the pulsed gradient
method had been known since the early 1960's (6).

This has led

to considerable research development in the physical sciences of
methods of measurement of the apparent diffusion constant in
simple and complex chemical systems.

The effects of barriers to

free diffusion leading to apparent anisotropic diffusion had been
well described.

The development of diffusion weighted images

started in the early 1980's (7) but it was nearly 10 years before
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there was a clear demonstration of the anisotropic contrast
phenomenon in man (8).

The earliest human imaging studies using the pulsed gradient
spin echo sequence were by Le Bihan (9) . He failed to report any
findings of anisotropic diffusion in his images. The reasons for
this were three-fold.

Firstly because of the low gradient strength (4.86 mT/m)
available on the imager he could generate a maximum b value of
only 181 sec mm'^.

Secondly

the

results

of

his

phantom

studies

diverted

interest away from the diffusion applications of the pulsed
gradient spin echo sequence.

The objective of his study had been

to measure apparent diffusion coefficients in the brain.

These

were derived from a log plot of the signal ratio of sensitized to
nonsensitized images versus b.
bi-exponential behaviour.
postulated that

the

perfusion measurement.

These plots showed an apparent

Using results from flow phantoms he

first exponential

decay

characterised

a

The intercept gave the volume fraction

and the slope of the first exponential decay gave an apparent
diffusion coefficient which could be interpreted as a measure of
perfusion.

As a consequence the focus of research into the applications
of pulsed gradient spin echo sequence became centred on the
production

of

so

called

intravoxel

incoherent motion

images which were believed to be maps of perfusion

(IVIM)

(10).

Le
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Bihan formulated a model of capillary flow which assumed that
microvascular flow could be considered as a pseudo diffusion (11)
process which had a well defined apparent diffusion coefficient.
Considerable research effort was invested in the interpretation
of IVIM images.

It has since been generally accepted that the

bi-exponential decay is largely artifactual and that it is not
practicable to measure tissue perfusion with a IVIM approach.
Muchconfusion arose because
the

IVIM

andany

Consequently

there wasno clear relation between

physiological

independent

perfusion

validation

of

measurement.

IVIM

results

was

impossible except possibly in the limit of no flow.

Thirdly he was performing a series of measurements with
different gradient strength but the same direction of diffusion
sensitization.

Thus his quest to measure a diffusion coefficient

diverted him away from a purely radiological

application of

directional contrast. For the next 4 years almost no attention
was

paid

to

radiological

possibilities

of

anisotropic

and

restricted diffusion effects as described by Stejskal and Tanner.

The

images

shown

above

succeeded

in

showing

dramatic

restricted diffusion effects because the b value of 1510 s mm'^
was large.

As the value of b is increased, only those structures

where water mobility is severely restricted give high signal and
voxels containing predominantly grey matter or fibres running
with
give

their long axis along the direction of the gradient will
little

continued

orno

presence

signal.
of

the

It
fat

is

interesting

within

the

to

scalp.

note

the

This

is

interpreted as reflecting the lower self diffusion coefficient of
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pure lipid (12) which is an order of magnitude or so lower than
of pure water (13).

It should be noted at this point that single

PGSE images do not distinguish the effect of an increased local
viscosity of the cellular contents from restriction barriers
reducing water mobility.

Assuming that in the absence of restriction, cellular water
has a diffusion coefficient similar to that of free water it is
possible to calculate, using a conservative range of values for
Td (from 1-100 msec) that the range of lengths that can be probed
by these diffusion weighted sequences is about 2.5-25/xm.
distances

are

appropriate

for

studying

effects

due

These

to

cell

structure and are comparable to the diameter of myelinated axons,
and astrocytic processes within the central nervous system.

The

possibility

of

other

processes

contributing

to

accounting for the observed effects should be considered.
axonal

flow

contribute

to

the

appearances?

or

Could

Axonal

flow

transports proteins and organelles from the neuronal body to the
axon.

Both fast and slow transport processes have been described

(14,15).
jLtm/s and

The fast process typically transfers proteins at 0.5-4
is

bidirectional.

Slow

axonal

transport

conveys

components of the cytoplasm at velocities of 0.01-0.05 jLtm/s.
These processes are visible under the microscope and observed
transport

rate

correlate

well

with

values

measured

with

radioactive tracers.

The diffusion sensitized sequences in these studies produce
a phase shift

<p

(16) for material flowing at velocity v, where
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0 = 7GTpAv ................................. 4.1

Bidirectional flow, in which equal quantities of material have
velocities v and -v, results in zero net phase shift, but the
amplitude is reduced by a factor of cos 0.

Taking typical values

of the velocity for axonal transport stated above and using the
gradient pulses and longest values of A employed would result in
a signal decrease of 0.5% for fast axonal flow and 0.001% for
slow axonal flow.

By comparison, diffusion of free water would

result in complete signal loss i.e. «100% attenuation.
thus

unlikely

that

axonal

flow

is

a

significant

It is

source

of

contrast in these images.

In addition to molecular diffusion,

susceptibility also

contributes to a decrease in signal intensity (17).

This term

refers to the induction of local magnetic field changes from the
presence of para- or ferro-magnetic compounds within the sample.
The application of the external field Bq will magnetise these
compounds and lead to a local field variation.

However this

effect does not change with the direction of externally applied
gradient

pulses

and

hence

cannot

account

for

directional

contrast.

Whilst the bulk of research effort into the pulsed gradient
spin echo sequence had concentrated on the perfusion component of
the IVIM image, some studies had concentrated on measurement of
the apparent diffusion coefficient D*.

Only a limited number of

reports on the value of D* of brain gave the direction of the
fibres and the pulsed gradient.

The values of D* for white
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matter are variable and lower values are generally reported for
fibres transverse to the sensitizing gradient than for fibres
parallel to the sensitizing gradient.

However as the values of

Td, Tp and b are not reported, direct comparison is not possible.
There are also variations in D* when different values of Td are
used as well

as differences which depend on whether or not

cardiac gating is employed.

In a restricted anisotropic medium the diffusion coefficient
is not in fact a constant but is a function of the diffusion time
and the direction in which the measurement is made.

This may

account for some of the variability of the values

(even for

normal subjects)

reported in the literature.

An alternative

method has been developed by applying the pulsed gradients along
three orthogonal axes at the same time.
used by Ebisu et al

(18)

commercial gradient set.

This approach has been

to obtain a large b value with a
Approximate values of D* in normal

subjects has been reported to be about 0.8 x 10’^ mm^/s for grey
matter,

0.5

x

10^

mm^/s

for

white

matter

with

sensitizing

gradients transverse to the fibre direction and 1 x 10^ mm^/s for
white matter with sensitizing gradients parallel to the fibre
direction. Most reports of pathological cases in the literature
do not make clear the direction of the relevant fibre pathways or
the diffusion

times

employed.

The values

of

D* for normal

subjects(10,19-24) and in disease together with references to the
work from which they were taken are given in Table 3.1 (page 80) .

The most

studied

experimental pathology has

been acute

infarction (10,17,25-33) and the fact that D* decreases in the
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initial

phases

and

may

return

to

normal

later

established in cat and rat models (see Table 3.1) .
this is still a matter of speculation.

As a

has

been

The basis for
result of the

decrease in D*, PGSE sequences produce an increase in signal
initially and this may be apparent before changes appear with
conventional

T2 weighted

spin

echo

sequences.

It

has

been

*

speculated that this may be due microvacuolation from swelling of
\

mitochondria

(34) but other studies suggest a relationship to

breakdown of the blood brain barrier (35).

These results have

yet to be confirmed in clinical studies in man.

In chronic

infarction values

of D* have

generally been

elevated or within the normal range with two cases showing a
variable pattern and another a decrease in D*.

Brain death is a situation in which D* is decreased acutely.
Measurements (28,30,36) have been obtained within a few minutes
of cessation of cardiac pulsation in cat and rat models using an
EPI method

(37).

present time.

The mechanism for this is not clear at the

Cell shrinkage may occur soon after death and

microvacuolation or astrocytic swelling can be a very acute
process which could retain water in a highly restricted state.

The few reports of tumours (10,17,23,38-40) indicate both an
increase and a decrease in D*.
within cystic components.

The increase in D* is greatest

Arachnoid cysts have higher values of

D* approaching those of CSF and water.
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Vasogenic oedema generally has an increased D* (18,23,33,38)
compared with brain in the initial phase but may return to normal
in time.

A treated case of multiple sclerosis showed a normal

value of D* (41) but this was elevated one month after steroid
treatment was stopped.

In chronic plaques of multiple sclerosis

D* has been reported (42) as being elevated consistent with a
less effective myelin barrier to diffusion.

In summary, review of the literature suggests that D* is
decreased in acute stroke and brain death,
increased

in many

other

conditions.

but is normal or

These

include

chronic

infarction, some tumours, cysts, vasogenic edema and some cases
of multiple

sclerosis.

The

degree

of

diffusion

anisotropy

present in pathological tissues or lesions has not been assessed
in studies performed to date.

Whether the value of D* for a lesion appears increased or
decreased may depend on whether the lesion is compared with grey
matter or white matter as well as the predominant fibre direction
in

relation

to

the

sensitizing

gradient

anisotropically restricted diffusion imaging

direction.
(ARDI)

With

it may be

possible to change the contrast between a lesion and white matter
radically simply by changing the direction of the sensitizing
gradient.

An alternative approach to looking at the magnitude images
is to construct diffusion maps.

It

L

:

that a two point determination of diffusion coefficient in living
tissue is inaccurate and that the preferred method is an accurate

McFall JC et al Diffusion/microcirculation MRI with Small
animal models In: Le Bihan D, ed.
Future Directions in MRI
of Diffusion and Microc i r c u l a t i o n , Workshop syllabus, June
7-8 1990,
Bethesda.
Berkeley:
Society
of
Magnetic
Resonance in Medicine, 1990:206-209.
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non-linear weighted fit on a pixel by pixel basis of multiple
images with varying b values and possibly with the use of an
appropriate filter.
presented

above

it

Additionally from inspection the images
can

be

seen

that

the

direction

of

the

gradients with respect to the underlying white matter tracts will
also influence the values obtained.
ARDI

as

a

radiological

In addition to the value of

technique

to

characterisation

the

anisotropy of pathology it could also be used to determine the
dependence of imaging changes on Td.
determined

and

allowed

for

These factors need to be

before

systematic

diffusion

measurements could be made.

CONCLUSIONS
This chapter has demonstrated the exacting requirements that
need

to

be

adhered to

in order

to

obtain

highly

diffusion

weighted images using sequences with very large b values.

It

also explains why others who pursued this imaging method failed
to demonstrate successfully directional contrast in man.

The

study of anisotropy in the cat used an anaesthetized animal which
effectively controls motion artefact.

With the technical capability to image man with highly
sensitized pulsed gradient spin echo sequences a large number of
questions and areas of research could and need to be addressed.

The original choice of values for the echo time, diffusion
time and gradient strength were determined from the experiments
on the

celery

and rats.

However there was

no

information
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published on the effect of changing these parameters and whether
new

imaging

features

appropriate choice.
changing

G,

b,

description

of

Td
the

would

be

more

apparent

with

a

more

A systematic analysis of the effect of
and

TE

pulsed

was

required.

gradient

spin

In
echo

the

original

sequence

by

Stejskal and Tanner very short pulsed gradients (Tp«40 /is) with
very high gradient strengths of lOOOmT/m were obtained using
discharging capacitors and fast switches.

One advantage of such

short pulse durations would be that in the limit of Tp being
small and A being long the inter-barrier spacing can be easily
calculated.

The demonstration of directional contrast in man raised a
number of questions.
this effect?
structure?
effect?

What were the barriers to diffusion causing

Was it the myelin sheath or some other cellular

Would

other white matter tracts

demonstrate

If so could one map the white matter tracts

healthy subjects and

in disease?

in

this

v iv o

in

Would one detect new and

possibly more specific imaging features in diseases of white
matter such as multiple sclerosis?

Could one use the property of

directional contrast to characterise the anisotropy of lesions
that partially or fully destroy the barriers to diffusion?

A second, but possibly related, area of research concerned
the increased sensitivity of diffusion weighted imaging compared
to T2

in acute

pathologies.

Would

lesions

which were

not

specifically related to white matter and which displayed non
specific imaging features e.g. tumours show new features with
diffusion weighted imaging?
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A third and more fundamental question concerned the origin
of the increased sensitivity of diffusion weighted imaging to
acute pathological changes.

No adequate pathophysiological model

was available to explain the basis of this effect.

The remainder of this thesis describes studies aimed at
addressing some of these questions and aims at exploring the
clinical applicability of this new imaging technique in medical
practice.

The next chapter explores the effects of altering TE,

Tp, G and other imaging options that have to be chosen upon for
a diffusion weighted imaging study.
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Table 3.1

Collated values of D* in human volunteers,

experimental disease models and clinical

studies. [est=estimated] from the published literature
NORMAL VOLUNTEERS
Subjects

Tissue/
Disease

Apparent Diffusion Coefficient
D* 10-3mm^/s

(Water at 37‘

3.4)

Human
volunteers

CSF

2.9410.05

Le Bihan et al [19]

Human
volunteers

CSF

3.09-3.44

Larsson et al [20]

Human
volunteers

CSF

3.510.7

Chien et al [21]

Human
volunteers

grey matter

2 .010.1

Le Bihan et al [10]

Human
volunteers

grey matter

0.7610.03

Le Bihan et al [19]

Human
volunteers

grey matter

1.0410.29

Chien et al [21]

Human
volunteers

grey matter

0.6610.06
0.6810.08

(amygdala)
(insula)

Authors

Turner [22]
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NORMAL VOLUNTEERS
Subjects

Tissue/
Disease

Apparent Diffusion Coefficient
D* lO'^mm^/s

Authors
Humangrey matter

0.83±0.11-1.21±0.2
volunteers
n=5

Harada et al [23]
(depending on location)

Human
volunteers

white matter

1.710.1

Le Bihan et al [19]

Human
volunteers

white matter

0.7310.19

Chien et al [24]

Human
volunteers
n=5

white matter
using three
orthogonal
gradients

1.0510.12-1.1310.19
(depending on location)

Harada et al [23]

Human
volunteers
n=18

white matter
posterior

0.6710.15 (left)
0.6410.11 (right)

Chien et al [21]

Human
volunteers

white matter
(fibres parallel
to gradients)

1.0710.06

Le Bihan et al [10]

Human
volunteers

white matter
(fibres parallel
to gradients)

1.0010.05

Turner et al [22]
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NORMAL VOLUNTEERS

Subjects

Tissue/
Disease

Apparent Diffusion Coefficient
D* 10'%m^/s

Authors

Human
volunteers
n=4

visual fibres
(parallel to
gradients)

0.80-1.25

Larsson et al [20]

Human
volunteers

white matter
0.64±0.05
(fibres perpendicular to gradients)

Le Bihan et al [10]

Human
volunteers

white matter
(fibres perpendic
ular to gradients)

0.43±0.03

Turner et al [22]

Human
volunteers
(n=4)

visual fibres
(perpendicular
to gradients)

0.69-0.88

Larsson et al [20]
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ISCHAEMIA
Subjects

Tissue/
Disease

Apparent Diffusion Coefficient
D* lO'^mm^/s

Authors

Cats

middle cerebral
artery occlusion
followed up to
12 hours

0.34 (ischemic lesion)
0.91 (normal basal ganglia
and cortex)

Kucharczyk et al [25]

Cats
n=6

middle cerebral
artery occlusion

decrease 16,6, 21% in first hour
decrease 47-54% after first hour
(normal 2.09-2.63)

Berry et al [26]

Cats

middle cerebral
artery occlusion

0.34-0.42 (est) after 45 minutes
(normal, 0.37-0.52 est)

Moonen et al [27]

Cats

middle cerebral
artery occlusion
0.8510.05)

33-50% lower than grey matter
(normal grey matter 0.8310.15,

Mintorovitch et al [28]

Rats
Male Fischer
n=5

middle cerebral
artery occlusion

0.24-0.46 (est first 24hrs)
0.5-0.74 (est after first 24 hrs)
(normal, 0.50-0.75 est)

Knight et al [29]

Rats
SpragueDawley
n=3

sub-acute
(stroke after 24
hours)

0.510.1 (n=2) (stroke)
1.1 (n=l) (ischemic event)
0.8310.03 (n=3) (normal)

MacFall et al [30]
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ISCHAEMIA
Subjects

Tissue/
Disease

Apparent Diffusion Coefficient
D* lO'^mm^/s

Authors

Human
patients
n=15

infarction
n=15

9 elevated, 1 decreased
3 mixed, 2 normal D
(normal 0.75±0.18, 0.72±0.2
for white matter)

Chien et al [31]

Human
patients
n=15

cases of
stroke

reduction of D (acute), no sig
nificant differences in D (chronic)

Levy et al [32]

Human
patient

one week old
infarct

0.5-1.0 (lesion est)
0 .7-1.0 (normal brain est)

Chenevert et al [33]

Human
patients

infarction

"relatively lower than normal grey
and white matter"

Ebisu et al [17]

Human
patients

ischemia

"low D*"
(normal grey matter 2.0±0.1
white 1.7±0.1)

Le Bihan et [35]
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BRAIN DEATH
Subjects

Tissue/
Disease

Apparent Diffusion Coefficient
D* lO'^mm^/s

Authors

Cats
n=3

brain death
white matter
grey matter

decrease within 4 minutes of death
in both grey and white matter

Turner et al [36]

Cats

brain death

decrease after death of 30-50%
by 15 hours (normal grey matter
0.85±0.5 and 0.8310.05)

Mintorovitch et al [28]

Cats

brain death

0. 39
(normal 0.52, 0.71)

MacFall et al [30]
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TUMOURS
Author

Subjects

Tissue/
Disease

Apparent Diffusion Coefficient
D* lO'^mm^/s

Rats
Fischer 344
(n=8)

9L-Glioma

Hooper et al [36]
1.32±0.43 (tumour)
0.78±0.05 (cortex, grey matter)
Treatment with lOmg/kg BCNU 3 days
later produced a significant decrease

Human

tumour (metastasis)
low grade
astrocytoma
cystic

>3.5 (in places)
<1.5

Human

choroid plexus
tumour

Human

tumour
cyst

equal to water (2.5±0.2)
(normal grey matter
2 .0±0.1, white matter
1.7±0.1
D* high
(normal grey matter 2.010.1
white matter 1.710.1)

Le Bihan et al [10]

Le Bihan et al [10]

"significantly higher than normal
in most cases"
"close to water"

Patronas et al [38]

Human

epidermoid
tumour

diffusion less than CSF

Tsuruda et al [39,40]

Human

tumour (solid)
n=2

0.85-2.13
(normal grey matter 0.83-1.21)
(normal white matter 1.05-1.13)

Harada et al [23]
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TUMOURS
Subjects

Tissue/
Disease

Apparent Diffusion Coefficient
D* lO'^mm^/s

Authors

Human

tumour (cyst)
n=2

2.57, 2.65
(normal grey matter 0.83-1.21)
(normal white matter 1.05-1.13)

Harada et al [23]

Human

tumour
necrosis in
metastasis
n=l

2.38
(normal grey matter 0.83-1.21)
(normal white matter 1.05-1.13)

Harada et al [23]

Human

tumour

"relatively higher than normal
grey and white matter"

Ebisu et al [17]

Human

arachnoid
cyst

D* similar to CSF

Tsuruda et al [39,40]
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OEDEMA
Subjects

Tissue/
Disease

Apparent Diffusion Coefficient
D* lO'^mm^/s

Authors

Human

resolving abscess
edema

"similar to white matter"

Ebisu et al [18]

Human

tumour edema

1.79, 2.49
(normal 0.83-1.21)

Harada et al [23]

Human

tumour edema

"higher than normal grey & white
matter"

Ebisu et al [18]

Human

tumour edema

"close to water"

Patronas et al [38]
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OEDEMA
Subjects

Tissue/
Disease

Apparent Diffusion Coefficient
D* 10-3mm^/s

Authors

Human

abscess
edema

1.5-1.7 (lesion, est)
0.7-1.0 (normal brain, est)

Chenevert et al [33]

Human

tumour edema

1.79, 2.49
(normal grey matter 0.83-1.21)
(normal white matter 1.05-1.13)

Harada et al [23]

Human

abscess edema

1.5-1.7 (lesion, est)
0 .8-1.2 (normal, est)

Chenevert et al [33]
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MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
Subjects

Tissue/
Disease

Apparent Diffusion Coefficient
D* lO'^mm^/s

Authors

Human
n=2

multiple sclerosis

normal in steroid treated patient
1.3 one month after stopping
treatment (normal 1.1 white matter
and 0.8 grey matter)

Mikulis et al [41]

Human
n=5

Chronic multiple
sclerosis

Plaque
1.48
1.17
1.43
1.30
1.28

Larsson et al [42]

White matter
1.07
0.70
0.54
0.96
1.13
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CHAPTER 4
ANISOTROPICALLY RESTRICTED DIFFUSION IMAGING

INTRODUCTION

Two approaches to the use of diffusion weighted imaging have
now evolved; one involves the calculation of diffusion maps on
the

basis

of

two

or

differing strengths

more

(1) ,

images

with

while the other

magnitude data as a radiological image.

pulsed

gradients

is to

of

look at the

Either a single image or

multiple images with differing directions of sensitization can
then be considered.

In this chapter the merits of the latter

will be discussed and it will be demonstrated how the adjustment
of the variables

in the pulsed gradient sequence affect the

resulting magnitude image.

THEORY

Inspection of the diagram for the pulsed gradient sequence
(Fig.

2.4

page

54)

shows

that

the magnitude

of the

pulsed

gradients (G), their separation (A) (within the limits set by the
echo time) and the pulse duration Tp are in principle all imaging
variables.
and the

In addition the direction of the sensitizing gradient

imaging plane are variable.

As with any spin echo

sequence the echo time can be varied, the repetition time being
set

to

make

the

sequences

essentially

independent

of

the

longitudinal relaxation time.

In

the

original

derivation

of

the

properties

of

this

sequence Stejskal and Tanner determined that for free diffusion
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(A-Tp/3) was the diffusion time Td

i.e. the effective time over

which the diffusion process was being monitored.

For restricted

diffusion in complex geometries it is not possible to get simple
expressions that characterise the signal attenuation for all
values of A and Tp.

However the approach outlined in Appendix 2

(page 259) can be used if the condition (A »

Tp) applies i.e.

the phase shift generated during the application of the gradient
pulse is much smaller than that which arises during the diffusion
time. In an isotropic liquid the measured diffusion coefficient
is independent of the diffusion time.

In a system with regions of differing viscosity or with
barriers that partly or fully restrict molecular translational
motion then the measured diffusion coefficient will depend on the
time allowed for the molecules to sample their environment.

If

very short diffusion times are used and the mobility of water
molecules in an heterogeneous aqueous system are considered, the
measured diffusion constant D* will be close to the bulk fluid
value.
have

At very long diffusion times most water molecules will

encountered the restriction barriers

and an

apparently

smaller diffusion coefficient will be measured.
VARIATION OF Td

The optimum Td to differentiate two tissues will depend on
the form of the curves relating D* to Td as shown schematically
in Fig. (4.1).

The pulsed gradient method with infinitely short

pulsed gradients can only measure the separation of molecules
from their starting point at two instances in time.

Knowing the

elapsed time a diffusion coefficient is determined from this
separation.

The method does not measure the actual distance
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covered

by

the

molecule

during

the

diffusion time.

DIFFUSIOH TIME AS A CONTRAST MECHANISM
APPARENT
DIFFUSION

The

COEFFICIENT

water may travel the
total

distance

expected for a freely
diffusing
The

molecule.

presence

of
Td'

barriers
reduce

may

simply

the

measured

separation

rather

DIFFUSION

TIME,

Td

F ig 4 .1
A d ia g ra m m a tic
p lo t
of
th e
v a r i a t i o n o f D* w i t h d i f f u s i o n
t im e Td
f o r tw o t i s s u e s .
The o p tim u m c o n t r a s t
a ris e s
at
th e
maximum
s e p a ra tio n
of
c u rv e s A and B i e a t T d ' .

than alter the water
molecule's mobility.
In this circumstance it appears to have a reduced diffusion
coefficient

though

its

actual

mobility

is

unaltered.

i.e.

restricted diffusion determined from a single measurement is
indistinguishable from a change in local viscosity.
VARIATION OF TP

The pulse duration Tp can be varied.

Stejskal and Tanner

(2) have shown for a laminar system that in the limit of very
short Tp and long A times the expression for the echo attenuation
tends to a limit that is independent of the diffusion constant
but depends only on the barrier spacings of the system.

In their

original studies of the pulsed gradient sequence Stejskal and
Tanner used a Tp that was of the order of microseconds with
pulsed gradients of the order of 10^mTm’\ so this limit applied.

The pulse gradient strength affects the sensitization of the
sequence

to

both

diffusional

and

any

coherent

motions.

A
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coherent

motion

diffusional

will

motion

distribution

of

vUnerability

to

lead

will

the

to

only

a
lead

spins.

motion

phase
to

There

artefact

as

shift

a

dispersion

is
b

whereas

also

an

increases.

the

of

the

increased
The

phase

information of the central line would allow an assessment of
coherent motions on a line to line basis.

This so called pilot

wave scheme could be used to correct for motion artefact on a
line to line basis (3).

VARIATION OF ECHO TIME
The

echo

time

of

the

sequence

determines

the

maximum

diffusion time that can be used. It is also influenced by the
need to optimise the contrast between tissues of interest i.e.
a TE that is the mean of the T2 values of the two tissues of
interest.
the

When the diffusion exponential decay is included then

optimum

contrast

will

also

coefficients of the two tissues.

depend

on

the

diffusion

As will be shown below in brain

tissue the diffusion contrast is a function of the orientation of
the diffusion gradient and the imaging plane.

Hence the optimum

echo time is affected by the directional contrast also.

The dependence of the echo attenuation on the gradient
strength,

pulse

duration

and

diffusion

time

have

been

conventionally combined into a single parameter b (4) so that the
signal strength of a spin echo is given by

S=So(l-Exp-(TR/Tl) ) (Exp-(TE/T2) )Exp-(Bd")

........... 4.1
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where S is the echo signal strength, Sq is signal at zero echo
time, T1 and T2 are the relaxation times, TR is the repetition
time,

TE is the echo time,

coefficient.

and D* is the apparent diffusion

The factor b, it should be noted, has an infinite

number of combinations of gradient strength and diffusion times
for any given value.

This chapter investigates the effect on the resulting image
of changing these values.
that

optimally

This allows the selection of sequences

demonstrate

diffusion

effects

in

man.

A

systematic study was needed to select amongst the large number of
imaging options possible with the pulsed gradient sequence.

SEQUENCE VARIATIONS
The effect of applying a heavily diffusion weighted sequence
with an echo time of TE=2 00 ms in the coronal plane through the
brain stem with a very large value of b (1,500sec mm'^) in the Y
direction has been shown in Fig. 3.3 of the preceding chapter
(see page 69). It can be seen that the signal from most of the
brain is severely attenuated by the diffusion gradient but that
of

the

corpus

callosum

and

the

ascending/descending

tracts

remain.

Sagittal and coronal high resolution (256 x 256) images are
illustrated in Figs.
(128

X

(4.2 & 4.3) and comparable low resolution

128) images are shown in Figs (4.4 & 4.5).

The higher

resolution images enable details such as the trigeminal nerve to
be seen more clearly but the contrast between the cortico-spinal
tracts and the surrounding white matter is less in Fig. 4.3(C)
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U

Figure 4.2 (A,B,C j Normal volunteer (male aged 31
years): 256 x 256 Sagittal SE544/44 (A), SE^l,500/130/
Y/44/550 (B) and SE^l,500/130/X/44/550 (C) images.
Image (A) shows the corpus callosum clearly (large
curved arrow). Image (B) shows a slight decrease in
the anterior and superior aspects but in (C) signal
from the corpus callosum is almost entirely absent.
Signal from the chiasmal-optic nerve (small arrow) is
lower in (C) than (B).
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Figure 4,3 (A,B,C,D) Normal volunteer (male aged 31
years):
256 x 256 coronal SE^l,500/130
(A),
SE^l,500/130/X/44/550 (B) , SE^l,500/130/Y/44/550 (C)
and SE^ 1,500/130/Z/44/550 (D) images. Ascending and
descending projection fibres are of higher signal
intensity in (B) and (C) than in (D) . Tracts which run
antero-posterior appear low in signal intensity on (C)
(white arrows) but are higher on (B) and (D) . The
trigeminal nerves are seen in (B) and (D) (arrows) but
not on (C) when they are aligned with the diffusion
gradient.
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M. 'A

Figure 4.4 (A,B,C) Normal volunteer (male aged 46
years): Low resolution 128X128 sagittal SE~1,500/130
(A),
S E ^ 1,500/
130/Y/44/550
(B)
and
SE^l,500/130/X/44/550 (C) images. The signal from the
corpus callosum is low in (C). The anterior pons is
seen in (B) (arrow) but has a low signal in (C).
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Figure 4,5 (A,B,C) Normal volunteer (male aged 46
years):
Low
resolution
128x128.
Coronal
SE^l,500/130/X/44/550 (A),
1,500/130/Y/44/550 (B)
and SE^l,500/130/Z/44/550 (C) images.
The cortico
spinal tracts are seen with greater contrast in Fig
4.5(A) when compared with Fig 4.3(C).
than it is in Fig. 4.5 (A).

The long TE necessary with these

sequences means that the available signal is low and diffusion
sensitization may reduce this signal

further.

These

images

clearly demonstrate for the first time in man that when the
direction of the diffusion gradient is changed but with the same
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imaging parameters a different image is obtained and different
fibre tracts are highlighted.

This is interpreted as anisotropic diffusion within the
white matter.

The choice of plane and the direction of the

sensitizing gradient are critical.

It is necessary to ensure

that there are fibre tracts seen in the imaging plane which are
coursing
gradients.

in

an

appropriate

direction

to

the

sensitizing

If a transverse plane had been chosen with the normal

positioning of the head used with MRI the direction of the tracts
would tend to be oblique to the three orthogonal axes and the
effect would be poorly seen if at all.

Figure 4.6 (A,B) Normal volunteer (male aged 46 years):
Coronal SE^l,500/200/Y/44/550 (A) and SE^l,500/200
/¥/103/550 (B) images.
The contrast between the
cortico-spinal tracts and the surrounding brain is
higher with the longer value of Td (B).
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DIFFUSION TIME Td

The diffusion time has to be less than the echo time and is
partly determined by the value of b desired.

Large values of b

can be achieved with modest gradient strengths,
duration is relatively long.
time.

Longer

encountered

diffusion

and

would

diffusion distances.

if the pulse

This, however, limits the diffusion
times

sample

a

allow

more

larger

barriers

range

of

This is illustrated in Fig.

images varying only in the value of the Td values
msec) are compared.

to

be

restricted
4.6 where
(44 and 103

There is an increase in contrast between the

ascending and descending tracts and the surrounding brain as Td
is increased.

This effect could be used in principle to assess

the distribution of fibre sizes in particular tracts as one could
plot a cumulative curve of signal

intensity versus Td.

In

practice the fibre diameter distribution in the corticospinal
tract, for example, is very heavily weighted towards one end with
more than 95% of fibres having a diameter of 5jn or less and only
35 000 of the million or so fibres having a fibre diameter of 1520/x (5).

DIFFUSION SENSITIVITY FACTOR (b)

The results of different b values are compared in Fig. 4.7.
It is apparent that increasing b leads to increasing attenuation
from most of the image.

However if the number of averages is

increased then the larger b values allow finer detail of tract
anatomy to be delineated.

These images demonstrate a reduction

in signal from the ascending and descending tracts and the other
regions of the image as b is increased.

The contrast between the

tract and the other brain parenchyma is reduced caudally possibly

Ill
due to angulation, or a reduction in fibre density.

The increase

in b is accompanied by an increase in motion sensitization and an
increased chance of technical failure, particularly with sick or
confused

patients,

due

to

severe

motion

artefact.

This

illustrates the problems associated with the use of large b
values

in

diffusion

weighted

imaging.

It

also

shows

the

increasing error that would be introduced with high b values in
any

multiple

point

determination

of

apparent

diffusion

coefficients.

Figure 4.7 (A,B) Comparison of b values.
SE
1,500/200/X/ 44/550 (A) and SE 1,500/200/X/ 44/1100
(B) . Contrast between white matter and remaining brain
parenchyma is probably similar with b values of 550 and
1100 s/mmr.
The development of ghosting artefact in
the phase encoding direction is well illustrated in
(B) . Movement during imaging leads to inconsistency in
the data. The Fourier transform generates one or more
images of lower signal intensity (or ghosts) in the
phase encoding direction in response.

CHOICE OF GRADIENT DIRECTION
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The gradient direction can be altered to any orientation.
In general the three principAL axes were used to produce three
images with equivalent values of echo time, diffusion time and b
value.

In practice the image produced with the sensitizing

gradient along Z was severely motion artifacted unless a lower
value of b was employed.

A complete set of images with the

sensitizing gradient orientated along all three axes is shown in
Fig 4.3

(A,B,C,D).

It is possible to vary both the imaging

plane, which may be oblique to the standard transverse, coronal
or sagittal planes to ensure that a particular tract is optimally
positioned within one plane.

Similarly for any imaging plane

selected the pulsed gradient can be orientated in any direction
not just along one of the principle axes.

Figure 4.8 (A,B) Oblique direction of the diffusion
gradient.
SE 1,500/130/ 0.7, 0.7, 0/44/550 and SE
1,500/130/0.7 ,0, 0.7/44/550 images.
Fibres running
obliquely through the slice but parallel to the
diffusion gradient are low signal (small arrow) whereas
fibre running at right angles to the gradient are high
signal (large arrow).
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Oblique
illustrated

sensitization at 45° to the
in

Fig

4.8

(A,B).

Anterior

imaging plane are
fibres

diverging

laterally from the antero-posterior direction are running at an
oblique angle through the slice.

Those which become parallel to

the gradient on the left show a low signal intensity
arrows)

(small

whereas those on the right become transverse to the

gradient and display a higher signal (large arrows).
MOTION ARTIFACT CONTROL

Figure 4.9 (A&B) demonstrates improvement with first order
gradient moment nulling in the Z direction (6,7).
uses more complex gradient waveforms.

This technique

If any complex motion is

considered as a Taylor series expansion in terms of displacement,
constant velocity, acceleration and higher order motions then the
MAST technique can be designed to compensate for each term.

»

}

Figure 4,9 (A,B) Use of Gradient Moment Nulling (GMN) .
Sagittal
normal
volunteer
(male
aged
46
years):SE^l,500/200/Z/44/550
(A) without GMN and
52=1,500/200/2/44/550 (B) with GMN.
Multiple ghost
artifacts are seen in the phase encoding direction
(arrow) and the structure of the brain parenchyma is
degraded. With the application of GMN there is a small
improvement in the level of motion artefact in (B) i.e
less ghosting and more distinct
definition of
structures such as the corpus callosum.
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Carefully designed additional gradient lobes lead to cancellation
of any phase shift from constant velocity, acceleration or higher
order motions.

However the introduction of additional gradient

lobes also reduces both the diffusion sensitivity (8) and the
value of Td available for a given echo time.

However a more

complex and higher order gradient nulling waveform together with
higher gradient strengths may give the benefit of good motion
artefact suppression but with a comparable b value.
USE OF SPECIAL GRADIENT COIL

Images

obtained with

the

illustrated in Fig. 4.10 (A&B).
Td of 27 ms.

small

gradient

coils

set

are

These used a TE of 80 ms and a

The signal to noise ratio is considerably improved

although there is some local distortion

in the image due to

imperfections in the field from the gradient coil set.

There are

geometrical limitations set up from both the requirements for the
coil

to give uniform gradients

Savart's

law

and

the

spatial

in accordance with Biot

and

constraints

the

insertable coil by the bore of the magnet.

imposed

on

This can produce

difficulty in placing the adult head at the centre of small
gradient set due to its rather narrow elongated shape restricting
the shoulders.

Furthermore the coil has to be firmly fixed to

prevent it moving when the gradients pulses are applied.

A comparison of the effect of altering the echo time can be
assessed from a comparison of Fig 4.11 (A&B).

The same slice is

illustrated with an echo time of TE= 200 and TE= 130.

It can be

seen that the reduced echo time results in a less noisy image but
with less contrast between the ascending/descending tracts and
the rest of the image.
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Figure 4,10 (A,B) Use of small gradient set.
Normal
volunteer (male aged 4 6 y e a r s ) : Coronal SE^l,500/80 (A)
and SE^l,500/80/Y/ 27 /550 (B) images.
The signal to
noise ratio of (B) is higher than with comparable
images of longer TE.
Some geometrical distortion is
noted
and
there
is
a
high
intensity
artefact
interiorly. A small lesion is noted on the left (small
arrow).

Figure 4.11 (A,B) SE ^1,500/200/Y/44/550 image (A) and
SE ^1, 500/130/Y/44/550 (B) . The longer echo time gives
a higher contrast between the ascending/ descending
tracts and the remaining brain but with decreased
signal to noise ratio.

Attempts to demonstrate anisotropy within other tissues
using these
adipose

sequences

tissue

and

failed.

bone

may

Muscle,
not

counterpart to the myelin sheath.

have

intervertébral
a

truly

disc,

restrictive

Also the shorter T2 of many of

the tissues restricts the use of long echo times needed to
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generate

large

b

values

with

current

gradient

strengths.

Anisotropic mobility of phosphorous metabolites in muscle has
however been described (9).

DISCUSSION

As the value of b is increased only those structures where
water mobility is severely restricted give high signal.

Voxels

containing predominantly grey matter or fibres running with their
long axis along the direction of the gradient will give little or
no signal.
signal

from

It is interesting to note the continued presence of
fat within

the

scalp.

This

is

interpreted

as

reflecting the lower diffusion coefficient of lipid which is an
order of magnitude or so lower than water (10).

It should be

noted at this point that single images obtained using the PGSE
method do not separate the effect of an increased local viscosity
of the cellular contents from restriction barriers reducing water
mobility.

In some ways the parameters Td and b play roles analogous to
the window level and width functions used to optimise the display
of MR images.

Td can be set to a value at which D* for a

particular tissue

is relatively small resulting

in a bright

region for that tissue on the images while another tissue with a
larger value of D* appears dark.

However standard whole body imaging machines may be unable
to achieve the shorter range of Td values (with useful values of
b) without modification to their gradient system.

In consequence

some tissues or directions within tissues may always exhibit
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highly restricted diffusion when studied with commonly available
PGSE sequences.

Likewise T2 dependent signal decay may make

useful imaging impossible at very long values of Td, a problem
that is more acute at low field.

The parameter b sets the overall level of attenuation, and
determines the dynamic range of the images.

For example with

Td=50-100 ms, a b value of 1510 s/mm^ is sufficient to suppress
virtually

all

signals

except

those

from

highly

restricting

structures such as appropriately oriented axons.

Motion artefact is clearly a significant problem with pulsed
gradient

methods.

It

has

velocities as low as 50-100

been

fi/s

shown

that

movements

with

lead to severe inaccuracy in the

diffusion parameters derived from biexponential curve fitting
(6). Further technical developments are possible to address this
problem.

A more sophisticated approach to cardiac gating with or

without

superadded

respiratory

gating

is

possible.

Microcomputers could be employed to check whether the cardiac
triggering

and

respiratory

motion

conform

to

predetermined

criteria and only then allow the line of data to be used in image
construction.

An increase in scanning time would be the penalty

for this approach.

At higher field, averaging lines is less

crucial so a time saving is possible.

An alternative approach is

to use fast imaging such as Echo Planar (11) where a single image
can be obtained after a single rf excitation (12).

However the

gradient requirements for this would be exacting if a 128X128
image were needed.

The use of a fast gradient echo imaging

technique (CE Fast) have been explored by Merboldt et al (13).
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They

were

unable

strengths up to

to

get

meaningful

images

using

gradient

9.8 mT/m partly due to uncontrolled motion

artefact which may have arisen from their failure to cardiac gate
the images.

Whilst it has been possible to identify anisotropic contrast
in neural tissue, with these sequences and gradient strengths, no
similar effect has been found elsewhere in the body with the
possible exception of synovial fluid.
liquid

crystal

properties

(14).)

(Possibly related to its
The

lack

of

anisotropic

contrast may be because the cell membranes present only a small
barrier to diffusion.
a limiting factor.

However technical requirements may also be

Restricted diffusion has been identified in

frog muscle and red blood cells by Tanner (10).

However he was

able to use very large gradient strengths and short echo times.
The development of stronger shielded gradient coils with rapid
rise times may allow anisotropic imaging of these tissues.

CONCLUSIONS
Imaging of anisotropically restricted diffusion provides a
fascinating conjunction between the microscopic motion of water,
the properties of myelinated nerve fibres, gross anatomy of the
brain and changes in water diffusion in disease.

More studies

will be required in order to optimise the technical developments
and values of Td and b for different tissues and diseases.
Increased Td results in an increased range of distances which may
be probed and it is possible that relatively long values will be
needed to demonstrate anisotropic diffusion in large myelinated
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fibres.

However long values of Td necessitate high values of TE

which result in a relatively low signal to noise ratio.

While large values of b result in greater contrast, they
generally

require

long

values

of

vulnerability to motion artefact.

TE

and

produce

increased

They may also attenuate signal

from tracts with low fibre density reducing the areas in which
anisotropic contrast can be seen.

Implementation of gradient

moment nulling techniques could produces better control of motion
artefact but at the cost of lower b values.
of

complex

gradient

moment

nulling

The implementation

pulse

sequences

with

appropriately large b values could be technically impossible with
the available gradient strengths.

The small gradient coil sets offer a wider range of options
since they produce higher gradient strength and enable lower
values of TE to be used with a corresponding increase in signal
to noise ratio.

The fact that the coils are remote from the

magnet bore reduces eddy current problems.

A major disadvantage

is that they limit imaging of adults to the brain and limbs.

Diffusion contrast will need to be optimised in relation to
the highly T2 dependent nature of PGSE sequences.

This will also

require a knowledge of how D* changes in disease allowing for
sequence

parameter

variation.

The

degree

to

which

D*

is

will

be

anisotropic in lesions needs to be established.

More

detailed

study

of

considered in the next chapter.

anatomical

structures
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CHAPTER 5
NORMAL WHITE MATTER TRACT ANATOMY

INTRODUCTION

In the previous chapter the potential of diffusion weighted
imaging to selectively highlight white matter tracts in man was
demonstrated.

This chapter will show how diffusion weighted

imaging can be applied in much greater detail in the study of the
normal

anatomy

radiological

of

the

human

subject.

ARDI

compares

changes that occur with standard T2

the

images and

magnitude images which are obtained with the addition of gradient
pulses

applied

medullary

in

core

of

one
the

or more

directions.

cerebrum

to

be

This

allows

the

into

its

separated

components.

The

medullary

core

can

be

considered

in

association, commissural and projection fibres

three

(5) .

parts:

It is of

interest that the detailed anatomy of human white matter tracts
has

not

yet

been

described

(6,7).

This

is

due

to

the

difficulties of the standard techniques of projection mapping,
i.e. the use of selective silver impregnation (8,9).

Association fibres connect regions of the cortex within a
hemisphere

and can be divided into short association fibres

(which connect adjacent gyri via subcortical U fibre tracts) and
long association fibres (Fig. 5.1).

The latter are present in

three main bundles i) the uncinate fascicules ii) the superior
longitudinal or arcuate fascicules and iii) the cingulum.

The
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latter
run

two

fasciculi

mainly

in

the

antero-posterior
direction as do smaller
CAllOSo^

tracts

such

superior

as

the

occipito--

frontal

tract.

Connections between the
temporal

and

parietal

lobes tend to run in a
caudo-cephalic
direction

via

7.148

The principal arcuate (association) fibres in the cerebrum.

Figure 5.1The principle arcuate fibre
systems in the ce re b r u m . (from Grey's
Anatomy 3 6th ed Publisher Churchill
Livingstone 1980 plOSS).

the

perpendicular fascicules while those between the frontal and
temporal

lobes

typically

run

obliquely

within

the

uncinate

fascicules.

Cingulate sulcus
Lateral ventricle

Callosal radiations

Optic radiation
Hippocampal formation

m

Collateral eminence
Collateral sulcus

Splenium
corpus callosum
Tapetum

F ig u re 2-21. Drawing of a frontal section at the level of the splenium of the corpus callosum. Callosal fibers
lateral to the ventricle are known as the tapetum. T he optic radiations lie lateral to the tapetum.

Figure 5.2 The fibres of the major commissure the corpus
ca llo sum .
(from Human Neuroanatomy MB Carpenter and J
Sutin 8th edition published Williams and Wilkins Baltimore
p45.)
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Commissural fibres form the inter-hemispheric connections of the
cortex

of

both

hemispheres.

These

can

be

homotopic

or

heterotopic depending on whether or not corresponding or non
corresponding parts of grey matter are connected

(Fig.

5.2).

These fibres run within coronal planes for at least part of their
course.

The main commissures are the very large corpus callosum

and the smaller anterior commissure.

The posterior commissure is

smaller still.

Projection fibres are those tracts which provide the major
input and output channels of the brain and include

C orona rad iate

C en tral sulcus

Posterior lim b
of in ternal capsule

A n te rio r lim b
in tern a l capsule

O p tic rad iation

Lateral
O p tic tra c t

g e n icu la te

Crus cerebri
N .V
M id d le c ere b e llar pedu ncle
P yram id

In ferio r olive

P yram id al decussation

Figure
5.3
The
corona
radiata
forms
major
projection fibre system, (from Human Neuroanatomy
MB Carpenter and J Sutin 8th edition published
Williams and Wilkins Baltimore p37.)
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pathways such as the corticospinal, cortico-bulbar tracts and the
cortico-thalamic and thalamo-cortical connections.

These fibres

tend to have a caudo-cephalic course and are often well seen in
the coronal plane as they pass through the internal capsule Fig.
5.3.

The projection fibres for special senses such as vision and

olfaction connect the end organ with the appropriate cortex and
may be seen in transverse or oblique transverse planes.

The site of restriction of water diffusion in normal white
matter has not been absolutely identified.

However it has been

noted that the pattern of anisotropy follows the direction of
fibre tracts.

This may arise from the barrier to free diffusion

presented by the myelin sheath.

In support of this hypothesis

diffusion weighted anisotropy has only been identified in images
of neural tissue with the sequences employed in this thesis.

A further interesting point is that the pattern of diffusion
anisotropy follows the development of the myelination of the
neonatal white matter and identified the correct directionality
in developmental anomalies e.g. Probst bundles (10) in agenesis
of the corpus callosum (Fig. 5.4).
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i

Figure 5.4 (A^B,C) Neonate with agenesis of the corpus
callosum.
(A)
SE «1,500/200,
(B)
SE ~1,500/200/
Y/103/550 and (C) SE ^1,500/200/X/103/550.
The
pattern of highlighting of the internal and external
capsules conform to the pattern of myelination (small
arrows).
The directional contrast of the Probst
bundles conform to the known directionality of the
anomalous growth of axonal fibres (large arrows) i.e.
lower signal on the Y than the X sensitized image.

The image in Fig 5.4 (A) is a coronal SE

1,500/200

with the

ARDI images (B) SE 1,500/200/X/103/550 and (C) SE 1,500/200/Y/
103/550.

The internal and external capsule are isodense with

grey and white matter in A.
in

Fig.5.4(B)

(short

The internal capsule is highlighted

arrow)

highlighted in Fig. 5.4(C)

and

(arrow).

the

external

capsule

is

Probst bundles are seen as

low signal areas above the high signal

from the CSF in the

lateral ventricles in Fig. 5.4 (A) (long arrow).

With ARDI these

structures are low signal with Fig. 5.4 (B) and higher signal (C)
indicating directionality along Y as described by Probst (10).

Measurements of the restriction distance are of the order of
six microns

in sheep spinal cord

(11)

consistent with known
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axonal diameters.

Consideration of the properties of a

myelin

membrane with its extremely low solubility for polar molecules
would lead one to expect that water would
membrane with difficulty.

permeate through the

Hence a myelin sheath of up to ten

membrane layers should offer considerable resistance to free
water diffusion.

It is therefore suggested that in normal white

matter the myelin sheath acts as a restriction barrier to both
intra- and extra-cellular water.

In man there are thirty million fibres in each internal
capsule with about one million fibres in each corticospinal tract
of which 700,000 are myelinated; 90% of the myelinated fibres are
between 1-4/im in diameter (12) . Most of the remaining myelinated
fibres are 5-10/im in diameter but the 4 0,000 fibres from the Betz
cells are much larger being 10-22^m in diameter.

By comparison

fibres of the spino-cerebellar tract are ll-20jLtm in diameter and
unmyelinated fibres are generally l-4^m in diameter

(5).

The

size of fibres corresponds closely to estimates of the range of
dimensions which can be probed with ARDI as described previously
(i.e. 2 .5-25jum) .

METHOD
The

imaging

strategy

required

to

selectively

image

a

specific tract is now outlined.

To

highlight

a

particular

tract

using

ARDI

necessary

conditions are that sufficient fibres run perpendicular to the
gradient being used and that the fibre density be sufficiently
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high.

A markedly

low signal

can be obtained

if the pulse

gradients run parallel to the long axis of the fibres.
Table 5.1 Density of fibre tracts.

S tru c tu re
Number o f
O p tic nerve
A n t e r i o r c o m m is s u re
F o rn ix
C orpus c a llo s u m
M a m m ilo -th a la m ic t r a c t
C e re b ra l p e d u n c le
S p in a l co rd

fib re s /m m ^
500,000
8 00 ,000
2 0 0 ,0 0 0
340,000
1 50 ,00 0
7 5,0 00
7 5,0 00

The density of fibres varies more than ten fold between major
tracts (13,14,15)

(Table 5.1) and some may contain insufficient

fibres to give high contrast with surrounding tissue.

It is essential that the correct imaging plane be selected
and the patient be appropriately positioned and immobilised.

If

a number of tracts with differing orientations are interdigitated
then

the

selection

of

b

and

slice

thickness

is

crucial.

Diffusely spread fibre tracts such as the geniculo-calcarine
projections or the corona radiata may need a thick slice and a
large

b

value.

(A

list

of

anatomic

structures,

with

the

predominant fibre orientation and relative tract size is included
in Table 5.2).

Tracts run through the brain with the long axis of the fibres
orientated in particular directions.
This table suggests the
most appropriate imaging planes to use to identify the tract
using standard anatomical landmarks and to most easily delineate
the anisotropy of the tracts. For example if a tract is long and
thin, then using an imaging plane that is transverse to the long
axis of the tract and which does not contain other easily
identifiable
anatomical
structures
would
make
tract
identification almost impossible.
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Table 2. Orientation and relative sizes of tracts and nerves of
the brain.

ORIENTATION
T
R
N
S

c
0
R
0
N

s
A
G
I
T

CALLOSUM

X

X

X

SPLENIUM OF CORPUS
CALLOSUM

X

X

X

GENU OF THE CORPUS
CALLOSUM

X

CINGULUM

X

FORNIX

X

TRACT OR NERVE
.

0
B
L
I
Q

T
R
A
N
S

0
B
L
I
9

c
0
R
0
N

0
B
L
I
0

S
A
G
I
T

SIZE

LARGE
MEDIUM

X

X

MEDIUM

X

X

MEDIUM

X

X

X

MEDIUM

INTERNAL CAPSULE

X

X

EXTERNAL CAPSULE

X

X

SMALL

EXTREME CAPSULE

X

X

MEDIUM

CRUS CEREBRI

X

X

LARGE

X

MEDIUM

SUPERIOR
OCCIPITOFRONTAL
FASCICULUS

X

X

X

SMALL

SUPERIOR
LONDITUDINAL
FASCICULUS

X

X

X

LARGE

INFERIOR
OCCIPITOFRONTAL
FASCICULUS

X

X

PERPENDICULAR
FASCICULUS

X

X

LARGE

X

SMALL

OPTIC NERVE

X

X

SMALL

OPTIC TRACT

X

X

SMALL

GENICULOCALCARINE
TRACT

X

OLFACTORY BULB

X

MEDIUM

X

SMALL

X

FORCEPS MAJOR

X

MEDIUM

FORCEPS MINOR

X

MEDIUM

U FIBRES
UNCINATE FASCICULUS

X

X

X

X

X

X

SMALL

X

MEDIUM
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ORIENTATION

TRACT OR NERVE

T
R
A
N
s

c
0
R
0
N

s
A
G
I
T

0
B
L
I
Q

MAMILLOTHALAMIC

0
B
L
I
Q

X

ANTERIOR COMMISSURE

X

POSTERIOR COMMISSURE
PYRAMIDAL TRACTS

T
R
A
N
S..

X

PYRAMIDAL
DECUSSATION

X

C
0
R
0
N

0
B
L
I
0

s
A
G
I
T

SIZE

MEDIUM

X

MEDIUM

X

SMALL

X

MEDIUM
MEDIUM

X

LATERAL LEMNISCI

X

X

MEDIUM
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RESULTS
ARDI is sensitive to small deviations from ideal alignment.
This is readily seen in the signal intensity of the splenium of
the

corpus

callosum

in

the

transverse

plane

which

varies

dramatically with increasing angulation of the fibres to the
direction of the sensitizing gradient

(Fig. 5.5).

Due to the

complex pathway of many tracts and their oblique orientation to
most conventional imaging planes, only part of a tract may be
highlighted in any given image.
acquired

immunodeficiency

SE«1,500/130/Y/44/550

and

The image is from a patient with

syndrome.
(B)

a

Image

(A)

is

SE«1,500/130/X/44/550.

a
The

central region of the posterior corpus callosum is highlighted in
(A) and appears dark in (B) (arrows).

Figure 5.5 (A,B) Corpus callosum in the transverse
plane.
Patient with
acquired immunodeficiency
syndrome: SE^l,500/130/Y/44/550 (A) and SE^l,500/130/X
/44/550 (B) images.
The central region of the
posterior corpus callosum is highlighted in (A) and
appears dark in (B) (arrows) . As the angle of the
corpus callosum changes on moving laterally, the signal
decreases (A).
As the angle of the corpus callosum changes on moving laterally,
signal decreases (A). Note that the majority of the white matter
is mid grey but that some of the association fibres from the
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frontal to the occipital lobes are low signal on the Y sensitized
image as expected.

The same general considerations apply to relative loss of
signal from tracts or fibre pathways using sensitizing gradients
parallel

to

their

predominant

direction.

When

the

correct

orientation is used the loss of signal intensity can be dramatic.
For example, the corpus callosum is well seen in the sagittal
plane on the spin echo image shown in Fig. 4.2(A) (see page 105).
There is some reduction in signal intensity in parts of the
corpus callosum using Y sensitization (i.e. perpendicular to the
predominant fibre direction)

Fig.

4.2(B)

but there is almost

total loss of signal when X sensitization is used (i.e. parallel
to

the

predominant

fibre

direction)

Fig.

4.2(C).

The

directionality of the longitudinal and transverse fibres within
the pons can be seen.

The

major

association

tracts

are

clearly

imaged.

The

superior longitudinal fascicules (SLF) (also called the arcuate
fasciculus) can be seen supero-lateral to the lateral ventricles
in the coronal plane as a low signal region in Y sensitized
coronal images

(compare Fig. 5.6 with Figs. 4.3 & 4.5 page 106).

This tract runs from the frontal to the occipital lobes.
receives

and projects multitudes

of

fibres to

frontal, parietal, temporal and occipital lobes.
perpendicular

fascicules

posterior

fibres

to

runs

running

in
from

a

and

from the

Posteriorly the

rostra-caudal

the

It

superior

direction

longitudinal

fascicules to form the inferior occipito-frontal fascicules.
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Superior
longitudinal
fasciculus

C ingulum

Superior
occipitofrontal
fasciculus

Corpus
callosum
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Lateral
ventricle
External
capsule

Tail of
caudate
nucleus

Extrem e
capsule

Thalam us
Internal
capsule

Claustrum

Lentiform nucleus

Inferior
occipitofrontal
fasciculus

Figure 5.6 A diagram representing the principle arcuate
fibres as seen in the coronal plane, (from The Human
Nervous System.
ML Barr JA Kiernan Harper and Row
Philadelphia 4th edition 1983 p243).
The superior occipito-frontal fasciculus (SOF) is relatively
small and runs in an antero-posterior direction just lateral to
the corpus callosum and is well seen as an area of low signal on
Y sensitized transverse images Fig. 5.7(A) arrow but is nearly
isodense in (B).

In the coronal plane Fig 5.8 (A,B,C) the SOF

runs anteroposteriorly superior to the lateral ventricle (arrow)
with the same contrast changes as Fig. 5.7
Fig. 5.6).

(compare this with

As the SOF fascicules runs in the antero-posterior

direction it has a low signal intensity on (A) (arrows) but is
nearly isointense (B) & (C) . Figure 5.8 is from a patient imaged

The size of a fibre tract depends on a number of factors besides
its physical dimension.

The edge of a tract, can in practice,

becomes difficult to define as fibres diverge to reach diffuse
areas of the cortex i.e. the pyramidal tract.

As other fibres

interdigitate with tract fibres then the effect of the b value
and the
crucial.
landmarks

imaging plane and gradient
None the
and

less

imaging

it

may be possible

protocols

radiological size of tracts.

orientation become

to

to use

define

the

quite

standard
apparent

A normal range could be defined by

normalizing the value of a tract diameter to a fixed planimetric
dimension such as the maximum internal diameter of the skull
(this would allow for changes due to atrophy and hydrocephalus).
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with SE l,500/80/Y/27/880 (A),

SE 1,500/80/X/27/880 (B) and SE

1,500/80/2/27/880 sequences.

V »

A
Figure 5.7 (A,B) Superior occipito-frontal
(SOF)
fascicules in the transverse plane:
Patient with
radiation damage.
SE^l,500/130/Y/44/550
(A) and
SE^l,500/130/X/44/550 (B) images. The SOF fasciculus
runs in the antero-posterior direction and has a low
signal intensity on (A)
(arrows) but is nearly
isointense (B) . The effects of motion artefact are
seen as multiple arcs of high and low signal. These
reproductions of the high signal from the scalp fat are
called ghosts.
The motion artefact in (B) would be
assessed as grade 4.

The cingulum is seen just superior to the corpus callosum
and is well seen in the coronal plane with low signal intensity
using Y sensitizing gradients (Fig. 5.8(A)

(white arrow)), but

with high signal using X and Z sensitization Figs 5.8 (C,D).

The subcortical fibres are orientated at right angles to the
gyri (Fig. 5.9).

They are only visualised if the sensitizing

gradients are appropriately directed with respect to the relevant
gyrus and the b value is large enough to project them out
5.10 (A,B).

Fig.
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#
&
Figure 5.8 (A,B,C) Superior occipito-frontal fascicules
in the coronal plane.
Patient with epilepsy SE
l,500/80/Y/27/880 (A), SE 1,500/80/X /27/880 (B) and SE
1,500/80/Z /27/880 images.
The superior occipito
frontal
fascicules
runs
in
the
antero-posterior
direction supero-lateral to the lateral ventricle (see
Fig 5.6) and have a low signal intensity on (A), arrows
but is nearly isodense in (B) and (C). The cingulum
can be seen to have the appropriate directional
contrast (white arrow)

In

the

coronal

plane

relative

changes

in

size

of

the

inferior longitudinal and arcuate fasciculi can be seen as they
sweep

backwards

on

coronal

sections

posterior positions (Fig. 5.11 (A&B)).

taken

at

anterior

and

The peeling off of fibres

from the superior and inferior longitudinal fasciculi can be seen
at the junction of the temporal and parietal lobes.
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P o s fc e n tra l s u lc u s

C e n tra l s u lc u s

S u p r a m a r g in a l
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A n g u la r
g y ru s P a r ie lo -o c c ip ita l
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o c c ip ita l
s u lc u s

S u p e rio r)
T e m p o ra l
In fe rio r

I sulci

P o s tc e n tra l s u lc u s

Fig. 5.9 A diagram of the surface of the cerebral
hemispheres when the grey matter has been removed.
The
convoluted pattern of white matter within the gyri is seen.
The orientation of U fibres to standard imaging planes is
seen to be oblique, (from Human Neuroanatomy MB Carpenter
and J Sutin 8th edition 1981 published Williams and Wilkins
Baltimore p42.)

The corpus callosum and the anterior commissure can be seen
on the sagittal and coronal planes.

The diffuse projection of

callosal fibres can be seen arising from the lateral aspects of
the corpus callosum.

In the splenium, transverse images show the

angular variation of the signal intensity
signal

intensity

is

seen

in

the

(Fig. 5.5).

transverse

fibres

High
with

Y

sensitization in the coronal plane but the signal is low with X
sensitization.

I

A
&
Figure 5.10 (A,B)
A coronal section from a normal
vo l unt ee r. The inversion recovery shows the grey and
white matter
(A) .
Image
(B) a SE ^1,500/200/X/
103/1510 shows loss of signal from all but the white
matter of the centrum semiovale and the subcortical U
fibres (arrow).

Figure 5.11 (A,B) The inferior longitudinal and arcuate
fasciculi in the coronal plane.
Normal volunteer:
image (A) is anterior SE ^1,500/130/Y/44/550 and (B)
more posterior SE ^1,500/130/Y/44/550.
The fasciculi
are seen to increase in size between (A) and (B) as the
image becomes more posterior ( white arrow) . The open
arrow shows the ascending/descending tracts seen only
in (B) but not in (A) .

Major ascending and descending projection tracts are clearly
visible running through the internal capsule when the imaging
plane is correctly aligned through the crus cerebri.

If the
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image is anterior to the brain stem, so the corona radiata runs
obliquely through it, then these fibres are not delineated Fig.
5.11

(A,B)

(open arrow).

The corticospinal

tracts converge

towards the pyramids at the caudal end of the medulla.

Rostrally

the fibres diverge into the gyri of the cortex with an ensuing
decrease in their density as they extend peripherally.

The

coronal

plane

direction

highlights

direction

(as in Fig.

with

the
4.3

sensitizing

tracts
(B,C)

running

gradient
in

a

in

the

Y

rostra-caudal

but these disappear with

Z

sensitization (Fig. 4.3(D) see page 106 ) and occasionally with
X sensitization as described in the preceding chapter.

I
Figure 5.12 (A,B) One year old full term baby who had
suffered birth asphyxia. Image (A) a SE ^1, 500/130/¥/
44/1100 and BE ^1,500/130/X/ 44/1100 shows the extreme
capsule (arrow) in a neonate.
This may be due to the angulation of these tracts to the X
sensitizing gradient.

The separate components of the internal

capsule could be resolved with oblique gradients in a transverse
plane.

The external and extreme capsule can be clearly seen in
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the

coronal

plane

with

appropriate

sensitization

(Fig

5.12

(A&B)).
The diffusely spread projection fibres of the corona radiata
can

be

seen

variation

in

the

parasagittal

and contrast changes

section

with

associated with

the
it.

angular
In the

transverse plane the corona radiata is demonstrated sweeping down
vertically giving two high signal regions in the posterior limb
of the internal capsule.

%
^ t-

Figure 5,13

r

(A,B,C,D) Normal volunteer: transverse SE
(A),
SE
^l,500/200/X/103/550
(B), SE
^l,500/200/Y/103/550 (C) , The two high signal regions
are the ascending/descending tracts running through the
posterior limb of the internal capsule (arrows ) . A
coronal image taken through this region shows the
ascending/descending
tracts
(D)
SE
^1,500/200/Y
/103/550 as expected.

=1,500/200
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Fig. 5.13 (A) is the unsensitized image and

Fig. 5.13 (B,C) are

the ARDI images sensitized in the X and Y directions.

When a

coronal section is obtained through the line of the two high
signal regions it is seen that they are components of the high
signal arising from the ascending /descending tracts (Fig 5.13
(D) ) .

These may be the

sensory projections to the parietal

lobe.
As the head is extended, this high signal region appears
more anteriorly, as shown in Fig. 5.14.

Figure 5.14
The image, SE ^1,500/200/Y/103/550,
illustrates the effect as the head is extended.
The
high signal regions from the ascending/descending
tracts moves anteriorly (arrow)
The major descending pathways are easily seen on sagittal section
and

are

probably

cortico-spinal

and

cortico-bulbar

fibres,

together with ascending projection fibres to the frontal lobe,
(see Fig. 4.3 (A,B,C)

( page 106 white arrows)). The course of

this tract can be followed caudally through the internal capsule,
and with an apparent change in angulation, through the cerebral
peduncles.
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Parts of optic tracts can be demonstrated in the appropriate
transverse plane with the head flexed.

Their course to supply

the calcarine cortex on the medial aspect of the occipital lobes
can be seen in Fig. 5.15 (A,B,C).

F ig u r e 5 .1 5 (A ,B ,C )
A s t u d y on a n e o n a t e .
I m a g e s (A)
a n I R 1 , 5 0 0 / 4 4 / 6 0 0 , SE ^ 1 , 5 0 0 / 1 3 0 / X / 4 4 / 1 1 0 0 ( B ) a n d SE
^ 1 , 5 0 0 / 1 3 0 / Y / 4 4 / 1 1 0 0 (C) . T h e o p t i c t r a c t s a r e s e e n i n
( A) a r r o w s .
T h e ir d i r e c t i o n a l p r o p e r t ie s a re seen in
( B , C ) w i t h h i g h s i g n a l w i t h X s e n s i t i z a t i o n (B) a n d l o w
s i g n a l o n Y s e n s i t i z a t i o n (C)
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The sweep of the fibres above and below the occipital horn of the
ventricular system precludes a complete examination of this fibre
system without the use of a thick slice and appropriately large
b value.
Imaging the upper brainstem demonstrates multiple fibre
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V
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Tegm ental fie ld H
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A-20. Frontal section through ventral pons, midbrain, and diencephalon at the
• level of the interpeduncular fossa and posterior hypothalamus. X3.

F ig u re 5 .1 6
A d ia g ra m ta k e n fro m a b r a in s l i c e s t a in e d
f o r m y e lin .
X3 ( f r o m Human N e u r o a n a t o m y MB C a r p e n t e r
a nd J S u t i n 8 th e d i t i o n 1981 p u b l i s h e d W i l l i a m s and
W ilk in s B a ltim o re p 8 3 3 .)
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The mammilo-thalamie and thalamic fasciculi are visible in the
coronal plane as two symmetrically placed areas of high intensity
with Y and X sensitization.

Around the third ventricle elements

of the thalamic projections can be identified, (compare Fig 5.16
with Figs. 4.2 & 4.4 page 105).

Caudate
(head)

Choroid
plexus

nucleus

Thalamic nuclei:
Anterior
Dorsal medial
Lateral dorsal
Fornix (body)
Mammillothalamic tract

Anterior
commissure
Anterior

cerebral

1
S'

artery

r

Fornix (anterior column)
Lenticular

fasciculus

«
Oculomotor

nerve

Substantia

nigra

fvledial lemniscus

Habenula
Superior colliculus
Trochlear

nerve

Superior cerebellar
peduncle
Central tegmental
tract
Dentate nucleus
Facial nerve

Corticospinal tract —
Inferior olivary nucleus
Pyramid

r —Nucleus cuneatus
— .Fasciculus

A-27. Sagittal section through the brain stem at the level ol the nucleus
cuneatus and habenula. xl.3.

F i g . 5 .1 7 A s a g i t t a l s e c t i o n t h r o u g h t h e b r a i n stem
w ith th e m y e lin b la c k w ith W e ig e rt s t a i n ,
( f r o m Human
N e u r o a n a t o m y MB C a r p e n t e r a n d J S u t i n 8 t h e d i t i o n 1 9 8 1
p u b lis h e d W illia m s and W ilk in s B a ltim o r e p 8 4 2 .) .

cuneatus
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The

sagittal

plane

just

off

the

mid-line

allows

identification of the pyramidal tracts running anteriorly and the
lemnisci running posteriorly (compare Fig 5.17 with Fig. 4.2 (see
page 105)).
spinal

In the posterior fossa the course of the cortico

tracts

through

the

pons

can

be

seen

together

with

separation of transverse from longitudinal pontine fibres (Figs.
5.5).
and

The medial lemnisci can be seen curling around the pons
the

central

tegmental

tract

can

be

seen

posteriorly.

Longitudinal fibres within the pons can be differentiated from
transverse fibres by changing the direction of the sensitizing
gradient.
The superior cerebellar peduncle can also be identified as
it decussates below the red nucleus (compare Fig. 5.18 and Fig
4.5

(B)

(see page 108).

The middle cerebellar peduncle is

apparent in transverse images.
Globus
pallidus

^V/

U ncinate
fasciculus

— Superior c ereb ellar
peduncle

Juxtarestiform
body

D entate nucleus

Fastigiopontine
fibers

Fastigiospinal fibers I p

F ig u r e 5 .1 8 A d ia g ra m i l l u
the s u p e r io r c e r e b e lla r
( f r o m Human N e u r o a n a t o m y
e d i t i o n 1981 p u b l i s h e d W
p 4 8 5 .)

‘Vestibular nuclei

Reticular formation

s t r a t i n g the r e la t io n s h ip o f
p e d u n cle to th e re d n u c l e i,
MB C a r p e n t e r a n d J S u t i n 8 t h
illia m s and W i lk in s B a ltim o r e
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Anisotropic features can be demonstrated within the spinal
cord where the

fibres

of the anterior middle and posterior

fasciculi run longitudinally

Fig. 5.19 (A,B,C).

Attempts to get

transverse images through the cord even with thick i.e.

40mm

slices failed due to motion artefact from the overlying upper
respiratory tract.

F ig u re
5 .1 9 (A ,B ,C ) .
N orm al v o lu n t e e r .
I m a g e (A) a
SE ^ 1 , 5 0 0 / 1 3 0 i n t h e c o r o n a l p l a n e .
The d i r e c t i o n a l i t y
o f t h e f i b r e s w i t h i n th e s p i n a l c o r d can be seen i n
im a g es
(B)
SE
^1, 5 00 /13 0 /X /4 4 /5 5 0
and
(C)
SE
=1,500/130/2/44/550.
The
h ig h
s ig n a l
w ith
X
s e n s itiz a tio n
(arrow )
becomes
lo w
s ig n a l
w ith
the
a p p lic a tio n o f a Z g ra d ie n t (a rro w ).
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However

intracranial

and

peripheral

nerves

demonstrate

anisotropic properties consistent with the suggestion that the
myelin sheath is a necessary requirement for restriction.

A

F i g u r e 5 .2 0 ( A ,B ,C ) . Im age a c r o s s - s e c t i o n t h r o u g h t h e
c a l f o f a v o l u n t e e r w i t h a i n t r a m u s c u l a r haem atom a.
T h e t i b i a l n e r v e i s s e e n i n ( A ) SE ^ 1 , 5 0 0 / 1 3 0 / Y / 4 4 / 5 5 0
( a r r o w ) . T h e i m a g e s ( B ) a n d (C) a r e e n l a r g e m e n t s .
( B)
is
SE
^1 ,5 0 0 /1 3 0
/Y /4 4 /5 5 0 ,
and
(C)
SE
^ 1 ,5 0 0 /1 3 0 /Z /4 4 /5 5 0 .
The
lo w e r
s ig n a l
in
( C)
is
c o n s is te n t w ith a lig n m e n t o f th e a xo n a l f i b r e s a lo n g
the g r a d ie n t .

The trigeminal nerve is seen in the coronal section (Fig. 4.3
(A,B,C,D)

(see

page

106))

with

high

signal

intensity

with

diffusion across its long axis and low signal when the gradient
runs along the long axis. The tibial nerve can be seen in

Fig.
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5.20 (A,B,C) with a change in signal intensity between the two
images and the unsensitized spin echo of .45/.80/1.0.
DISCUSSION

Tract tracing in the human brain is more than a scientific
curiosity.

In clinical neurology and neurosurgery the exact

location of a tract has implications in correlating the clinical
symptoms and signs with the anatomical location of the pathology.
The ARDl technique can be applied both
v itro

in

v iv o

and to fresh

in

material.

Until the advent of ARDl there was no radiological method to
subdivide the white matter into its component parts.
analysis

of

this

problem

had

identified

some

Previous

tracts

weighted images as areas of lower signal intensity (13).

on

T2

The low

signal may have been diffusional effects that were the result of
the use of spoiler pulses.

Spoilers are gradient pulses added to

the

sequences

standard

spin

echo

to

destroy

any

residual

transverse magnetisation from imperfect 90° and 180° rf pulses.

Only when specific white matter tracts can be seen can
questions about changes in their development and relative size be
addressed.

It is known that acute strokes and motor neurone

disease leads to wallerian degeneration of the pyramidal tracts.
Pathological analysis of tract degeneration is laborious (9,12).
ARDl offers the possibility of

in

v iv o

sequential analysis.

A proper understanding of neural pathways and information
processing may be important in understanding movement disorders
and the spread of epileptic discharges.

A combination of this
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technique

together

with

positron

emission

tomography

(PET)

activation studies and magneto-encephalography (MEG) would allow
the areas of grey matter activation, the connections between them
and the order in which they were activated to be determined.

Diffuse neuronal loss will ultimately lead to the loss of
the associated axons from Wallerian degeneration.

If these form

tracts then subtle diffuse pathologies could be inferred from
tract changes, an example being motor neurone disease.

Diseases

affecting the myelin sheath such as multiple sclerosis or dysmyelinating disorders could well affect the permeability of these
restriction barriers.

ARDl could be a method of detecting these

effects even if there were only modest T1 or T2 changes.

CONCLUSIONS
It is evident that ARDl is able to exploit the restricted
mobility of water in the differing directions to delineate white
matter tracts that conform to known anatomy.

With the current

sequences and technical capability the myelin sheath appears to
be necessary in order to observe this effect.

This technique can now be used to study the normal anatomy
of the human brain

in

v iv o ,

to look for tract differences and

developmental anomalies in disease states or following neuronal
loss.

It is suggested that if the restriction barriers are

involved in disease then ARDl would allow this to be specifically
imaged.
The next chapters will look at the application of ARDl to
the study of disease in man.
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CHAPTER 6

ANISOTROPIC DIFFUSION AND MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS

INTRODUCTION

MRI has long been established as the imaging method of
choice for imaging white matter disease in general and multiple
sclerosis (MS) in particular (1) . It has been amply demonstrated
since 1981 that the pattern of the distribution of the lesions,
characteristics of their signal enhancement and the presence of
multiple lesions at presentation,

even when there appeared to

have been a single lesion clinically

(the so called isolated

syndrome) have all helped in the understanding of the natural
history of the dynamics of the disease (2,3,4,5).

MRI is also

being used increasingly as a method of monitoring disease for the
purpose of clinical trials of drugs used for the treatment of MS
(6 ) .

ARDl allows the diffusion properties of MS lesions and their
anisotropy to be investigated.

In this chapter a preliminary

study into the applicability of two aspects of ARDl is described.
Recent

MRI

following

studies

have

intra-venous

shown

that

an

injection

area
with

of

enhancement
gadolinium-

diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid (Gd-DTPA) may be seen before
the appearance of a lesion on an unenhanced T2 weighted images
(7) .

The increased sensitivity of diffusion weighted imaging

compared to T2 weighted imaging in detecting the early events in
a stroke model suggested that diffusion weighted contrast may be
more sensitive at picking up acute MS lesions.

Assuming that the
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myelin

sheath

was

the

site

of

the

restriction

barrier

we

postulated that diffusion images would contain information about
the integrity of the myelin sheath or axons.
speculated

that

ARDl

may

provide

an

Furthermore we

additional

method

of

classifying the MS lesions on the basis of their anisotropy.

If

an MS plaque had extensive destruction of the myelin sheaths then
the resulting diffusion image would show the white matter lesion
to have isotropic properties.

If the lesion arose from breakdown

of the blood brain barrier and the resulting oedema with little
myelin

sheath

destruction

then

the

lesion

would

retain

its

anisotropic properties.

The following section will briefly review aspects of the
known pathophysiology of multiple sclerosis in order to identify
mechanisms which may lead to changes in barriers to free water
diffusion.
correlate

The
with

apparent
the

anisotropy

preservation

of

of

a

the

lesion

may

underlying

well

axonal

structure.

PATHOLOGY

Pathological studies have shown that in MS the myelin sheath
is

predominantly

affected

with

the

axons

being

relatively

preserved, particularly during the formation of the acute lesion.
The degree of axonal degeneration is higher in chronic than acute
lesions.
of

the

Quantitative histological assessment shows a reduction
axon

counts

in chronic

lesions

to

51.7±3.2%

of

the

surrounding normal white matter. The corresponding figure for
acute lesions is 92.7±14.5% (8).

There is therefore a relative

preservation of intact axons in the acute compared to the chronic
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lesion.

It is believed that the degree of functional impairment

correlates with axonal loss rather than demyelination.

If axons

are the prerequisite for anisotropy then this property of lesions
may be related to the clinical significance of a particular
lesion.

As long as the underlying axonal structure remains

intact, there is potential for recovery of normal function of the
affected

area

of

white

matter.

Destruction

of

the

axonal

connections within the central nervous system is believed to lead
to irreversible damage.
gliosis

prevents

Reconnection fails to take place because

reconnection of

the

axons with

appropriate

neurones.

The

precise

pathophysiological

changes

that

follow

the

alteration in vascular permeability, which is believed (9) to be
the initiating event, are unknown.

It is likely that there is an

interaction between the type 2 major histo-compatibility complex,
complement activation and cell mediated autoimmune responses
together with antibody formation leading to selective damage to
oligodendrocytes

(10).

MS can therefore be considered a low

grade vasculitis mediated by T lymphocytes that damage the blood
brain barrier.

Oligodendrocytes have the ability to activate

complement which results in the appearance of macrophages and the
production of local antibodies.

The

histological

changes

with

both

light

microscopy have been documented in some detail.
evolution of hyperacute through to chronic

and

electron

The natural

lesions has been

carefully examined but unanimous agreement has not been reached
particularly

about the earliest phases

of the demyelinating
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process.

Much of the acute histology is inferred from study of

the edge of a chronic lesion.

The ultrastructural features of

the development of the earliest aspects of myelin disruption
within the central nervous system of man are only partially
known.

Some of the reported changes may in fact be artifactual.

The following changes in the myelin sheath have been described
(11 and references therein)

Increased inter-lamellar spacing in myelin.
Vesicular dissolution of myelin
Splitting and vacuolation of myelin sheaths.
Sheath fragmentation, ball and ovoid formation.
Granular-lamellar degeneration within the sheath.
Filamentous accumulation in the sheath.
Irregularly thin myelin sheath.

Additionally

dilation

of

periaxonal

space

detachment from the included axon have been seen.

and

partial

Of possible

relevance to diffusion imaging is the possible formation of both
widespread vesicular as well as coarse vacuolar oedema.

The

vesicular oedema is an intramyelin fluid accumulation and can
lead on to massive intramyelin vacuolation.

The coarse vacuolar

oedema is similar to that seen in spongiform degenerations.
these processes may

lead to pockets

of water

Both

either within

dilated astrocytic processes or in the cellular interstitial
space with barrier spacings of the order of microns

(12,13).

Lipid laden macrophages and the formation of lipid vacuoles may
also influence the appearance of diffusion images (14).
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Perivenous inflammation of variable extent is common in the
established

acute

lesion.

It

is

associated

with

a

mixed

hypercellular infiltration of predominantly lymphocytes with some
plasma cell and macrophages.

There is usually mixed macrophage

/astrocytic cellular response in the parenchyma.
about

whether

vesicular

oedema

is

formed

The question
is

currently

controversial with some authors arguing that it is a post mortem
artefact (14).

Others note its appearance in acute experimental

allergic encephalomyelitis with the animal brain being perfusion
fixed, implying it is not artifactual.

If

oligodendrocytes

are

only

partially

damaged

then

incomplete demyelination may take place and a shadow plaque is
formed.

If the restriction to diffusion takes place at the

myelin sheath then contrast changes may reflect the degree of
demyelination.

Lesions may therefore be expected to have reduced

restriction and signal attenuation should occur to counterbalance
the increase in signal from an increase in T2.

Chronic or inactive lesions vary and can range from being
predominantly cellular with marked gliosis ("closed”) to being
"open" with a much expanded extracellular space and severe axonal
loss.
the

The gliotic areas contain axons and fibrillary astrocytes,
so-called

astrocytes
movement
imaging.)

spider

play
in

cells.

a central

the

brain

There

is

and

(It

role

should
in the

therefore

relative

remembered

regulation
may

affect

hypocellularity

degeneration of long tracts can be seen.
form torpedoes.

be

and

of

that
water

diffusion
Wallerian

Degenerating axons may

Increased diameters of demyelinated axons in
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inactive plaques in the spinal cord have been described (16) and
are believed to occur elsewhere in the CNS.
that

this

occurs

from an

increase

The authors suggest

in water

content

of the

axoplasm, secondary to increased permeability of the demyelinated
axolemma.

There may be focal extension along veins in the form

of Dawson's fingers.

Granular ependymitis may cause brakes in

the lining of the ventricle and lead to leakage of components
from the CSF to leak into the brain parenchyma (8).

Diffuse abnormalities of ostensibly normal white matter were
found in 72% of samples in one study (17).

These include small

foci of demyelination, diffuse gliosis, perivascular inflammation
and deposition of lipofuscin, iron and calcium.

Other studies

have suggested that astrocytes may form the predominant cellular
component affected.

Abnormally thin myelin and an increase in

astrocytic lysosomes has been reported from cerebral white matter
outside plaques (18).

PREVIOUS DIFFUSION MRI STUDIES

Diffusion imaging has been applied to MS in a previous study
with attempts to calculate a diffusion coefficient within a
lesion and compare it with the surrounding white matter.

Larsson

et al (19) used a pair of velocity compensated pulsed gradients
with gradient strengths up to lOmTm*.

The voxels used were

rather large and anisotropic at 1.2x2 .3x8.Omm^ with the axial
plane being used for measurement.

Using a 3 point determination

of the diffusion coefficient they noted a two fold variation as
a function of orientation of the diffusion gradient.

Values
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obtained in four patients for normal white matter overlapped with
those for the plaque.

OBJECTIVES OF STUDY
1) To determine if ARDl could demonstrate areas
with differing diffusion weighted

contrast

on

images of patients with MS.

2) To assess the degree of anisotropy of these
areas.

3) To investigate the correspondence of diffusion
changes with areas

of

increased

signal

on T2

weighted images.

ARDl MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS STUDY
The Poser criteria (20) for the diagnosis of MS were used to
define a population of patients with MS except for those with an
initial attack.

A Kurtzke disability score was used to gauge the

functional severity of the disease (21) at the time of imaging.
The following categories were imaged for the initial study.

1) Patients with acute onset or acute relapses of MS
particularly

with

symptoms

of

the

optic

tracts,

corticospinal and cerebellar function.

2) Chronic MS with visual, spastic or cerebellar signs.

3) Asymptomatic patients with a diagnosis of MS.
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PATIENT POPULATION

Patients were

drawn

from case records

Hammersmith and Central Middlesex Hospitals.
obtained

when

they

were

admitted

for

of the

Acute cases were

investigation

or

for

treatment of a first attack or a relapse.

IMAGING METHOD

The patients were imaged in a specially adapted quasispherical receiver coil which used a Vac-Pak (a polythene bag
filled with small polystyrene beads that can be evacuated and
then moulds to the patient's head) to maintain head fixation and
specially adapted Velcro restraining straps to immobilise the
patient without undue restraint.

Cardiac gating was used to

trigger the sequences 300 - 400 ms after the R wave to minimise
motion artefact

{v id e

supra

).

The initial patients were imaged using the standard gradient
set and echo times of 130 or 200 ms with a Td of 44 or 103 ms
respectively.
s\mm^.

The corresponding b values were 550 and 1100

Subsequently most examinations were performed using a

small gradient set and TE value of 80 ms,
800, 1100 mm\s^.

Td was 27 ms.

with b values of 550,

The examinations started with a

scout sagittal and a multislice SE «1,500/80 four slice set.
(The approximate sign « is used to indicate the effect of cardiac
gating on the repetition time)
spaced at 10 mm centres.

The slices were 8mm thick, and

The in-plane resolution was 1.2 x 1.2

mm. A slice was selected and a set of diffusion weighted images
in the coronal plane with X, Y, Z sensitization was obtained.
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Two patients had only the TE 200 images, 13 had the TE 13 0
series (with 3 having the TE 200 series in addition) and 6 had
the TE 80 series in the small gradient set.

In all cases the

images with the Z sensitization were the most affected by motion
artefact. There was however a progressive trend to less motion
artefact

with

both

reduced

echo

time

and

the

concurrent

improvements in head fixation (Table 6.1 see page 180).

The

images were classified on the basis of the degree of motion
artefact (vide

supra

).

GRADE 5

MINIMAL MOTION ARTEFACT

GRADE 4

MODERATE ARTEFACT BUT IMAGE INTERPRETABLE

GRADE 3

IMAGE APPARENT BUT NOT INTERPRETABLE

GRADE 2

OUTLINE OF IMAGE DISCERNABLE

GRADE 1

NO IMAGE DISCERNABLE

Defining a failed scan as motion artefact of 3 or less,
there

were

100%,

89%

and

50%

failures

for

scans

with

sensitization using a TE of 200, 130 and 80 ms respectively.
comparison

failed

scans

were

comparatively

rare

for

Z
By

images

sensitized in the X or Y directions (see table 6.1) . This may be
due to the predominant direction of the brain and head motion.
A

non-diffusion

sensitized

image

was

always

obtained

for

comparison either as a separated scan if an echo time of 13 0 or
200 ms was used or from the multislice set if the small coil was
used.
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PATIENT POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS
Twenty-one
sixteen females).

patients

were

scanned

males

There were 15 Poser class Al, 1 class

class B3, 1 class C3 and 2 class D1.
duration of disease of 17 years.
progressive,

(five

eleven

a

and

A2,

2

The patients had a mean

Seven patients had a secondary

chronic

relapsing,

two

an

acute

presentation and one patient had a single attack of neurological
dysfunction two years earlier.

The pattern of symptoms and signs

was very similar to the general population of patients commonly
studied (Table 6.2 see page 181).
Images from six patients will be used to illustrate the
features noted for the group as a whole.

The relevant case

histories are given below together with the corresponding images.

CASE JC
JC was a fifty six year old lady with a thirty one year
history of neurological disturbance.

Her initial attack was of

numbness in her fingers and toes amd diplopia.

She developed leg

weakness and had required a stick for support for the last twenty
years.

Recently she had developed a tremor and an ataxic gait.

8
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F ig u re

6 .1

(A ,B ,C ,D )
Case J C .
The u n s e n s i t i z e d
SE
(A) im a g e s h o w s m i l d p e r i v e n t r i c u l a r c h a n g e
t o g e t h e r w it h a la r g e and a s m a ll deep w h ite m a tte r
le s io n (a rro w s ).
T h e SE ~ 1 , 5 0 0 / 8 0 / Z / 2 7 / 5 5 0 ( B ) i m a g e
c l e a r l y shows th e l a r g e s t deep w h i t e m a t t e r l e s i o n b u t
t h i s i s n o t s e e n o n t h e SE ^ 1 , 5 0 0 / 8 0 / Y / 2 7 / 5 5 0 (C) o r
t h e SE ^ 1 , 5 0 0 / 8 0 / X / 2 7 / 5 5 0 ( D ) . P e r i v e n t r i c u l a r c h a n g e
is
seen
in
b o th
the
Z
and
X
but
not
in
Y
s e n s itiz a tio n s .
The s i g n a l
fro m
the
c e re b ro s p in a l
f l u i d ( CS F) i s h i g h o n t h e u n s e n s i t i z e d i m a g e ( A ) . T h e
a p p lic a t io n o f the d if f u s io n g ra d ie n ts f o r th e o th e r
im ages r e s u l t s i n c o m p le te a t t e n u a t i o n o f th e s i g n a l
fro m
t h e CSF d e s p i t e
th e lo n g echo tim e .
The h i g h
s ig n a l s p o t (w h ite a rro w ) i s th e c e n t r a l a r t i f a c t and
a ris e s
fro m
dc o f f s e t
w h ich
d o m in a te s
the
fo u rie r
t r a n s f o r m . The d i s t o r t i o n o f t h e im a g e a r i s e s f r o m t h e
use o f th e s m a ll g r a d ie n t s e t and does n o t a f f e c t
ra d io lo g ic a l in te rp re ta tio n .

=1,500/80

She has excessive fatigue and urinary urgency though normal bowel
function.

At the time of imaging she had a moderate spastic

paraparesis and sensory disturbance in the right hand.
had

abnormal

visually

evoked

oligoclonal band analysis.

responses

but

has

She has

never

had

Attacks had been treated with ACTH in

the past but she had been relatively stable over the last few
years.

At the time of examination her Kurtzke score was 6.0.
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The images demonstrate that lesions within the deep white
matter

have

differing

signal

intensities

orientation of the diffusion gradient.

depending

on

the

The lesion is clearly

seen on the Z sensitized image Fig. 6.1(B) but not on the images
sensitized in Y and X Figs 6.1

(C&D).

The level of motion

artifact is grade 4 for the X and Z sensitization but grade 5 for
the Y sensitised image. Thus motion artifact cannot account for
the appearances.

This marked anisotropy will be contrasted with

the isotropy of lesions such as stroke in subsequent chapters.
CASE MP
MP was seventy four year old lady with an eighteen year
history of slowly progressive weakness and stiffness affecting
her left leg initially. Investigations at The National Hospital
Queen Square

(NHQS)

including oligoclonal bands and visually

evoked responses supported a diagnosis of multiple sclerosis.

In

1985 she developed left sided trigeminal neuralgia unresponsive
to carbamazepine. The spastic weakness progressed such that she
has been wheelchair bound for five years.
enhanced

CT

scan

lesions in 1984.

had

demonstrated

A delayed contrast

enhancing

Kurtzke disability score

periventricular

was 7.0.
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F ig u re
6 .2
(A ,B ,0 ,C )
Case
MP.
The
sta n d a rd
SE
~ 1 ,500/130
(A)
shows e x t e n s iv e p e r i v e n t r i c u l a r h ig h
s ig n a l
change
e x te n d in g
to
the
g rey
w h ite
m a tte r
ju n c tio n .
T h is case a p p e a r s m i l d l y a n i s o t r o p i c i n one
d i r e c t i o n i . e . Z i n t h e SE ^ 1 , 5 0 0 / 1 3 0 / Z / 4 4 / 5 5 0 i m a g e
(D) , c o m p a r e d t o X i n t h e SE ^ 1 , 5 0 0 / 1 3 0 / X / 4 4 / 5 5 0 i m a g e
(C) a n d Y SE ^ 1 , 5 0 0 / 1 3 0 / 7 / 4 4 / 5 5 0 i m a g e ( B ) .
Two a r e a s
o f p e r i v e n t r i c u l a r h i g h s i g n a l c a n b e c l e a r l y s e e n on
(D) ( s m a l l a r r o w s ) t h a t a r e n o t s e e n w e l l o n ( A ) , ( B ) o r
(C) .

This study used the standard gradient set and hence does not
suffer the same distortion as the previous image set.
artifact

was

grade

4

with

X

and

Z

sensitisations.

Motion
The

unsensitised image shows rather extensive periventricular high
signal which is mildly anisotropic.

Additionally two areas of

high signal can be seen on the Z sensitised images Fig 6.2(D)
that are not seen in X and Y sensitised images.

Interestingly

they are also not apparent on the unsensitised images Fig 6.2(A) .

CASE JH
JH is a 33 year old woman with an eighteen year history of
episodic neurological disturbance.
blurring of vision in the right eye.

Her presenting symptom was
A year later she developed
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ataxia, tinnitus and facial weakness.

She was investigated at

NHQS where a diagnosis of probable MS was made.

From the age of

twenty she has had a progressive decline,

F i g u r e 6 . 3 ( A , B , C ) Ca se J H . T h e u n s e n s i t i z e d i m a g e (A)
SE ^ 1 , 5 0 0 / 1 3 0 s h o w s p e r i v e n t r i c u l a r h i g h s i g n a l .
The
d i f f u s i o n s e n s i t i z e d i m a g e s SB ^ 2 0 0 0 / 1 3 0 / 7 / 4 4 / 5 5 0 ( B )
a n d SE ^ 2 0 0 0 / 1 3 0 / X / 4 4 / 5 5 0
( C) s h o w m a r k e d a n i s o t r o p y
w it h a l a r g e r area o f h ig h s ig n a l in the X d i r e c t i o n
(a rro w ).

When imaged she had a marked spastic paraparesis confining
her to a wheelchair, weakness and cerebellar ataxia of her upper
limbs and bilateral optic atrophy.

Her mental state was euphoric

but she had a normal mini mental test score.

She had suffered

from long standing urge incontinence and had recently had an
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ileal conduit fashioned.
years ago.
This

CSF oligoclonal bands were detected ten

Kurtzke disability score was 7.0
image

set,

with

minimal

motion

artifact,

shows

extensive confluent periventricular high signal change on all
sets

of

images.

The

width

of

the

pathological

different on the X and Y sensitizations Fig 6.3(B,C).

change

is

The use of

the diffusion gradients also allows better delineation of the
pathology by nulling the signal from the ventricular CSF.
PATIENT WD
WD is a 46 year old man with a fifteen year history of a
slowly progressive spastic paresis of his legs and more recently
severe weakness of his right arm.
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F ig u r e 6.4 (A ,B ,C ,D ,E )
C a s e WD.
The p a i r o f im a g e s
(A)
and
(B )
are
u n s e n s itiz e d
SE ^ 1 , 5 0 0 / 1 3 0
a n d SE
^1 ,5 0 0 /2 0 0
s p in echo im a g e s.
There a re a number o f
h ig h
s ig n a l
le s io n s
(a rro w s).
The
SE
^ 2 0 0 0 / 1 3 0 / Y / 4 4 / 5 5 0 (C) a n d SE =2000 / 1 3 0 / X / 4 4 / 5 5 0 (D)
show d i f f e r i n g
s ig n a l
in te n s itie s
fo r
one a re a
of
a b n o rm a lity
(arrow s)
An SE ^ 2 0 0 0 / 2 0 0 / Y / 1 0 3 / 8 1 5
(E)
im a g e r e v e a l s
tw o a d d i t i o n a l
areas
o f h ig h
s ig n a l
(a rro w s)
not
seen
on
o th e r
sequences.
T h is
may
in d ic a te
th a t
DWI
has
in c re a s e d
s e n s itiv ity
fo r
d e te c tio n o f le s io n s .

He had been noted to have an internuclear opthalmoplegia 3 years
previously and complains of excessive fatigue.

His disability

has progressed till currently he is wheelchair bound and is only
just able to carry out the activities of daily living with his
upper limbs.

Oligoclonal banding was found in the CSF in 1982,

and an MRI one year ago showed periventricular white matter
lesions.

Kurtzke disability score was 7.0.

The level of motion artifact is good at grade 5 for all the
images.
6.4

Two echo times are used for the unsensitised images Fig

(A,B).

One lesion is seen to vary in signal

intensity

between an X Y pair of sensitised images Fig. 6.4 (C,D).

Fig.

6.4 (E) shows additional lesions compared to the image Fig 6.4
(C) which has the same direction of the diffusion gradient but a
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longer echo time, larger diffusion factor (815 c.f. 550s/mm^) ,
and longer diffusion time (103 c.f. 44 ms) . The longer echo time
itself is not responsible for the appearance as the lesions are
not

apparent on the unsensitised

images Fig

6.4

(B)

(white

arrow).

PATIENT RP

RP is a 44 year old lady with a eleven year history of
weakness of her right leg,

and an episode of optic neuritis

associated with complete loss of vision in the right eye.

She

has had episodes of cerebellar ataxia in the past and suffers
from excessive fatigue.

Examination at the time of imaging had

demonstrated a spastic right leg and bilateral optic atrophy.
She had a Kurtzke disability score of 6.0.

The motion artifact for this set is grade 4, though Fig. 6.5
(B)

is clearly more artifacted than the rest.

extensive confluent periventricular change.

There is rather
Increasing the b

value from 550s/mm^ to llOOs/mm^ leading to a general loss of
signal from the whole image except the subcutaneous fat.

Rather

marked anisotropy of the pathological change can be seen in Fig
6.5 (B,D) .

Additional lesions can be seen on the X sensitised

image Fig 6.5 (C).
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F ig u re
6 .5
(A ,B ,C ,D )
Case RP . The p e r i v e n t r i c u l a r
c h a n g e s e e n o n t h e u n s e n s i t i z e d SE ^ 1 , 5 0 0 / 2 0 0 i m a g e
( n o t s h o w n ) a r e b e t t e r s e e n on t h e A R D I i m a g e s d u e t o
t h e n u l l i n g o f t h e CSF s i g n a l .
I m a g e s ( A ) a n d ( C) a r e
an X a n d Y p a i r o f im a g e s w i t h a b v a l u e s o f 815 s/mm-.
I m a g e s ( B ) a n d (D) a r e a n X a n d Y p a i r w i t h a b v a l u e
o f 1 1 0 0 s/ mm~ .
In c r e a s in g b le a d s to a r e d u c t io n in
th e c o n t r a s t and th e th ic k n e s s o f th e p e r i v e n t r i c u l a r
c h a n g e t h o u g h t h e r e i s a l s o an i n c r e a s e i n t h e l e v e l o f
m o t io n a r t e f a c t . The w i d t h
o f th is
p e riv e n tric u la r
a b n o r m a l i t y i s l e s s i n t h e X im a g e (B ,D ) t h a n i n t h e Y
im a g e s
(A ,C ).
There a re a d d i t i o n a l
areas o f h ig h
s ig n a l in
(C) ( a r r o w ) t h a t i s n o t s e e n o n ( A ) .
(The
d a p p le d a r t e f a c t a t th e t o p o f th e im age i s due t o r f
b r a k e t h r o u g h t h e c e n t r a l s p e c k l e d l i n e i n im a g e C i s
due t o th e c e n t r a l a r t i f a c t . )
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PATIENT AS
AS is a twenty one year old lady presented with a two week
history of progressive patchy visual loss of the left eye, and
right sided weakness associated with excessive fatigue.

There

was no preceding history of any intercurrent febrile illness.

F i g u r e 6 . 6 ( A , B ,C ) Case AS. The u n s e n s i t i z e d
SE
^1 ,5 0 0 /1 3 0
(A)
shows
p e riv e n tric u la r
change.
The
X
and
Y p a ir
(B,C)
show
a n is o tro p ic p e r iv e n tric u la r s ig n a l.
Im ages
( C) h a v e l a r g e c e n t r a l a r t i f a c t s

On examination she had left optic atrophy with an Ischara score
of 7/17 and a left relative afferent pupillary defect associated
with pallor of her left optic disc.
paraparesis

was

found

together

A moderate right spastic

with

a

right

hemisensory
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disturbance on her trunk and limbs.
urgency.

She had developed urinary

Oligoclonal bands were present only in the CSF.

At the

time of scanning she had a disability score of 2.0 and was
receiving pulsed methyl prednisolone.

A diagnosis of LSDMS was

made.
The high signal periventricular signal changes are more
apparent on the diffusion weighted images Fig. 6.6 (B,C) rather
than the unsensitised image Fig. 6.6(A).
artifact is minimal.

The level of motion

There is both reduced signal intensity and

reduced area of signal change in image (C) compared to (B).

RESULTS
The sequences used and the grading of the motion artefact of
the cases that form the data base of this study are shown in
Table 6.1 (see page 180).

It is evident that the worst motion

artefact is found with the diffusion gradients in the Z direction
i.e. caudo-cephalic,

this

is probably due to the predominant

movement of the brain during the cardiac cycle.

All the deep white matter lesions seen on the unsensitized
spin echo images were seen on the diffusion weighted images when
all three orthogonal diffusion directions were taken together and
were always hyperintense in the diffusion weighted images.

In

two cases lesions were only clearly seen on one of the diffusion
weighted images Figs. (6.1 & 6.2).

In 33% of all the cases, apparent lesions were seen on the
diffusion weighted images but not seen on the unsensitized spin
echo images e.g. Figs. (6.2, 6.4).

These were hyperintense and
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no

convincing

expectations.

hypointense

lesions

were

found,

contrary

to

Hypointensity would have indicated areas of loss

of restricted diffusion without a sufficient increase in T2 to
compensate for the attenuation from the diffusion gradients.

The periventricular change

(PVC)

was anisotropic in the

majority of cases with a mild, moderate and severe PVC in 9, 5
and

6

cases

respectively.

In

4

cases

the

diffusion

was

predominantly restricted in the X direction (i.e. coronally) and
in 8 cases in the Y direction (i.e. antero-posteriorly) with Z
anisotropy being seen in 2 cases (though only in 4 cases were the
Z sensitized
image) .

images

of

sufficient

quality

to

Only one case had periventricular

moderate or severe and was not anisotropic.

interpret

the

change that was

The level of motion

artefact for the group as a whole was good with an average value
of 4.2 for all images.

The deep white matter lesions are generally well seen on DWI
and

can

appear

larger

on

these

images.

The

lesions

were

isotropic in 2 cases and anisotropic in 13 cases and were always
hyperintense.

Where the lesions were clearly seen to involve the

fibres of the ascending/descending tracts it was interesting to
note that the contrast on either side of the lesion along the
direction of the fibres was not affected.

The

effect

of

altering the

type

sequence has been partly investigated.

of

diffusion weighted

In two cases both a SE

«1,500/200 and SE «1,500/130 set of images were obtained.

It can

be seen that the shorter echo gives more signal but reduces the
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contrast ratio between the lesion and the surrounding normal
brain.

The very long echo gives worse signal to noise ratios

which are more problematical at low field strength.

With the

small coil gradient using the SE «1,500/80 sequences the signal
to noise ratio is better as the signal is «50% larger than the SE
«1,500/140 sequences.
difficult to see.

However the lesions were generally more

This could be counterbalanced by an increase

in b value though at the risk of increased motion artefact.

A b comparison was done in 3 cases and it is apparent that
short TE, high b images offer technical advantages.

There was no

comparison of just changing the diffusion time. It may be that if
a sufficiently long diffusion time were technically possible
differential restriction could be observed within some areas of
the lesions.

Attempts to correlate the presence of the novel features
seen on diffusion weighted imaging with the level of motion
artefact indicated that they were generally only seen on the
least artifacted images as the more artifacted images tended to
be less interpretable.

The average level of motion artefact for

the X, Y pair was 4.5 with a range 3.5-5.0.

DISCUSSION

One of the most striking finding from this small study is
the

detection

of

lesions

only

detectable

on

the

diffusion

weighted images but not on the standard long spine echo image.
This suggests that diffusion weighted imaging is more sensitive
that standard T2 images in the detection of subtle pathology.
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This finding in man has been confirmed recently in experimental
allergic

encephalomyelitis

demonstrated

lesions

only

in

macac

monkeys

detectable

by

(22).

diffusion

They
weighted

imaging as well as finding alterations in the natural anisotropy
of the white matter.

This pilot study has demonstrated that diffusion weighted
imaging has the capability to demonstrate novel features that are
not seen with standard spin echo images.

It is evident that the

original predictions made prior to doing the study have not been
borne out in practice.

The expectation that demyelination would

lead to loss of restriction was not demonstrated.

It may be that

there were not sufficient numbers of large acute lesions within
the population to detect the effect.

If the majority of lesions

were chronic with a closed gliotic structure then the observed
pattern may be explained.

Certainly only two of the patients had

any evidence of a recent acute major relapse and the majority
were in fact in a chronically disabled but relatively stable
state.

Added to this there were technical limitations on the

volume of brain that could be screened prior to deciding on which
slice to perform the diffusion weighted imaging.

Additionally the appearance of a lesion depends on the
increase

in signal

from

its

long T2

counterbalanced

attenuation from diffusion weighting b.
lesion

could

be

reduced

gradients were used.

if

by the

The signal from any

sufficiently

strong

diffusion

However the increased value of b would also

attenuate the signal from the rest of the image.

The lack of low
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signal

MS

lesions

may therefore

result

from

the

use of

insufficiently high gradient strengths.

The

high

percentage

of

lesions

showing

anisotropy

may

reflect the amount of axons preserved in the lesion which could
help

determine

if

a

lesion

potentially reversible.

is

clinically

significant

or

A sequential long term follow up study

imaging the brain with a series of contiguous slices could be
used

in that respect.

If there

is a relation between the

diffusion properties of lesions and involvement of specific named
tracts ARDI could be used to investigate this.

Attempts to

correlate these cases with the predominant symptomatology were
hampered by the limited number of slices that could be acquired
per examination.

An additional constraint was imposed by the

significant loss of signal with even moderate spatial offset from
the central slice.
select

oblique

The machine did not have the facility to

imaging planes.

Physical

constraints on

positioning the head, especially within the small gradient coil,
imposed

limitations

rotating the head.

on generating

oblique

imaging planes

by

It proved to be impracticable to position

cases of optic neuritis so as to obtain a plane that contained
the whole course of the optic nerves and chiasm.

Furthermore it

would be necessary to align the long axis of one nerve with a
principle diffusion gradient axis to maximise any ARDI effect.

The cause of the anisotropic contrast of the periventricular
change is intriguing as it does not conform to known white matter
tracts

orientation.

The effect may result from the leakage of

fluid from the ventricles.

It may reflect the venous vascular
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pattern and be related to the perivenular inflammation referred
to by the eponymous name of Dawson's fingers.

The variability of

the predominant direction of restriction remains to be both
confirmed and explained.

It may have been expected that if a lesion caused sufficient
axonal loss and Wallerian degeneration ensued, that this may be
seen as either a loss of anisotropy along the length of the tract
or there would have been an alteration in the diameter of the
tract.

That this was not observed may be due to the mode of

selection of the cases.

The changes in the myelin sheath in

Wallerian degeneration are seen over the first two months which
may have been a window that was missed in this group of patients.
The failure to detect a convincing example of tract asymmetry in
this group of patients may also have arisen from the relatively
minor

role

of

Wallerian

degeneration

in

the

pathological

development of MS.

Another

advantage

of diffusion weighted

imaging

is the

ability to use long echo times for imaging whilst being able to
suppress the signal from the CSF.

It is generally believed that

there is increased sensitivity to MS lesions with
times.

long echo

Similarly an assessment of generalised cortical atrophy

is facilitated by the suppression of the CSF signal but like the
inversion

recovery

sequence

this

may

lead

to

interpretation of the degree of tissue loss.

DIFFUSION IMAGING AND PREVIOUS MRI STUDIES OF MS.

an

over
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Contrast enhancement has been shown to be sensitive to early
lesions and to be more sensitive than clinical examination to
changes in disease activity (23).

It is of interest to note the

results of diffusion imaging in animal models which indicate that
the areas of increased contrast on diffusion weighted images
corresponds to areas of blood brain breakdown as detected by the
leakage

of

Evan's

blue

albumen

complex

from

the

vascular

compartment into the brain substance (24).

Earlier studies have established that MRI can detect lesions
in post mortem brain which corresponds to demyelinated gliotic
plaques (25).

However the histological nature of new and often

transient lesions seen on sequential scans in relapsing disease
has not been established (26).

The increase in T1 and T2 of multiple sclerotic plaques
probably results from an increase in the water content of the
neural tissue.

This may be from cellular infiltrate but more

probably represents oedema.

Demyelination per se with loss of

lipid protons is unlikely to produce prolongation of the observed
values of T1 and T2 which are mainly determined from the signal
arising from water protons. It has been suggested that repeated
asymptomatic breakdown of the blood brain barrier leads to the
formation of oedema, demyelination and symptomatic relapse.

The

MRI signals from both acute and chronic lesions have long T1 and
T2 despite the differing underlying pathology (27).

The role of astrocytic gliosis in MR imaging of multiple
sclerosis has been investigated by Barnes et al (28).

Astrocytic
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processes containing numerous glial fibrils replaces the normal
cerebral structure.

Studies following the response of white

matter in the cat cortex following a freezing injury shows that
the initial oedematous lesion with high T1 and T2 gives way to an
MR invisible lesion.

With the gradual development of gliosis

there is a recrudescence of the area of abnormal signal best seen
on proton density

sequence

images.

An

analysis

of

the

T2

magnetisation decay curve shows that whereas normal white matter
has

a

biexponential

behaviour.

This

compartments

decay,
suggests

on the NMR time

gliosis
that

has

there

scale

a

mono-exponential

are

two

distinct

in normal white matter,

whereas there is only a single compartment in gliotic tissue.
the microscopic

At

level the extracellular space is seen to be

obliterated in many places and a single membrane only separates
the intra- from the extra-cellular space.

It should be noted

that oedema can be found in pathologically active chronic lesions
(1 2 ) .

CONCLUSIONS

Diffusion weighted imaging has been shown to demonstrate a
number of novel properties of MS plaques
periventricular
lesions.

change

as

well

as

deep

including both the
white

and

cortical

This pilot study has shown that the these features can

be obtained in both acute and chronic disease using a variety of
different diffusion times and b values at varying echo time.
histopathological

correlation

and

functional

significance

The
of

diffusion contrast and anisotropy have yet to be determined but
this preliminary study suggests a number of lines of research
that need to be pursued.
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TABLE 6.1
GRADING OF MOTION ARTEFACT FOR MS PATIENTS

NMRN
5852
5859
5879
5880
5882
5911
5930
5933
5935
5936
5938
5942
5945
5963
5965
5994
5999
6012
6023
6035
6033

DBG 27 X
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
5
5
5
5
5

AVERAGE
KEY

5.0

D80 27 Y
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
5
4
5
4
5
4.67

080 27 Z
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
5
2
3
3
5
3 .67

0130 44 X
5
0
3
0
4
5
3
4
5
4
5
5
4
5
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
4.38

0130 44 Y
5
0
3
0
5
5
3
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
4.69

0130 44 Z
0
0
3
0
3
3
0
3
3
3
3
0
4
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
3 .0

02001038Y
5
4
0
4
3
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

02001038X
5
4
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

02001038Z
3
3
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4.20

4.67

2.67

NMRN is the departmental numberof the imaging study
refers to the sequence type with
*** = the echo time
### = the diffusion time
§
= the direction of the diffusion gradient
The numbers in each column refers to the level of motion artifact using the grading scale outlined in the
text
(see page 161); the value 0 indicates scan not done.
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TABLE 6.2
CLINICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF MS POPULATION

NMRN
5852
5859
5879
5880
5882
5911
5930
5933
5938
5935
5936
5942
5945
5963
5965
5999
6012
6023
5994
6035
6032

TYPE OF
MS
cp
cp
cr
cr
cr
cp
cp
cr
ac
cr
cr
cr
cp
cr
ac
cr
cr
ac
cr
cp
cp

AVERAGE
KEY

DURATION
(years)
15
10
20
11
16
2
14
11
0.25
12
23
16
15
4
0.1
31
35
2
23
11
30

DISABILITY
(Kurtzske)
7.0
7.0
7.0
6.0
6.0
0.0
7.0
6.5
5.0
7.0
2.0
7.0
7.0
7.5
2.0
6.0
7.0
5.0
6.5
6.5
7.0

12

5.9

POSER
(class)
al
al
al
al
al
b3
al
al
dl
al
a2
al
al
al
dl
al
al
b3
al
al
c3

NMRN is the departmental number of the imaging study
ac = acute relapse, or = chronic relapsing cp = chronic progressive
VER Y-knovrn positive N=negative or unknown
OLIGO = oligoclonal bands Y = positive N = negative or unknown

VER

OL

Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
Y
N
N
N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N

Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
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CHAPTER 7
ANISOTROPIC DIFFUSION AND CEREBROVASCULAR DISEASE

INTRODUCTION
Moseley in his paper describing anisotropic diffusion
imaging

in

the

cat

model

of

acute

middle

cerebral

artery

occlusion first noted the increases sensitivity of diffusion
weighted imaging in the detection of acute pathology (1) . It was
demonstrated that there was a dissociation of the time course of
diffusion weighted compared to T2 weighted contrast.
observations

have

been

further

developed

by

other

These
workers

(2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 ,7 ,8 )

The application of ARDI to stroke in man has been approached
using two point determinations of the diffusion coefficient.
However there have been no studies in human disease comparable to
that of Moseley in the cat (9) . In this chapter I demonstrate the
ARDI findings in a group of patients with cerebrovascular disease
from a variety of causes.

PATIENTS
Sixteen patients with cerebrovascular disease CVD of varying
aetiologies

were

imaged

in

seventeen

examinations.

Atherosclerosis was the underlying aetiology in ten patients with
frank infarcts in five and small vessel disease associated with
hypertension and diabetes being present in five.
lesions

were

malformation

seen
with

in
a

3

patients

diagnosis

in

with
two

an

cases

granulomatosis the diagnosis in the third.

Haemorrhagic
arteriovenous
and

Wegener's

One patient had
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Sneddon's
changes

syndrome
and

deficits
years

episodes

(RINDS) .

but

and previously documented

if

the

of

reversible

periventricular

ischaemic

neurological

The average age of the whole group was 54
cases

of

atherosclerosis

are

considered

separately then the average age of this group rose to 65 years.

In general patients with CVD proved difficult to scan as
head

immobilisation

difficult.

in

confused

or

elderly

patients

proved

Attempts to examine very acute cases had high failure

rates for this reason except in those cases where the patient was
in a stuperose state.

Consequently inspection of the table of

the degree of motion artefact (Table 7.1; see page 202) of these
patients indicates a worse average for all diffusion sequence
types, and Z sensitized images were not attempted in the majority
of cases.

Illustrated below are some of the better

images

obtained.

ISCHAEMIC STROKES
In view of the published work with animals it is of interest
to compare cases of recent infarction with more chronic lesions.
In this series the earliest time point was at three days in one
patient, two examinations at eleven days ( with one patient re
examined at thirty days) and two at two weeks.

The rest were of

more chronic than this and some cases had multi-infarct or small
vessel disease where there was a mixture of chronic and acute
lesions.
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CASE AT THREE DAYS
CASE TE
TE a seventy three year old man with a past history of a
stroke

in

1986

resulting

in

a

left

hemiparesis.

An

endarterectomy was performed that year for a critical carotid
artery stenosis.

He had been well till the day of admission.

On

examination he was found to be mute, aphasie and stuporose.

He

had a right flaccid hemiparesis and right homonymous hemianopia.
Standard spin echo imaging showed a large high signal in the left
hemisphere extending from the deep white matter to the cortex in
the distribution of the left middle cerebral artery.
there

was

moderate

periventricular

change.

A

In addition
radiological

diagnosis of middle cerebral infarction and small vessel disease
was made.

The unsensitized SE «1,500/130 image (Fig. 7.1) showed a
more extensive lesion than the standard SE «1,500/80 sequence and
with increased internal structure.
showed

markedly

increased

The diffusion weighted images

contrast

artefact in the Y sensitized image.

despite

grade

4

motion

The images from the Z and X

sensitization were more heavily artifacted but there was relative
preservation of the
contrast.

These

lesion outline and the marked

results

are

consistent

with

the

increased
increased

contrast ratio of the lesion in the cat model of middle artery
occlusion

at

3 days and

suggests

restricted diffusion

decrease in the diffusion coefficient had occurred.

or a
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The apparent lesion on the contra-lateral hemisphere seen in
the Y sensitization image is due to ghosting of the lesion in the
phase encoding direction.

£>
Figure 7.1 (A,B) Case TE. The SE ~1,500/130 image (A)
shows a large high signal lesion affecting the grey and
white matter (arrow)
The corresponding SE =1,500/130/
Y/44/550 image shows a higher contrast ratio and
increased internal structure.

CASES AT TWO WEEKS
CASE EA
EA a 65 year old right handed lady presented with confusion
and dysphasia (non-fluent), using jargon and verbal paraphasias.
She

had

been

a

smoker

and

known

hypertensive.

examination revealed a right hemiparesis.

Physical

A CT scan showed a

left internal capsular infarction and a left chronic subdural
haematoma.

The

standard

spin

echo

image

showed

extensive

periventricular change, and a moderate left internal capsular
high signal lesion.

The subdural haematoma was visible, almost
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isodense with brain, at the echo time of 80 ms (Fig. 7.2).

At a

longer echo time of 13 0 ms the chronic subdural had an increased
contrast ratio relative to brain.

The X sensitized diffusion weighted image showed a high
signal lesion with a greater contrast ratio than the unsensitized
image.
to

get

Increasing both the echo time and the gradient duration
a

large

b

value,

using

SE

«1,500/200/X/103/815,

demonstrated preservation of the high signal from the lesion with
a high contrast ratio.
images.

Similar finding were seen with the Y

It would thus appear that diffusion in an ischaemic

stroke at two weeks is more restricted than normal brain.

This

may be due to the ensuing gliosis.

A further point of interest is the loss of signal of the
chronic subdural haematoma, despite its long T2, indicating that
the liquid properties of the contents leads to severe enough
attenuation from diffusion to obliterate the signal.
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Figure 7.2 ( A , B , C , D , E ) Case E A r The SE =1,500/80 ( A ) and SE
^1,500/130 (B) images show a deep high signal lesion and an
overlying subdural haematoma (arrow, B ) .
The images SE
^1,500/130/ X/44/550 (C) and SE ^1,500/130/Y/44/550
(D)
show the deep white matter lesion with modest increase in
contrast.
The signal from the overlying haematoma is now
attenuated consistent with it being liquid rather than
solid.
Image ( E ) with an increased echo time and a b value
of 1100 SE ^1, 500/200/X/103/1100 shows severe attenuation of
the signal from the normal brain and haematoma. (arrow)
Despite grade 3 degree of motion artefact the essential
features of the image is preserved with the lesion still
visible.

CASE AM
AM a 75 year old right handed lady presented with a sudden
onset

of

symptoms.

receptive

and

expressive

dysphasia

but

no

other

She had no particular risk factors for cerebrovascular

disease except her age.

In the past she had carcinoma of the
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tongue which had been successfully treated.

A CT scan had shown

an enhancing lesion in the left parietal region with no mass
effect or oedema.
In Figure 7.3 the standard and X sensitized image showed a
moderately severe periventricular high signal and focal cortical
lesion in the left parietal lobe.

The Y sensitized spin echo

showed a larger lesion extending deeper and possibly involving
the arcuate fasciculus.

Figure 7.3 (A,B,C) Case AM. The SE ^1,500/130 image (A)
shows a cortical infarct extending into the deep white
matter.
The application
of diffusion
gradients
demonstrate a different component of the lesion when
the diffusion gradient is applied in the X,
SE
^l,500/130/X/44/550 (B) and Y, SE ^1,500/130/Y /44/550
(C) directions (arrow). Image B also shows an area of
mild increase in signal
in the right hemisphere
(arrow). The appearances suggest a watershed infarct
better seen with diffusion weighted imaging.
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HAEMORRHAGIC LESIONS

CASE PF
A man with a known previous history of sudden onset of
diplopia presented with recurrent symptoms.

A previous MRI had

revealed a brain stem lesion and a MRI directed biopsy had
aspirated a haematoma.

Ten days prior to the diffusion study he

developed a sixth nerve palsy and right sided paraesthesia.

The standard spin echo

image revealed a uniformly high

signal lesion Fig. 7.4 to the right of the mid-line at the top of
the brainstem.

Diffusion weighted imaging using the earlier

sequences SE =l,500/200/Y/103/1510 demonstrated a circumscribed
lesion with a hypo-intense centre consistent with an increased
diffusion coefficient suggestive of fluid.
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X '-

'

Figure 7,4 (A,B,C) Case P F , The SE ^1,500/200 (A) shows
a small high signal lesion from a lower midbrain
haematoma.
The X SE ^1, 500 /200/X /103 /1510 and Y SE
«1,500/200/ X / 103/1510 sensitized images (B) and (C)
show a relatively isotropic lesion with increased
contrast and a low signal centre consistent with a
fluid state.

CASE AS
AS was a lady of thirty seven who was diagnosed as having a
brainstem glioma in 1974 and treated with radiotherapy.

She had

remained well till 1982 when she developed an intention tremor
and left third nerve palsy together with upbeat nystagmus.
scan at that

time had

A CT

shown calcification around the third

ventricle and an MRI showed a high signal brainstem lesion and
radiation changes in the deep white matter.
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F ig u re 7 .5
( A ,B ,C ) Case AS. A m i d b r a l n haematom a i s
seen
in
a set
of
SE ^ 1 , 5 0 0 / 2 0 0 / X / 1 0 3 / 5 5 0
(A ),
SE
^ 1 , 5 0 0 / 2 0 0 / Y / 1 0 3 / 5 5 0 ( B ) a n d SE ^ 1 , 5 0 0 / 2 0 0 / 2 / 1 0 3 / 5 5 0
(C) .
The a p p e a r a n c e i s i s o t r o p i c and t h e s i g n a l i s
u n ifo r m ly h ig h
(s m a ll a r r o w ) ; s u rro u n d in g th e le s io n
the re
is
a
lo w
s ig n a l
rim
w h ich
encompassES
the
d e s ce n d in g t r a c t .
R a d ia t io n changes can be seen as
m il d l y a n i s o t r o p ic h ig h s ig n a l in th e te m p o ra l lo b e s
(la rg e arrow s)

The current study revealed

(Fig 7.5) extensive radiation

changes and a high signal lesion at the top of the midbrain just
below the left thalamus.

Diffusion weighted imaging indicated

the lesion was isotropic in all three sensitization directions.
There was a low signal surrounding it and the fibres of the
internal capsule appeared compressed adjacent to the lesion.
radiation

changes

sensitization

persisted

directions

with

as

high

signal

relative

loss

in
of

all
the

The

three
normal

anisotropy of the white matter tracts Fig. 7.5.
CASE SH
A nineteen year old girl

SH presented with haemoptysis,

fever, an abnormal chest X-ray and renal failure.
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K

Figure 7.6 (A,B,C,D) Case S H . The large intracerebral
haematoma can be seen as a long T1 lesion on the
inversion
recovery
image
(A) .
Images
SE
^l,500/200/X/103/550 (B) , SB ^1,500/200/ .X/103/550 (C)
and SE ^1, 500/200/Z /103/550 (D) show high and uniform
contrast
within
the
lesion
with
no
appreciable
anis ot r o p y . The surrounding oedema show areas of low
signal and anisotropy of the signal within the corpus
callosum (.
arrow) .

She was observed to have two seizures whilst in ITU and a CT scan
at that time revealed two cerebral haemorrhages.

Anti-neutrophil

cytoplasmic antibody (ANCA) serology was positive.
T2

weighted

haemorrhage.

spin

echo,

at

that

time

showed,

The standard
a

subacute
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The diffusion weighted images showed a relatively isotropic
high signal lesion in X and Y sensitization with a markedly
increased contrast ratio.

A repeat examination nineteen days

later showed a large lesion with a markedly hypointense centre on
the

IR

1,500/500/22

sensitized image.

but

markedly

hyperintense

on

the

non

The diffusion weighted images revealed a high

signal lesion which was isotropic in intensity size and shape.
There was a low signal region around it and an irregular high
signal region surrounding it Fig. 7.6

SUBDURAL HAEMATOMA
CASE MP
MP was a 25 year old man who had a frontal lobectomy six
months previously for intractable frontal
surgically induced subdural haematoma

lobe epilepsy.

The

is seen with increased

contrast Fig. 7.7 on the diffusion weighted images compared with
the non-sensitized spin echo. The contrast does not alter in the
X and Y orientations.
with those of

These appearances should be contrasted

Fig 7.2 where the subdural haematoma is attenuated

by the diffusion gradients.
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S
F ig u re
7 .7
(A ,B ,C )
Case
MP.
The
post
s u rg ic a l
haematom a i s se e n as an a r e a o f i n t e r m e d i a t e s i g n a l
in te n s ity
SE =1,500/80
(A ).
The
a p p lic a tio n
of
d i f f u s i o n g r a d i e n t s i n t h e X BE ^ 1 , 5 0 0 / 8 0 / X / 2 7 / 5 5 0 a n d
Y SE ~ 1 , 5 0 0 / 8 0 / Y / 2 7 / 5 5 0 d i r e c t i o n s s h o w a n i s o t r o p i c
and h i g h e r s i g n a l a re a (a rro w ).

DISCUSSION
These cases have illustrated some features of ARDI that may
be useful in clinical application.

As patients do not usually

reach hospital within the first hour of a stroke it was not
possible
diffusion

to

demonstrate

weighted

the

contrast

early

increased

compared

tq

sensitivity

other

However there was an increase#
compared with the

normal

brain

of

l^RI methods.
the lesion

substance.

The

increase

in

contrast ratio seen at 3 days and persisting at two weeks seems
to be at odds with the results seen in rodents.

This discrepancy

needs to be investigated further to be confirmed.

It may arise

from the T2 weighting that contributes to the signal changes.

A

simple ratio image of the sensitized to unsensitized image wftÇ
not sufficiently accurate to resolve this point.
from

Errors arose

' that differs from image to image.
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It appears that ARDI can be used to probe the consistency of
haemorrhages.

It may be possible to determine whether a clot is

solid or liquid and hence whether it could be aspirated.
may

also

be

useful

in

the

development

of

a more

ARDI

complete

explanation for the varied appearances of clot in MRI imaging.
It

is

likely

that

susceptibility

it

effects

is

a

and

complex

the

combination

consistency

of

of

a

Tl,

clot

T2

that

determines its imaging characteristics.

The role of anisotropy of lesions in characterisation of
vascular versus demyelination remains an open question.

On the

limited data available there is some suggestion that the lesions
in MS are more anisotropic than those of ischaemia.

CONCLUSION

This

small

number

of

cases

of

cerebrovascular

illustrates some features seen with ARDI.

disease

ARDI may help in

better characterisation of the cerebrovascular lesions as well as
increasing the sensitivity of MRI to the early development of
ischaemia.

The

findings

from

animal

studies

and

partly

supported by these cases illustrated that ARDI may well be a more
sensitive

imaging

parameter

ischaemic pathology.

than

T2

for

the

detection

of

The anisotropy of an ischaemic lesion may

be different from that of a lesion arising in multiple sclerosis.

Three cases of haemorrhage have been illustrated.

Two were

high signal compared to normal brain parenchyma due to their long
T2

values.

In one

case

the

subdural

isodense to normal brain substance.

haematoma

was

nearly

In the first two cases, the
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application of pulsed gradients lead to a dramatic lowering of
the signal.

This was interpreted as arising from the high value

of apparent diffusion coefficient i.e. implying that the clot was
in a liquid state.

The third example became higher in signal

relative to the normal brain substance with the application of
the pulsed gradients.

This suggests that the water mobility is

relatively reduced and the apparent water diffusion coefficient
is smaller that in the brain i.e. the clot is more solid in
consistency than brain.
a haemorrhagic

The ability to assess the consistency of

clot may

help

understand

the

complex

signal

changes as a function of time when imaging it with standard MRI
sequences.

It is also possible that this information may be of

clinical use when selecting patients for aspiration of haematomas
neurosurgically or if thrombolytic therapy is considered.

TABLE 7.1
GRADING OF MOTION ARTEFACT FOR STROKE PATIENTS

NMRN 080 27 X
5774
5775
5777
5781
5802
5806
5854
5857
5873
5883
5884
5894
5924
5927
5929
5939
6011
GE

KEY

DSC 27 Y

080 27 Z

0130 44 X

0130 44 Y

0130 44 Z

02001038X

02001038Y

02001038Z

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
5
0
2
0
0
4
5
3
5
5
0
5
0

0
0
0
0
5
0
2
0
0
4
5
4
5
5
0
5
0

0
0
0
0
5
0
0
0
0
3
0
3
2
5
0
4
0

4
0
5
0
0
5
0
4
2
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4
2
5
2
0
0
0
5
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.0

0.0

0.0

4.25

4.13

3.67

4.0

3.83

5.0

NMRN is the departmental number of the imaging study
refers to the sequence type with *** = the echo time
### = the diffusion time
§
= the direction of the diffusion gradient
The numbers in each column refers to the level of motion artifact using the grading scale outlined in the
text
(see page 161); the value 0 indicates scan not done.
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CHAPTER 8
ANISOTROPIC DIFFUSION AND AIDS
INTRODUCTION

Central nervous system (CNS) disease is a common consequence
of infection with HIV 1 infection since an estimated 70-80% of
patients have CNS abnormalities at postmortem (1,2,3).
dispute

as

to

the

incidence

of

neurological

asymptomatic patients with antibodies to HIV.

There is

dysfunction

in

The differential

diagnosis includes primary infection with the retrovirus itself,
opportunistic infection,

lymphoma or Kaposi's sarcoma.

Within

the group of infections it is important to differentiate the
treatable ones from those for which there is no adequate therapy.

There

have

been

attempts

to

identify

features

which would

allow theseparation

syphilis,

cryptococcal

meningitisand

the

radiological

of toxoplasmosis,

cytomegalovirus(CMV) from

the other diagnoses (4,5,6,7,8,9,10). Recent studies

of imaging

in

relatively

AIDS

have

shown that

both

CT and

MRI

are

insensitive in the detection of widespread infiltration of the
white matter with multinucleated

giant

cells

and microglial

nodules which are the pathological characteristics seen in AIDS
dementia

complex.

There have been no

studies

of diffusion

weighted imaging in AIDS and outlined here is the experience
gained with patients drawn from St Mary's and the Hammersmith
hospitals.
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PATIENT POPULATION

There were 13 patients who had 14 imaging examinations.

All

the patients were male and all but one homosexual, the other an
intravenous drug abuser.

The average age was 35.5 ± 11 years and

the average duration since the detection of positive HTLVlll
serology was

2.6 years.

Focal neurological

signs had been

identified in 11 patients and 2 patients were imaged with no
clinical

evidence

of

neurological

disease.

A

presumptive

clinical diagnosis had been made in 5 patients on the basis of
blood serology, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) testing or brain biopsy
prior

to

MRI

toxoplasmosis

imaging.

The

most

in three

cases,

with

frequent
one

case

diagnosis

was

of progressive

multifocal leucencephalopathy (PML) and one case of cryptocoocal
meningitis.

Six patients had focal neurological signs but with

no other clinical diagnosis except primary HIV infection.

RESULTS

Six examinations were done with the TE 200ms series, six
with the TE 130ms series and six with the TE 80ms series with two
of the patients having both the TE 200ms and TE 13 0ms series.

As

a group, motion artefact control was good, the averaged values
for each sequence being given in Table 8.1 (see page 215)
patients had focal lesions.
significantly anisotropic.

Nine

Only one of the focal lesions was
Images from four illustrative cases

are given below together with details of the clinical histories.

CASE RO

A 28 year old right handed man presented with a three month
history of increasing left sided ataxia.

There was also three
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day's history of ptosis.

Twenty four hours prior to admission he

had become drowsy and confused and was noted to be pyrexial.

A

CT scan showed a right parieto-frontal space occupying lesion
with contrast enhancement and mid-line shift.

A stereotactic

biopsy was performed and the histology was reported as consistent
with an infective process.

On serological testing he was found

to have sero-converted for both HIV and toxoplasmosis.

F i g u r e 8 . 1 (A ,B ) Case RO. C e r e b r a l t o x o p l a s m o s i s .
The
SE ^ 1 , 5 0 0 / 8 0
im a g e (A) s h o w s a h i g h s i g n a l l e s i o n i n
the in t e r n a l
c a p s u le .
The
SE ^ 1 , 5 0 0 / 2 0 0 / Y / 1 0 3 / 1 5 1 0
im a g e
(B)
shows
h ig h lig h tin g
of
the
a s c e n d in g
/d e s c e n d in g t r a c t s w ith the le s io n e v id e n t a lo n g th e
co urse o f the t r a c t .
There is s ig n a l v a r i a t i o n w it h in
th e le s io n and th e h ig h li g h t e d t r a c t i s a b s e n t f o r a
s h o r t d is ta n c e b elow th e le s io n ( a r r o w ) .

The standard SE 1,500/80 image Fig (8.1A) shows a deep white
matter

lesion inferior to the right lateral ventricle.

The

diffusion weighted image SE ~1,500/200/010/1,510 shows the lesion
involving the ascending and descending tracts and some variation
in

signal within the lesion.

visible on either

The tracts seem however to be

side of the lesion.

There is an increase in
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contrast between the lesion and the other brain tissue.

The size

of the lesion was probably unchanged (allowing for distortion of
the image) and there was no apparent signal anisotropy on using
gradients applied in different directions.
CASE RP

A 36-year old man was diagnosed as HIV positive in 1986.

He

had shingles involving the right L5 dermatome four months prior
to

imaging.

A

month

later

he

had

lymphadenopathy on the left side of his neck.
been

positive

for

mycobacteria

on

night

sweats

and

A node biopsy had

auramine

staining.

Neurological examination had been normal but CT scanning had
revealed two focal brain lesions.

CSF serology had been positive

for the toxoplasma dye test at 31iu and latex test positive at
1/16; IgM was negative.

The clinical differential diagnosis was

either toxoplasmosis or tuberculoma.

5
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F ig u re 8 .2
( A ,B ,C ,D ) Case RP. C e r e b r S l T o x o p la s m o s is
T h e SE ^ 1 , 5 0 0 / 1 3 0 i m a g e ( A) s h o w s a h i g h s i g n a l l e s i o n
c e n t r e d on t h e g r e y / w h i t e m a t t e r j u n c t i o n ( a r r o w ) , i n
the r i g h t p a r ie t a l
lo b e ,
e x te n d in g to
the c o r t i c a l
s u rfa c e .
T h e i m a g e s SE ^ 1 , 5 0 0 / 1 3 0 / Y / 4 4 / 5 5 0 ( B ) , SE
x l,5 0 0 /1 3 0 /X /4 4 /5 5 0
(C) a n d SE ^ 1 , 5 0 0 / 1 3 0 / Z / 4 4 / 5 5 0 (D)
show s i m i l a r h ig h
s ig n a l
le s io n s
w ith
no a p p a re n t
change i n s iz e .
There i s p o s s ib le s ig n a l change i n th e
l e s i o n on t h e Z s e n s i t i z e d im a g e .
A l l th e im a g e s h ave
r f a r t e f a c t c o n t a m i n a t i n g so me o f t h e c e n t r a l l i n e s .

The spin

echo image SE 1,500/200 image shows a high signal

lesion involving the cortex in the right fronto-parietal lobe.
The diffusion weighted image shows an increase in contrast and no
variation

in

relative

signal

intensity

with

change

in

orientation.

CASE AF

A 35 year old man presented with pure word blindness in June
1989.

He was noted to have defective short term memory, slurring

of his speech and loss of balance. Examination had revealed he
had no other localising signs but he was uniformly hyper-reflexic
and his plantar responses were extensor.
performed

and

a

diagnosis

leucencephalopathy (PML) was made.

of

A brain biopsy was

progressive

multifocal

He had been treated with AZT

but he had deteriorated and was rescanned.
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The standard spin echo, unsensitized and diffusion weighted
images
change.

demonstrated

extensive

periventricular

white

matter

The diffusion weighted images demonstrate a focus of low

signal appearing within the periventricular change.

This is

isotropic in two directions of view (he was unable to tolerate
further

imaging

at

that

point)

and

is

intensity as the CSF within the ventricles.

of

the

same

signal

This was interpreted

as consistent with cystic degeneration which is seen occasionally
in the gross pathology of PML.

F i g u r e 8 . 3 (A ,B ) Case A F . P r o g r e s s i v e m u l t i f o c a l l e u c 
e n c e p h a lo p a th y .
T h e SE ^ 1 , 5 0 0 / 1 3 0
(A)
im a g e shows
e x te n s iv e h ig h s ig n a l change in
th e p e r iv e n t r ic u la r
w h ite m a tte r.
The a p p l i c a t i o n o f a d i f f u s i o n g r a d i e n t
r e s u l t s i n a lo w s ig n a l a re a (a rro w ) b e in g e v id e n t i n
t h e p e r i v e n t r i c u l a r h i g h s i g n a l ^ i m a g e ( B) SE ~ 1 , 5 0 0 /
1 3 0 /Y /4 4 /5 5 0 .

CASE DM
A 38 year old man with known positive HIV serology who
complained

of

anosmia,

generalised weakness.

intermittent

diplopia

and

vague

Physical examination and a head CT scan
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were both normal.

A serological screen for viral, fungal and

parasitic infection was negative.

&

c

F ig u r e 8 .4
( A ,B ,C ) Unknown c e r e b r a l p a t h o l o g y .
The
u n s e n s i t i z e d SE ~ 1 , 5 0 0 / 8 0 i m a g e s h o w s a h i g h s i g n a l
le s io n o u t l i n i n g the g y ra l p a tte r n o f th e g re y m a tte r
(A)
(a rro w ).
The
d iffu s io n
w e ig h te d
im a g es
SE
^ 1 ,5 0 0 /8 0 /Y /2 7 /5 5 0
( B ) a n d SE ^ 1 , 5 0 0 / 8 0 / X / 2 7 / 5 5 0
(C)
i m a g e s s h o w h i g h - l i g h t i n g o f t h e l e s i o n i n (B) b u t l e s s
m a r k e d d e l i n e a t i o n i n (C) ( a r r o w s ) .
P e riv e n tric u la r
h ig h s ig n a l i s seen to in v o lv e th e c o rp u s c a llo s u m .
The Y s e n s i t i z e d im a g e h i g h l i g h t s p a r t o f t h e i n v o l v e d
corpus
c a llo s u m
(arrow )
in
im a g e
(B) .
The
X
s e n s it iz a t io n f u l l y a tte n u a te s the h ig h s i g n a l .

The standard SE 1,500/80 image reveals a focal high signal
lesion of the left frontoparietal lobe.

The diffusion images
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sensitized in the X and Y directions show a relative contrast
change and differing size of the lesion.

Additionally there are

foci of higher signal within the ascending and descending tracts
seen on the Y but not on the X sensitized images.

DISCUSSION

The application of diffusion weighted imaging to study AIDS
centres round three questions.

Firstly can this type of imaging

increase the specificity of the diagnosis of focal lesions?
Secondly can diffusion weighted imaging increase the sensitivity
of MRI to focal lesions that are not currently detected by a
standard approach?
of

the

white

Thirdly can diffuse white matter involvement

matter

by

HTLVlll

in

otherwise

asymptomatic

individuals be detected at an early stage by diffusion weighted
imaging?

The first case illustrated signal changes that seemed to
arise

from the

ascending/descending

tracts.

This

was

more

noticeable once the tracts had been clearly delineated with
diffusion weighted imaging.

The images suggest that the contrast

ratio

ARDI

was

higher

in

the

image

than

equivalent images using the same sequence.

other

comparable

The pathological

significance of this is unknown.

The probable toxoplasma lesions seen had highly restricted
diffusion
directions.

and

were

relatively

isotropic

in

at

least

two

This should be contrasted with the anisotropy seen

in multiple sclerosis.

The presence of cystic change can be

easily identified as demonstrated by the case of PML.

This could
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be

combined

haemorrhagic

with

gradient

change.

Thus

characterised on this basis.

echo

images

to

focal

lesions

detect

could

be

subtle
further

A larger series of prospective

cases needs to be examined to assess such an approach which could
effectively discriminate between the differing aetiologies of the
focal lesions.

It is possible that diffusion weighted imaging with its
increased sensitivity to acute pathological changes could detect
radiological abnormality in either symptomatic or asymptomatic
cases of HIV infection.

With the current emphasis on early

treatment (11) new approaches to imaging, possibly in conjunction
with

spectroscopy

(12),

are

needed

to

demonstrate

cerebral

disease that is not detectable with conventional imaging methods.
One of the cases above demonstrates areas of high signal that
could be due to lesions not detected with standard imaging or
with

diffusion

sensitization.

imaging

using

the

wrong

direction

of

In this case the lesion in the cortex also seems

to be anisotropic when imaged in two diffusion directions.

In

this case the diagnosis was only presumed to be primary HIV
infection.

CONCLUSION

This collection of cases of patients with HIV infection and
a range of pathologies suggests that diffusion weighted imaging
may have a role in the early detection and characterisation of
intracerebral pathology on MRI imaging.

Further studies are

needed to characterise the diffusion characteristics of specific
infective pathologies.
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TABLE 8.1
GRADING OP MOTION ARTIFACT FOR PATIENTS WITH AIDS

NMRN

KEY

D80 27 X

080 27 Y

080 27 Z

0130 44 X

0130 44 Y

0130 44 Z

02001038X

02001038Y

02001038Z

5776
5778
5808
5831
5838
5847
5855
5872
5891
5920
5982
5987
6037
6048

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
0
5
5

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
2
5
5

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
3
5

0
0
0
0
0
5
4
0
5
5
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
5
5
4
0
4
5
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
2
3
0
0
3
3
0
0
0
0

5
5
4
5
0
0
3
5
0
0
0
0
0
0

5
5
5
5
0
5
5
5
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
2
1
0
4
0
5
3
0
0
0
0
0

AVERAGE

5.0

4. 25

4 .0

4. 75

4. 6

2 .75

4.5

5.0

3 .0

NMRN is the departmental number of the imaging study
refers to the sequence type with *** = the echo time
### = the diffusion time
@
= the direction of the diffusion gradient
The numbers in each column refers to the level of motion artifact using the grading scale outlined in the
text
(see page 161); the value 0 indicates scan not done.
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CHAPTER 9
ANISOTROPIC DIFFUSION AND TUMOURS

INTRODUCTION
A feature of MRI is its sensitivity to lesions that are
often

not

seen

recognised that
concomitant

on

CT

scanning.

However

it

is

generally

the increased sensitivity is not matched by a

increase

in

specificity.

This

is

particularly

noticeable in imaging of brain tumours where the tumour core and
the surrounding oedema are seen as high signal on the standard
spin echo images.

Additionally, imaging of recurrence after surgery with or
without radiotherapy is often highly ambiguous.

There is thus

interest in increasing the specificity of MR.

Attempts have been

made using the Tl, T2 and proton density (1).

These have failed

to separate out different tumour types.

Contrast agents have

been used to determine the vascularity of tumours and the degree
of tissue enhancement correlates to some degree with tumour grade
(2 ) .

Diffusion imaging has been used to look at cystic tumours
(3) though only with modest b values of «100 s/mmf . The pulsed
gradients enabled the signal from the free fluid in the cavity to
be heavily attenuated and hence a long TE spin echo image can be
used to demonstrate the cystic cavity within the high signal
lesion.

Harada et al (4) noted that improvements in the accuracy

of the two point diffusion measurements depend on large b values
and the signal to noise ratio of the unsensitized images.

By
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applying three gradients orthogonally and simultaneously they
were able to optimise their b values for the available gradient
strength at short echo times.
gated sequences

Using 8 mT /m gradients with EGG

(NEXl or 2, Tp 30ms, TE 120ms)

they obtained

signal attenuation of 0.1-0.6 with a b value of 600mm/secf.
apparent

diffusion

coefficient

values

for

grey

The

matter

were

greater than for white matter though the two values were very
similar in the occipital region (probably due to greater partial
volume effect).

The values for the putamen and thalamus were

rather low (0.828 & 1.01 x 10^ mm^s'^ c.f. 1.2 x 10^ mm^s'^
frontal

grey matter).

In tumour

cases

they

found

for

elevated

diffusion coefficients in areas of tumour cysts and surrounding
oedema and the central necrotic centre of a metastasis.
values of solid tumours were rather variable
mm^s'^) .

The

significance

of

these

values

The D*

(0.849-2.13 xlO^
is

difficult

determine as the relative contribution of diffusion

to

in each

direction is not known.

PATIENTS

Nine patients with a clinical history and CT scan
findings

indicative

of

brain

tumours

were

drawn

from

the

Hammersmith and Maida Vale hospitals; one patient was scanned
twice.

Four patients had stereotactic biopsies with definitive

histologies; others had a presumptive diagnosis.

The patients

were imaged with a range of ARDl sequences and the grading of
motion artefact is given in Table 9.1 (see page 232).

Images

from six patients are used to illustrate the range of findings.
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CASE HISTORIES
Case LR

A thirty one year old man presented with a 5 week history of
headache, nausea whilst driving, numbness in the lower limbs and
twitching of the left leg.

He was diagnosed as having complex

partial seizures clinically.

ê

F ig u r e 9 .1 (A ,B ,C )
Case LR. H i s t i o c y t o s i s X .
T h e SE =1,500/200
im a g e (A) s h o w s a l a r g e h i g h s i g n a l l e s i o n e x t e n d i n g f r o m t h e
c o r t e x down t o i n v o l v e t h e d e e p p e r i v e n t r i c u l a r w h i t e m a t t e r .
T h e r e i s n o s i g n i f i c a n t mass e f f e c t a n d l e s i o n i s h o m o g e n e o u s i n
s ig n a l in t e n s it y .
The
SE ^ 1 , 5 0 0 / 2 0 0 / Y / 1 0 3 / 8 1 5 i m a g e
(B) i s
s im ila r
to
the
non
s e n s itiz e d
im a g e
(A) .
The
SE
^ 1 , 5 0 0 / 2 0 0 / X / 1 0 3 / 8 1 5 (C) s h o w s m o r e s t r u c t u r e w i t h i n t h e l e s i o n
and th e s a t e l l i t e l e s i o n (a rro w ) i s seen as a d i s c r e e t a re a o f
h ig h s i g n a l .

A chest X ray revealed a lytic lesion in the right scapula
and bilateral ill-defined shadows in the lung fields.

A CT scan

showed

lobe.

A

diagnosis

of

an

enhancing

stereotactic

biopsy

histiocytosis X.

lesion

in the

revealed

a

right

parietal

histological
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The standard spin echo image revealed a high signal lesion
in the right parietal lobe with mass effect.

The diffusion

weighted imaging with a TE of 2 00ms and b of 815 s/mm^ shows
increased internal structure compared with the corresponding non
sensitized image.

A satellite lesion is seen with increased

clarity and there is only moderate anisotropy of the lesion shape
size and signal intensity with the application of the gradients
in all three directions.

CASE KP
A

sixty

one

year

old

man

presented

confusion, vomiting and increasing lethargy.
of

raised

intracranial

pressure

and

was

with

headaches,

He developed signs
treated

with

a

ventricular peritoneal shunt.

A CT scan revealed a right frontal

and a cerebellar mass lesion.

A chest X ray was abnormal with a

hilar shadow thought to be a primary lung tumour.

He responded

rapidly to steroids and a presumptive diagnosis of a primary lung
tumour with cerebral metastasis was made.

A
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C
F ig u r e 9 ,2 (A ,B ,C )
Case K P . The c e r e b r a l m e t a s t a s i s i s
s e e n as an a r e a o f h i g h s i g n a l i n v o l v i n g t h e d e e p w h i t e
a n d c o r t i c a l g r e y m a t t e r o n SE ^ 1 , 5 0 0 / 1 3 0 ( A ) ( a r r o w ) .
The
a p p lic a tio n
of
d iffu s io n
g ra d ie n ts
le a d s
to
a tte n u a tio n o f the h ig h s ig n a l th a t s u rro u n d s th e core
( a r r o w ) o f t h e l e s i o n SE ^ 1 , 5 0 0 / 1 3 0 / X / 4 4 / 5 5 0
(B) .
A
p a r a s a g g ita l s e c tio n th ro u g h th e le s io n d e m o n stra te s
t h e same e f f e c t i n
a d i f f e r e n t p la n e
(C) b u t w i t h a
d iffe re n t d ire c tio n
o f a p p l i c a t i o n o f t h e g r a d i e n t SE
^ l,5 0 0 /1 3 0 /Y /4 4 /5 5 0 .

The standard spin echo Fig 9.2(A) showed a large homogeneous
space occupying lesion in the right ventricle with mass effect.
The diffusion weighted images in the coronal and sagittal planes
show marked changes from the non-sensitized image.

There is a

central high signal core region with a surrounding reduced, but
still higher than the normal brain, signal region surrounding it.
The appearances are similar to those obtained from a contrast
enhanced scan.

CASE PR

A

thirty

year

old

man

with

a

biopsy

proven

astrocytoma diagnosed in December 1984 was imaged.

grade

3

He had been

treated with high dose radiotherapy and was followed up with
annual MRI scans.

Diffusion weighted imaging revealed a lesion

isotropic

X and Y directions

in the

unsensitized

and eguivalent

image except for the high signal

to the

in the corpus
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callosum which

attenuated appropriately

on the X sensitized

image.

F i g u r e 9 . 3 ( A , B , C , D ) Case PR. T h e g l i o m a i s s e e n a s an
area o f h ig h s ig n a l w ith h i g h l i g h t i n g o f th e corpus
c a l l o s u m o n t h e SE =1,500/80 ( A )
(a rrow ).
T h e SE
^ 1 , 5 0 0 / 1 3 0 i m a g e ( B) w i t h s h o w s a l a r g e r a r e a o f h i g h
s ig n a l.
The h i g h l i g h t i n g o f t h e c o r p u s c a l l o s u m i s
l e s s a p p a r e n t b e c a u s e o f t h e h i g h s i g n a l f r o m t h e CSF.
A p p l i c a t i o n o f d i f f u s i o n g r a d i e n t s a t t e n u a t e s some o f
th is
change and a d egree o f s p a t i a l
a n is o tro p y is
a p p a r e n t o n c o m p a r i n g t h e SE ^ 1 , 5 0 0 / 1 3 0 / X / 4 4 / 5 5 0
(C)
a n d SE ^ 1 , 5 0 0 / 1 3 0 / Y / 4 4 / 5 5 0
( D) .
N ote th e c o m p le te
a tt e n u a t io n o f th e h ig h s ig n a l fro m th e c o rp u s c a llo s u m
o n t h e X s e n s i t i z e d i m a g e d e s p i t e i t s i n c r e a s e d T2 a s
s e e n i n (A) a n d (B) ( a r r o w ) .
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This indicates that the axonal tracts are relatively preserved
and suggests that the high signal on the unsensitized image
reflects oedema and not tumour.

The lesion itself is homogeneous

with no apparent internal structure.

CASE GE

A fifty two year old lady presented with a history of gait
disturbance

and

headaches

revealed a large

associated

with

intra-ventricular mass.

tremor.

A

scan

An ependymoma was

diagnosed on stereotactic biopsy.

The

standard

ventricular

mass

spin
of

echo

images

revealed

homogeneous

signal

periventricular high signal change.

a

large
and

intra-

moderate

The unsensitized spin echo

showed a high signal lesion with moderate amounts of internal
structure.
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g
j

cF i g u r e

9 .4
(A ,B ,C ,D )
Case
GE.
In tra -v e n tric u la rC
ependymoma.
T h e c o r o n a l (A) a n d s a g i t t a l SE ^ 1 ^ 5 0 0 / 1 3 0
im ages show a u n i f o r m l y h ig h s i g n a l l e s i o n a r i s i n g fro m
th e
ro o f
of
the l a t e r a l
v e n tric le s
(arrow ) .
The
c o r o n a l SE ^ 1 , 5 0 0 / 1 3 0 / Y / 4 4 / 5 5 0 (C) d e m o n s t r a t e s t h a t
th e l e s i o n has a re a s o f h ig h and lo w s i g n a l w i t h i n i t
(arrow ).
T h e s a g i t t a l i m a g e s SE ^ 1 , 5 0 0 / 1 3 0 / Y / 4 4 / 5 5 0
( D ) , SE ^ l , 5 0 0 / 1 3 0 / Y / 4 4 / 5 5 0 (E) s h o w t h a t t h e l o n g T2
and r e s t r i c t e d d i f f u s i o n e f f e c t s le a d to a h ig h s ig n a l
a l o n g t h e c o r p u s c a l l o s u m i n (D) ( a r r o w ) b u t l o w s i g n a l
i n (E) .

The diffusion weighted images showed increased internal
structure,

and

marked

directional

anisotropy.

In

the

X

sensitized image particularly there are very distinct regions of
high signal.
of high

The sagittal images of the same tumour show an area

signal

in the

corpus

callosum which

is attenuated

appropriately with the X gradient. This implies preservation of
anisotropy of the white matter tracts and may indicate that the
high signal is due to oedema.

CASE EM
A seventy five year old lady who had a right mastectomy for
carcinoma

of

the

breast

in May

1990

developed

progressive

weakness of the left arm and was noted to have left facial
weakness.

A CT scan showed a large frontal enhancing lesion

thought to be a metastasis.
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F i g u r e 9 . 5 ( A , B , C , D ) C a s e EM. T h e SE ^ 1 , 5 0 0 / 8 0 i m a g e
shows a l a r g e h ig h s i g n a l f r o n t a l l e s i o n i n th e r i g h t
f r o n t a l lo b e .
Some i n t e r n a l s t r u c t u r e i s s e e n o n t h e
u n s e n s it iz e d im a g e .
The c e n t r e o f t h e l e s i o n i s h i g h
s ig n a l.
T h is i s s u r r o u n d e d b y an a re a o f l o w e r s i g n a l
(arrow ) .
An a r e a o f i n t e r s t i t i a l o e d e m a i s s e e n t o
e xte n d from th e p e r ip h e ry o f th e le s io n tow ards th e
co rte x.
The
SE
^ 1 ,5 0 0 /8 0 /X /2 7 /5 5 0
(B) ,
SE
^ l,5 0 0 /8 0 /Y /2 7 /5 5 0
(C) a n d SE ^ 1 , 5 0 0 / 8 0 / Z / 2 7 / 5 5 0
(D)
im a g e s d e m o n s t r a te s i m i l a r f e a t u r e s d e s p i t e g ra d e 5 ,4
and 3 m o tio n a r t e f a c t r e s p e c t i v e l y .
The c o r e o f t h e
le s io n re m a in s h ig h s i g n a l . There i s a r im o f m a rk e d ly
lo w s ig n a l s u r r o u n d in g i t and t h i s i n t u r n i s r in g e d by
an a r e a o f m i l d l y h i g h s i g n a l .
An i n t e r p r e t a t i o n o f
th e s e f i n d i n g s w o u ld s u g g e s t t h a t th e v e r y h ig h s i g n a l
c e n t r a l r e g io n i s th e tum ou r c o re .
The s u r r o u n d i n g lo w
s i g n a l r e g i o n may be edge o f t h e m e t a s t a s i s w i t h t h e
s u r r o u n d i n g v a s o g e n i c oedema f o r m i n g t h e o u t e r r e g i o n .
A
s trik in g
correspondence
betw een
the
d iffu s io n
w e ig h te d im a g e s and a p a t h o l o g i c a l s p e cim e n can be seen
b y c o m p a r is o n w i t h r e f e r e n c e (5)
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The standard spin echo images showed a large lesion in the
right frontal lobe extending deep to the lateral ventricle with
relative preservation of the overlying cortical structure and
with minimal mass effect.
In the diffusion weighted images there is a large central
region of high signal surrounded by a rim of low signal.
further more
protrusions

diffuse

and high

signal

region with

extending up to the grey /white matter

surrounds the low signal region.

A

irregular
junction

The diffusion weighted images

show a very much more marked low signal rim than the standard
spin echo image.

With diffusion weighted imaging there is a

clear central tumour region, a very low signal surrounding region
and a surrounding moderately high signal rim.

Increasing b to

1100 s/mm^ led to an accentuation of these features but more
marked motion artefact.
CASE EN
A fifty seven year old man with a past history of non
insulin dependent diabetes and hypertension presented with two
episodes
confusion.

of

loss

of

consciousness

following

episodes

Examination had revealed no focal signs.

of
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F ig u re

&

9 .6

( A , B ,C ) Case EN. M u l t i f o c a l g l i o m a .
T h e SE
(A) i m a g e s h o w s a h i g h s i g n a l l e s i o n i n t h e
deep w h ite m a tte r o f b o th v e n t r i c l e s
and e x te n d in g
a c ro s s and th ic k e n in g
th e corpus c a llo s u m .
T h e SE
^ 1 , 5 0 0 / 8 0 / X / 2 7 / 5 5 0 (B) i m a g e s h o w s l o s s o f h i g h s i g n a l
i n t h e c o r p u s c a llo s u m ( a r r o w ) and more h i g h s i g n a l i n
th e w h ite m a tte r o f th e l e f t centrum s e m i- o v a le .
The
SE ~ 1 , 5 0 0 / 8 0 / Y / 2 7 / 5 5 0 s h o w s s o m e i n c r e a s e i n s i g n a l
w it h in th e co rp us c a llo s u m ( a r r o w ) .

=1,500/80

A CT scan showed two large space occupying lesions, one in
the right frontal lobe extending into both lateral ventricles
with slight mass effect measuring eight centimetres in diameter.
The second lesion was in the right cerebellum.
significantly

with

contrast.

A

Neither enhanced

radiological

diagnosis

of

multifocal glioma, metastasis or other space occupying pathology
was made.

The standard spin echo images showed a right frontal high
signal

lesion

spreading

across

the

corpus

callosum

and was

reported as consistent with a primary or secondary tumour.

The

diffusion weighted images showed a considerable reduction in the
apparent size of the lesion and showed more internal structure.
Change in the gradient direction indicated marked anisotropy in
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the lesion and in the grey matter on the medial side of the right
frontal lobes.

DISCUSSION

These cases illustrate some of the features seen in the
MR appearances of brain tumours using diffusion weighted imaging.
As with many other pathologies the lesions generally appear as
high signal on diffusion images despite moderate attenuation
factors and reflects the T2 weighting of the sequences used.
However there is often a differential effect within the tumour
itself.

This is certainly evident for cysts where low signal

arises from an area where the T2 is long.

It is therefore not

surprising that more internal features can be seen on diffusion
weighted imaging.

A further feature seen particularly with solid tumours such
as métastasés is the significant attenuation of the signal from
the region of the lesion where vasogenic oedema is likely to be
present.

In this small series,

dramatic alterations in the

images occurred with the application of diffusion gradients, the
central tumour region being of high signal and the surrounding
lesion being very low signal.
signal

changes

before

It would be of interest to see the

and

after

the

dexamethasone in areas of vasogenic oedema.
demonstrate differential

administration

of

One may be able to

effects on the tumour core and the

surrounding high signal regions.

The tumour core of the lesions seen here appears to be
relatively isotropic in those cases where different sensitizing
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gradients have been applied.

This may well imply that any white

matter in the core region has been lost.

There will therefore be

no directional contrast arising from the white matter tracts and
the signal is arising from a compartment which is relatively
isotropically restricted i.e. the tumour.

The cases of glioma show that
the

apparent

size

of

the

there can bea reduction of

lesion

with pulsedgradients

and

possibly a mild reduction in the signal intensity. This may be
correlated with the more marked gliosis found in primary tumours
compared to métastasés.

In those instances where the lesion appears to involve the
fibres

of

the

corpus

callosum,

the preservation

of the

directional contrast has been seen in two instances.

It is

tempting to speculate that this may represent axonal oedema which
would increase T2 but may well preserve anisotropic restriction.

CONCLUSIONS
Diffusion weighted imaging in this small series of brain
tumours

demonstrates

some

of

the

most

compared with the un-sensitized images.

marked

changes

when

The image changes seem

to reflect the histological changes of metastatic and intrinsic
brain tumours.

It is evident that a detailed clinical study is

required to assess if ARDI allows the separation of métastasés
from gliomas, and whether it accurately separates tumour core
from gliosis or axonal oedema in gliomas.
characterising

cystic

areas

within

the

The role of DWI in
tumour

has

been

demonstrated by other groups and could prove clinically useful in
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neurosurgical management especially for selecting the site of a
biopsy.

TABLE 9.1
GRADING OF MOTION FOR PATIENTS WITH TUMOURS

NMRN

D80 27 X

080 27 Y

080 27 Z

0130 44 X

0130 44 Y

0130 44 Z

02001038X

02001038Y

02001038Z

5914
5916
5917
5919
5921
5932
5944
5946
5972
5981

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
5

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
5

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3

5
5
5
0
4
4
5
3
0
4

3
4
5
0
4
5
5
4
0
5

0
3
3
0
4
3
3
0
0
3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4.38

4.38

5.0

5.0

3 .0

AVERAGE
K EY

5.0

5.0

3

3 .17

NMRN is the departmental number of the imaging study
refers to the sequence type with
*** = the echo time
### = the diffusion time
§
= the direction of the diffusion gradient
The numbers in each column refers to the level of motion artifact using the grading scale outlined in the
text
(see page 161); the value 0 indicates scan not done.
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CHAPTER 10
ANISOTROPIC DIFFUSION AND EPILEPSY

INTRODUCTION

Neuroimaging

has

become

more

important

in

the

management of epilepsy particularly since the development of CT
scanning (1,2)
secondary

Its role is both to detect lesions that may cause

epilepsies

such

as

tumours

or

arteriovenous

malformations as well as areas of gliosis in the temporal and
frontal lobe epilepsy.
localisation

of

In addition, with the advent of better

epileptic

foci

with

stereotactic

depth

electrodes, there is interest in more sensitive imaging methods
to

localise

the more

subtle

abnormalities

for neurosurgical

treatment with lobectomy or stereotactic amygdalohippocampectomy.
The term microdysgenisis denotes a developmental anomaly whereby
neurones fail to migrate to the cortex during foetal development.
There is an increased realisation that microdysgenisis with the
resulting local increase of neurones in the white matter may play
an important role in the genesis of many seizure types.
standard

MRI

proportion

of

imaging
these

sensitive still.

techniques
lesions

are

(3,4).

only
PET

able

to

scanning

CT and

detect
is

a

more

Possibly a higher proportion could be imaged

with ARDI.

With the time resolved EEC it is apparent that 30% of cases
of complex partial seizures arise from extra-temporal lobe foci.
(5,6)

Thus in 10-12% of cases the focus arises from the frontal

lobe and the discharge can spread along the uncinate fasciculus
to the temporal. This raises the question about the potential of
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MRI to look at white matter tracts to investigate their role in
the spread of epilepsies.

In this study five cases of complex partial epilepsy arising
from probable frontal lobe foci were investigated with eight
diffusion imaging examinations.

It was originally hypothesised

that diffusion weighted imaging may be more sensitive to subtle
pathology and thus help to find imaging abnormalities in a larger
number of patients with idiopathic epilepsy.

It was also thought

that side to side differences may be identified in those patients
who had focal epilepsies which spread along certain tracts i.e.
uncinate epilepsy.

METHOD

Patients were selected from a cohort of 300 patients with
frontal

lobe

previously.

epilepsy

who

had

normal

neurological

imaging

A set of coronal spin echo T2 weighted images were

performed to cover the temporal lobes including a slice through
the anterior third, where the uncinate fasciculus connects the
frontal and temporal lobes.

One or two slices were selected on

which to perform diffusion weighted imaging.

Only two cases

showed novel features with ARDI, and these are outlined below.

PATIENTS
CASE SC

A twenty two year old girl was imaged for the investigation
of frequent partial seizures with secondary generalisation.

At

the age of ten she had attacks of numbness on the right side of
her

face with head movement

from side to

side and

loss

of
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awareness for several minutes.
three years she

After a disease free period of

developed stiffness and numbness of her right

arm for a few minutes.

She was investigated as an inpatient in

1988 when she was observed to have involuntary movements of her
right arm and foot.

An EEC demonstrated epileptiform activity in

the left frontal and temporal regions.

A CT scan at that time

suggested the enlargement of the right temporal horn but was
otherwise reported as normal.
During an inpatient admission she was noted to complain of
a sensory aura and to have a startle induction of seizures with
preservation of consciousness and bilateral posturing.

Depth

electrode studies indicated a left medial-frontal focus.
She was examined on three occasions with diffusion weighted
imaging.

The first two examinations looked at the region of the

junction of the temporal, parietal and occipital lobes.

This

suggested a side to side difference with a tract being visible on
the right side that was absent on the left.
on the

equivalent

non-sensitized

This was not visible

spin echo

image.

A third

examination of the anterior third of the temporal lobe showed
side to side differences in the superior longitudinal fasciculus.

a
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n

t

Figure 10.1 (A,B,C,D,E) Case S C . The Images (A) SE
^l,500/130/X/44/550 and (B) SE ^1,500/130/Y/44/550 show
an anisotropic area in the right temporal lobe (arrow)
A second examination one month later through the same
slice shows the same feat ure s. In the SE ^1, 500/130 (C)
image there is no increase in T2 but high signal is
seen on the SE ^1, 500/130/Y/44/550 (D) (arrow) . An
inversion recovery image (E) at the same level shows an
asymmetry of the ventricles but no other ab nor mal it y.

CASE MP
A 36 year old man who had undergone a frontal lobectomy was
imaged to test

if there would be loss of anisotropy of the

arcuate fasciculus one month following a frontal lobectomy.
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V

Figure 10.2 (A,B,C) Case MP. Frontal lobectomy.
This
patient with a frontal lobe epileptic focus had a
frontal lobectomy 4 months prior to imaging.
There is
loss of the normal anisotropy of the white matter with
the application of the diffusion gradients in the X and
Y directions (images SE ^ 1 ^500/80/X/27/550
(A) and BE
^l,500/80/Y/27/550
(B) r espectively).
The normal
variation in signal intensity can be seen on the normal
side (black arrow), but is lost on the contra-lateral
side. There is relative preservation of anisotropy in
the deep white matter on the right (white arrow) with
the Z sensitized image which can be seen in image BE
=1,500/80/2/27/550
(C) .
This may be due to the
preservation of the cell bodies from which these fibres
arise.

The images showed marked changes, at one month, in the region of
superior longitudinal fasciculus on the right side with loss of
anisotropy particularly on the X and Y sensitizations.
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The relative preservation of the ascending/descending fibres
delineated by the Z sensitization may be due to the preservation
of the cell bodies of the axons forming these tracts.

RESULTS

The use of a single slice imaging sequence and the limited
size

of

offset

available

hindered

abnormalities in most of the cases.

the

ability

to

detect

The images were analyzed for

lesions giving high or low signal on the diffusion weighted
imaging and the pattern of anisotropy of the apparently normal
white

matter

was

assessed

to

see

if

there

were

changes

attributable to a change in size or orientation the tracts.
Convincing abnormalities were found in only one patient (SC).

DISCUSSION

A method
enable

one

to

of neuroimaging white matter

investigate

a

number

of

tracts will

problems

concerning

epilepsy that may well be difficult to demonstrate by other
methods.

The question as to whether epilepsy can lead to changes

in specific white matter tracts could also be studied.

Wallerian degeneration or trans-synaptic degeneration may be
important mechanisms for the development of epilepsy and mirror
foci.

As

has

been discussed previously ARDI

delineating commissural fibres.
corpus

callosum may well

is useful

at

Detailed ARDI studies of the

be useful

projections connecting mirror foci.

at

looking

for

abnormal
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Heterotopic grey matter has been increasingly recognised as
an aetiological factor in epilepsy.

Varying degrees of neuronal

migration abnormalities have been described.

At one extreme

there may be argyria/pachygyria or an apparent double cortex
easily recognisable on CT or MRI imaging.

On the other hand the

changes may be very subtle gliosis or sclerosis

(8,9,10) only

detectable as a functional abnormality on PET scanning (11).

The

strikingly different properties of grey and white matter on ARDI
together with its ability to subdivide the white matter into its
components could increase the sensitivity of MRI to these forms
of pathological changes.

The ability to image an epileptic focus directly even when
a structural abnormality is not apparent is desirable in the
neurosurgical treatment of epilepsy.

Various approaches have

been tried including, spectroscopy to detect changes in N acetyl
aspartate
perfusion

and

lactate.PET/SPECT

have

been

used to detect

changes (12). Studies of isolated brain slices have

indicated that axonal swelling takes place during a protracted
seizure.In fact this mechanism
spread

of

seizure

by

is invoked to account for the

couplingthe

electric

field

discharging axons with their adjacent neighbours.
were

not

swollen

the

electric

field

would

be

of

the

If the axons
too

small

to

discharge them.

Models of echo attenuation with the constant gradient method
in restricted

diffusion

diffusion times suggest^
radius (13).

for

cylindrical

depend^

geometry

with

short

on the fourth power of the

Thus the effect of even mild axonal swelling will
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be to

reduce the signal intensity dramatically at that site on

the image.

Thus a 10% increase in the radius of a group of axons

in a white matter tract will

lead> to ,a reduction of signal

intensity of one third.
Continuous EEC monitoring in patients
A
with well localised foci both ictally and interictally would be
needed

to

prove

this

effect

in

man.

Animal

studies

of

experimental models of epilepsy could also be used, but primates
with their larger amounts of white matter may be required.

In practice the sensitivity of the sequences to motion means
that epilepsy associated with generalised tonic clonic seizures
would

be

difficult

to

image without

anaesthesia

and muscle

relaxants.

CONCLUSIONS
Although only a small number of cases of epilepsy have been
studied, preliminary results with ARDI suggest that there may be
increased sensitivity to white matter tract anomalies in a small
percentage of cases.

We detected one case with a reproducible

abnormality on repeated examination.

The properties of this form

of imaging make it possible to look at aspects of structural
abnormalities in the brains of patients with epilepsy which is
not possible by any other technique.

The extreme sensitivity of

the echo attenuation, on the spacing of the restriction barriers,
together with axonal swelling in persistent discharges may offer
the possibility of functional detection of epileptic discharges
in selected cases.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The pulsed gradient sequence generates images which display
variations in water Brownian motion in biological tissues.
the

first

Chapter

the

essentials

of

the

nuclear

In

magnetic

resonance effect are outlined and the different uses of the term
diffusion

in

discussed.

the

physical

sciences

and

in

physiology

are

The term self diffusion coefficient is defined and

the use of NMR to detect this property is illustrated.

It is

noted that for self diffusion through an anisotropic medium there
is no unique definition of the diffusion coefficient as the value
depends on the direction along which it is measured and the
duration of the measurement.
diffusion display

In some tissues measured values of

a directional

dependence which

results

in

changes in signal strength with the direction of sensitisation
giving rise to a directional dependent contrast.

By applying

motion sensitizing gradients it is possible to obtain sets of
images

with

comparable

T1

and

T2

weighting

contrast along differing orientations.

but

directional

This thesis has taken the

new radiological concept of directional contrast and investigated
its application in normal human subjects and disease.

However
diffusion

the very motion

itself

leads

to

sensitivity
the

most

required to detect

significant

practical

difficulty with the use of pulsed gradient spin echo sequences.
Movement of the brain from cardiac pulsations, the respiratory
cycle and involuntary head movements such as swallowing lead to
motion artifacts and degradation of the resultant image.
immobilisation and cardiac gating were a

s in e

qua

non

Head
for a

reasonable success rate with this technique. The importance of
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head fixation cannot be over-emphasised.

Technical developments

to improve head fixation and to compensated for motion need to be
explored if the technique is to be transformed into a robust
imaging tool

suitable

for general application.

However any

fixation method must be well tolerated psychologically by the
patient and must avoid undue force.

Implementation of current motion compensation methods such
as

respiratory

ordered

phase

encoding

and

motion

artefact

suppression technique may well lead to significant improvements.
Future improvements in these techniques can be expected and are
necessary.

Higher order gradient moment nulling

for motion

compensation will require much stronger pulsed gradients and may
well lead to improved success in diffusion weighted imaging in
the Z direction which proved to be most vulnerable to patient
motion.

Higher field machines will give more signal which is a great
advantage

when

an

attenuation technique

gradient spin echo sequence is employed.

such

as

the pulsed

Fast imaging methods

such as echo planar imaging would give significant gains

in

reducing the effects of motion though its relatively poor spatial
resolution

is

a

disadvantage

of

the

technique.

More

sophisticated cardiac gating and respiratory motion suppression
may well be important, especially for the Z sensitized images.
Micro-processor editing of respiratory motion and cardiac gating
would allow the inclusion of only "good” lines of data into the
image.

The use of motion monitoring devices to correct for head
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motion and to eliminate data acquired during gross

sporadic

motion is certainly technically feasible.

The demands of implementing the pulsed gradient spin echo
sequence to generate ARDI images are exacting.

As the degree of

diffusion sensitization depends on the square of the gradient
strengths, significant gains were made from the use of gradient
set which generated up to 16mT/m.

Despite the small value of the

main field strength of the machine employed (0.15T), and hence
the low signal intensity, it was possible to detect diffusion
weighted contrast.

This was all the more remarkable as the

application of the diffusion gradients required the use of long
echo times
signal

and

(i.e.

130-200ms)

also

results

with a concomitant diminution of
in

further

significant

signal

attenuation.

The observed anisotropic diffusion in some tissues is likely
to

be

associated

with

the

presence

impeding the free motion of water.
of

restriction,

cellular

water

of

cellular

structures

Assuming that in the absence
has

a

diffusion

coefficient

similar to that of free water it is possible to calculate, using
a conservative range of values for the diffusion time Td (from 1100 ms) that the range of lengths that can be probed by these
diffusion weighted sequences used in this work is about 2.5-25^m.
These distances are appropriate for studying effects due to cell
structure and are comparable to the diameter of myelinated axons,
and

astrocytic processes within the

central

nervous

system.

Hence calculated diffusion constants will be dependent on the
value of Td used for imaging.
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Alternative explanations for the observed imaging effects
were discussed in Chapter 2.

The possibility of axonal flow was

considered and arguments against this as the cause of the effect
were presented.

A brief discussion of susceptibility effects was

developed

to

contrast.

More recently delineation of white matter tracts was

obtained

show

using

sequences (2).

why

this

heavily

could

not

T2-weighted

lead

CSF

to

directional

inversion

recovery

The authors argue that this effect arises from

the diffusion of water through locally derived magnetic field
gradients.

This effect would then arise intrinsically and could

not be varied to give directional contrast.

This leads to the hypothesis that the myelin sheath is the
most common and effective barrier to the free mobility of water.
On the basis of this hypothesis studies were carried out on
normal human subjects to identify white matter tracts.

In the

normal human subject this approach revealed that there was a good
correlation between the directional contrast changes and the
predominant directions of white matter tracts.
of

this

effect

myelination.

in

the

neonate

follows

The development
the

patterns

of

This suggests that the myelin sheath is indeed an

essential feature of human tissue needed to generate directional
contrast.

Furthermore the detection of this effect in peripheral

nerve but not other tissues adds support to this contention.

ARDI offers a new approach to mapping out the anatomy of
human white matter tracts.

Surprisingly this has been poorly

documented especially as the more commonly used techniques are
invasive and hence applied only in animal experiments.

This
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thesis

has

demonstrated

some

aspects

of

human

white

matter

anatomy that can be identified with a low field imaging machine,
relatively unsophisticated head restraint and simple cardiac
gating.

It is probable that the application of known motion

compensation technology and further developments outlined above
will

lead to ARDI being more easily available as a routine

imaging technique.
study

of

the

Applications of this method will include the

normal

biology

of

tract

development

in

v iv o .

Imaging of disease processes that lead to Wallerian degeneration
can now be studied with this method.

The psychological study of

disconnection syndromes is of considerable research interest.

A

specific method to identify tract disruption would therefore be
of great

benefit

in these

studies.

The methods

of

neural

networks are gaining increasing importance as models of how the
brain functions.
matter

Better mapping of the connectivity of the grey

structures

are

therefore

important

application of the network approach.
affect

specific neuronal types

such

data

for

further

Disease processes that
as Betz

cells

neurone disease can only be imaged as atrophy.

in motor

Detection of

atrophy is usually only apparent towards the end of the normal
course of the disease when the diagnosis is clinically evident.
Earlier diagnosis would be possible if tract degeneration were
detectable at points where the concentration of the appropriate
projection fibres are high.
We also demonstrated that peripheral nerves both can be
shown

to

have

anisotropic

contrast.

This

handle

has

been

exploited to generate neuronograms (2), in which the nerves are
selectively

imaged.

At

present

it

is

probable

relatively large nerve trunks can be identified.

that

only

In the future
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it may be possible to map the pattern of involvement of uni or
multi-focal neuropathies which may be of diagnostic use.

ARDI may well have a role in combination with other imaging
techniques such as PET (Positron Emission Tomography) scanning,
which can localise areas of grey matter activation but with poor
spatial and temporal resolution and MEG

(Magneto-Encephalo -

Graphy), which has good temporal and functional but poor spatial
localisation).

This multimodal approach could be applied to

determining the functional architecture of the human brain.

Application of ARDI to detect directional contrast changes
with disease derives from its apparent dependence on the myelin
sheath.

If this supposition proves correct then it will have a

role in investigating demyelinating disease.

Cases of MS, the

most common demyelinating condition, have been investigated.
striking findings are demonstrated.

Two

Lesions are detectable with

ARDI which are not apparent on standard imaging sequences.
underlying histology of these lesions is as yet unknown.

The
These

findings have recently been substantiated in EAE in monkeys and
should be explored further.
some

lesions

and

the

Anisotropy has been demonstrated in

periventicular

high

signal

that

is

a

frequent radiological feature of the disease but were not seen in
cerebrovascular disease.
rather

non-specific

contrast

to

specificity.

As MR I is a highly sensitive but

imaging

characterise

method
lesions

the

use

may

well

of

directional

increase

its

In particular it will have a role in gliotoxic

models of demyelination and repair with transplanted glial cells.
These

treatment

approaches

will

necessitate

non-invasive
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monitoring of the graft to allow immuno-modulation in the event
of transplant rejection.

Assessment of the degree of damage to

the optic nerve is another area where the anisotropic properties
of the axons could be used especially in trials of treatments of
optic

neuritis.

Significant

loss

of

the

myelin

sheath

in

addition to the inflammation will lead to both a prolongation of
T2 as well as a loss of anisotropy.

Additionally diffusion

gradients can suppress the signal from the CSF whilst using a
long echo time.

This is a further bonus as it allows assessment

of subtle periventricular pathology.

A further facet of diffusion weighted imaging derives from
the rapid changes in the apparent mobility of water in acute
pathologies.

It has

diffusion weighted
changes

in

stroke.

been

imaging
This

shown

by

others

that

in animals

is highly sensitive to the acute
sensitivity

of

diffusion weighted

imaging in acute as well as chronic pathologies is intriguing.
Our study of cerebrovascular disease failed to demonstrate the
early changes as it was not practically possible to image acute
stroke cases within an hour of the event.

However diffusion

weighted imaging may be able to differentiate vascular lesions
from demyelinating lesions on the basis of their anisotropy;
further studies will be needed to test this.

Diffusion weighted

imaging will also have a role in trials of drugs designed to
limit the ultimate extent of irrevocable infarction.

Clinical

trials will however have to be designed to image, patients who
may

be

confused,

Haemorrhagic

rapidly

after

the

lesions whether primary

onset

of

the

intracerebral

stroke.

bleeds or

secondary to infarction can be assessed to determine if the blood
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is liquid or semi-solid.

Particularly in the brainstem this

information will determine the success or failure of attempts to
aspirate the lesion.

We

have

diffusion

shown,

weighted

as

others

imaging

have

allows

also
the

demonstrated,

detection

of

that
cystic

cavities within long T2 lesions i.e. cystic and solid tumours.
Our study of tumours illustrates that the area of abnormality
seen on a standard T2 weighted image can be subdivided with the
pulsed gradient spin echo sequence.

In particular axonal and

vasogenic oedema appear to be separated from the tumour core with
this imaging method in selected cases.

For the purposes of

identification

it

of

relevant

biopsy

sites

is

evident

that

diffusion weighted imaging could well become an MR imaging method
of

choice.

A

further

comparison

of

interest would

be the

relation between tumour type and grade and diffusion weighted
imaging.

There is increasing interest in non-invasive grading of

cerebral tumours to preclude the need for stereotactic biopsy.
Diffusion weighted imaging in combination with other methods such
as PET or magnetic resonance spectroscopy may allow us to achieve
that goal.

AIDS

with both

its primary

involvement

of the CNS

and

secondary opportunistic infection posses an challenge to identify
early disease and to give a specific radiological diagnosis.
Diffusion weighted imaging may well be able to contribute to the
achievement of both these objectives.

Our study in a small group

of patients with AIDS was varied in the type of lesion suspected.
However novel imaging features were suggested by our results.
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Finally

an

example

of

possible

tract

asymmetry

was

illustrated from our small group of patient with focal epilepsy.
More recent studies of experimental epilepsy in animal models
suggests that diffusion weighted imaging may well

allow the

epileptic focus to be identified.

It

is

improvements

interesting
in

diffusion

to

speculate

weighted

whether

imaging

will

technical
direct

its

application towards a purely imaging technique which is often
preferred in clinical practice or to greater accentuation on
attempts to measure apparent diffusion coefficients which are
poorly defined.

Which ever way it goes in the future diffusion

weighted imaging is likely to be an area of active and exciting
research for a number of years to come.
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APPENDIX 1

THE EFFECTS OF DIFFUSION ON SPIN ECHO AMPLITUDES.
A number of methods exist to generate a series of spin
echo's.

The decay in amplitude of successive echoes differs

depending on the method used.

Self diffusion can affect this

apparent decay rate depending on the viscosity of the sample.

A

series of n spin echo's can be generated from applying 90°-t -90°
pulses n times (the Hahn method) using a long delay between the
pulse sequence to allow equilibrium to be re-established or with
a 90°-T-180°
method).

sequence with n 180°

pulses

(the Carr

Purcell

Diffusion affects the decay of the amplitudes of the

echo's as a function of the time interval between the rf pulses.
d i/C

For pure water at 25C the Hahn method g. ^
the

Carr

Purcell

method

amplitude envelope '

2s.

For water

a decay of .2s but
the

decay

of

echo

as exp(-kr) for the Carr Purcell method

but exp(-Kr^) if the Hahn approach is used. (I)

The differences in the effects of diffusion in the Hahn and
Carr Purcell spin echo observed for water can be explained using
a vector model to represent the axis of each of the precessing
magnetic moments in the sample.

Diffusion causes the precessing

magnetic moments to move throughout the sample by Brownian motion
so they experience variations in the local magnetic field.
the

Larmor

relationship

this

will

alter

frequency and lead a loss of phase coherence.

the

From

precessional

A visual model of

the effect on the phase of an individual magnetic moment can be
gained by considering the random walk of the end of the magnetic
moment vector would take over the surface of a sphere whose
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radius is the magnitude of the moment.

The bulk sample behaviour

would be represented by a cluster of such moments and their
summed

random

walks.

From

an

distribution of these moments,

analysis

of

the

angular

after the application of the

radiofrequency pulses, it is possible to calculate the so called
phase shift.

The effects of diffusion on the amplitude of the

echo can then be determined from an analysis of the distribution
in phase of the precessing moments.

The difference in behaviour of the echo decay with the Hahn
or

Carr

Purcell

analysis.

method

can

be

deduced

from

the

following

The diffusion process is modeled using a random walk

model with the limit of infinitesimal steps being introduced by
means of the ordinary diffusion coefficient D.

1. THE RANDOM WALK MODEL.
It is assumed in the one dimensional case that a molecule
remains

at

a

instantaneously

given

position

jumps

to

z for

exactly

a new position

r

whose

seconds

then

z coordinate

differs from the first one by ^a; where ^ is a constant step
distance and a^ is a random variable whose value is +1 or -1.
can be related to

the root mean square z component of

a three dimensional jump of magnitude 5= ^3<Zi->^^J‘^^

We now consider the cumulative NMR phase shift that arises
from the random transport of the nucleus along the field gradient
Hg during a Hahn echo.

The gradient H, is constant and has a

magnitude of G tesla/meter.

At t=0 the field is H,(0) , at a time

t=jr later the nucleus finds itself in a field H,(jr) given by

^
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H:(iT)=H,(0)+GfD;=iai

After a time t=NT i.e. N steps later the phase
from

the

value

stationary.

<pQ

it

would

have

had

if

<f>

the

will differ

nucleus

was

This can be calculated as a sum of all the phase

increments per step ie
< P o = 0-00 =Sj-i%T[HJjT)-H,(0)]............ 1

=Gr-yTl:j.r[ (N+l-j)aj]

As the aj's are random variables we are at liberty to rewrite
this last sum as
0 d“

G^'yT

( ]3j)

The central limit theorem (which states that a sequence of
the means of samples of an independent, identically distributed,
random variable will be normally distributed) holds for this sum
and hence at time t=NT the distribution in phase of an ensemble
of moments will be Gaussian

in the

limit of

large N.

The

distribution will be characterised by the root mean square phase
distribution i.e.(0D^)Av*

This is given by

(0D')Av=GYrT:Ej =r(f)
=GYr^T^N(N+l) (2N+l)/6
=GVr^^^(2N^+3N^+N) /6
For the very large values of N applicable in this case we
can neglect the lower powers of N.

Extension of the analysis to

three dimensions with continuous diffusion is done by comparison
of this

result with the

solution

of the diffusion

equation
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(DV^f=9f/9t) where f(x,y,z) is the probability density.

With the

solution to the random walk problem of the assumed type it can be
shown that
D = S '^ l6 T = ff2 T

where <S=(3 (z^) )
Hence
(0D’>Av=2GVDt’/3
The distribution function for this model is then
P (0 d )

=

( 4 7Ty^G^Dt^/ 3 ) -'/^exp ( - 3

/ 4 G^-y^Dt^)

For the case of the Carr Purcell spin echo the effect of
repeated 180°
equation 1.

pulses is to reverse the signs of the terms in
Consider an interval of length t=Nr with n 180°

pulses applied.

The first at Nr/2n the second at 3Nr/2n etc then

an echo will occur at t=NT. 0^ is then given by

0D= 0-0o=Gf-yTEj=i"bjE;=ij[aj]

where

bj=l

intervals.

for

the

The

odd

effect

t

intervals

of

and

diffusion

determined from this double sum.

on

-1
the

for

the

final

even
echo

t

is

It can be simplified to

(0D^)Av=GVf’'^[ (NVl2n^)-N/6]
(0D^)Av=GVDtV6n^

(nZW)

where n is the number of echoes.

With n 180° pulses over a period t there is a reduction in
the mean square phase dispersion by a factor that goes as 1/n^.
The attenuating effect of diffusion is determined by
M y . ( t ) = M o

J

.«“ C O S 0 D ( P ( 0 D ) d 0 D
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=Mo exp(-7^G2DtVl2n^)
Combining this with the natural T2 decay one gets
My.(t)=Mo exp[ (-t/Tz) + (--yVDt^/12n^) ]
From this expression the Hahn echo applies to the case when n=l,
so the cubic term in t dominates the attenuation of the echo's.
With

the

Carr

Purcell

method

as

n

gets

large

diffusion

attenuation reduces as 1/n^ and the decay goes as exp (-kt) .

1.

Carr
H Y , Purcell
EM.
Effects of diffusion on free
precession in nuclear magnetic resonance experiments. Phys.
Rev.
1954; 94(3):630-638.
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APPENDIX 2
STEJSKAL AND TANNER PULSED GRADIENT SEQUENCE

This

approach

was

developed

to

overcome

experimental

limitations of the ordinary spin-echo experiment using a constant
magnetic field gradient.

In order to probe smaller diffusion

coefficients a larger gradient was required but this resulted in
a larger line width, a decreased free induction following the 90°
pulse and a narrower echo after the 180° pulse.

Furthermore

interest in restricted diffusion necessitated a better definition
of the diffusion time and an ability to vary it independently.
The use of pulsed gradients allows the diffusion sensitivity to
be varied independently of the other gradients and results only
in change in the amplitude of the echo rather than the shape.

Starting with the Torrey equation

(see A Abragram,

The

Principles of Nuclear Magnetism Oxford University Press 1978 p60)
which includes the diffusion term.
the magnetisation vector

xj/

The decay of the amplitude of

is given by

d x p / d t = - i y ( r * G ) }p+DV^\l/

where

i/^(r,t)

is

defined

in

the

.......... 1
complex

plane

which

is

perpendicular to the applied magnetic field by
Mx +iMy=i/'exp[-( i w o + l / T 2 ) t]
Consideration of the behaviour of ÿ in a rotating co-ordinate
frame with an angular velocity of Wo='yHo about the z axis with a
gradient along the z axis of H2=Ho+(r*G) neglecting the diffusion
term initially leads to
I

where F (t) =J qG (t ')dt '

\j/=A e x p { - i y r » F ) T
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Immediately after the 90° pulse the boundary condition is given
by ^=A.

After the 180° pulse the phase is set back twice that

which it advanced and hence
t/'=A exp[ -i7r» (F-2f )+i0] ,
f=F(T)
and 0 is the phase of the 180° pulse to the 90° pulse and can be
set to 0 with no loss of generality.
when

t =T'

The echo may be expected

and F(T')=2f since ^=A for all values of r.

This

expression can be used to determine the temporal evolution of the
amplitude of the magnetisation between the 90° pulse and infinity
i/^=Aexp{-i7r* [F+(f-l)f] }....... 2
with f=+l for

0<t<T

and

t>T

f=-l for

To allow for diffusion they assumed a similar solution
except allowing the diffusion term to attenuate A as a function
of time only.

Substitution of equation 2 into equation 1 leads

to
dA/dt=-7^D [F+ (f-1 )f ]^A
Integration of this between t=0 and

t=T

gives the attenuation of

the signal due to diffusion.
ln[A(T')/A(0)]=-yb[io F^dt-4f*/,F dt+4f^(T-T ') ]

To determine the expression for the pulsed gradient one defines
the field gradients as
go

when 0<t<ti

g@+g

when ti<t<tj+<S<T

go

when t,+(S<t<ti+A>T

go+g

when ti+A<t<ti+A+5<2T

go

when ti+A+(S<t
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with this choice of G(t) the echo occurs at t=2r.
ln[A(2T)/A(0) ]=-7^D{2/3T^go + 5^(A-1/35)
-<5[ (t,2+t2^)+<5(t,+t2)+2/3<S'-2T^]g.go}
When go approaches

zero only terms

in

and the expression

reduces to give the following result (as only the terms in g^
remain)
R=ln[A(2r) /A(0) ]=exp (-7^06 (A-1/36)g?)
where R is the attenuation factor from diffusion through the
pulsed gradients.

Further considerations of this derivation are that it allows
limiting cases to be determined. For restricted diffusion the
attenuation in the limit of long diffusion times with very short
pulse durations allows the geometrical dimensions of the system
to be probed and is independent of the diffusion coefficient.
Thus

in principle

the

restriction

distance

and

the

barrier

separation can be assessed independently.

1.

Stejskal E O , Tanner JE.
Spin diffusion measurements: spin
echoes in the presence of a time dependent field gradient.
J. Chem. Phys. 1965; 42:288-292.

